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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
For several years much attention has been paid to the construction of models for simulating crop growth and to their evaluation at
the Department of Theoretical Production Ecology of the Agricultural University and at the Centre for Agrobiological Research
(CABO), both in Wageningen. Although there have been several
publicationson themodelsandsubmodels treatingvariousaspectsof
plant growth,thismonograph isthefirstcomprehensive report of the
work. It has been written in such a way that the approach can be
critically evaluated and further work on the subject may be stimulated in Wageningen and other centres.
A simulation program which covers all aspects of crop growth
defeats its purpose. Such a program would be too large to be
critically evaluated and to solve detailed problems that arise under
fieldconditions.Therefore, the model described here isrestricted to
the potential growth situation, loosely defined as those growing
conditionswhere the supplyof water and nutrients isoptimal for the
crop, and there are no pests,diseases and weeds. Crop performance
is then mainly affected by weather, crop husbandry and the properties of the plant species.
Simulation of plant growth in this situation is considered especially important because its results can be used as a reference for
measurements in the field and thus sets goals and raises pertinent
questions. Are yields lower than anticipated because some nutrients
are not optimally supplied? Is there some disease which escapes
attention? Are the results of the simulation over-optimistic and is
more basic research needed?
Moreover, a simulation model of potential growth enables a
quantitative evaluation of the influence of weather on yield and may
provide a further framework for the analysis of weather and climate
with respect to plant growth. What isthen the influence of microclimate management through manipulation of the soil surface, or why
does a crop like maize grow so well in temperate climates?
The growth of a crop may be divided roughly into three phases.

The germination and establishment, the vegetative growth and the
storagephase inwhich seed setting, tuber formation or other similar
storage processes occur. Until now, most attention has been paid to
the growth in the vegetative stage for various reasons.Production of
grassland is of primary importance under conditions in the Netherlands and is of increasing importance in other parts of the world.
Since most grass is produced on permanent pastures, neither the
germination and establishment phase, nor the seed-setting phase is
very important. On the contrary, harvesting isgenerally done before
the generative phase starts, to maintain quality of herbage and
sward. Moreover the vegetative phase isof prime importance during
the growth of species other than grass, which are also often grown
for silage.
The purpose of the simulation and the present state of our
knowledge are the main reasons for restricting attention to vegetative growth. This leads to a model that integrates knowledge of
plant assimilation and carbon metabolism and of regulation of water
flowthrough plants for the prediction of daily and seasonal patterns
of crops in the 'potential growth situation', and evaluates the
present concepts of growth mainly by comparing predicted and
observed values and trends. The vegetative period in the 'potential
growth situation' is the simplest case but still has much in common
with actual field situations. Nevertheless its simulation requires a
large number of processes and relations. Part of these are well
known, but the model includes also relationships based on ad hoc
assumptions.
In our opinion, simulation models, if they are to be useful at all,
should form a bridge between reductionists, who analyse processes
separated from their physical, chemical or biological background,
and generalists who are interested in the performance of whole
systems in which the individual processes operate in their natural
context. Both the reductionist and the generalist should recognize
their work in the simulation program. Bycomparing detailed output
the generalist can independently evaluate how the model operates
with field data, and the reductionist can determine whether the
treatment of the processes that form the basis of the simulation
model correspond with his ideas.To the reductionist simulation can
be a guide to areas where research is most promising for further
understanding of the system studied. To the generalist simulation
extends his capability to envisage how a whole system functions.
It is possible to construct valuable models that simulate crop
growth in many less optimal situations. Then it is necessary to

describe primary production processes more simply, so that one can
focus better on the major questions in the development of the
model. Thus elaborately defined processes may be summarized and
then incorporated in such broader models.This procedure has been
used in other fields of research (van Keulen, 1975).
It isalso possible to specialize further. Instead of being interested
in the vegetative growth of crops,one may be interested only in the
vegetative growth of one species: perennial rye grass, wheat,
potatoes or maize. The present simulation was attempted on the
assumption that the processes of vegetative growth of the main
agricultural crops are similar because the underlying principles of
plant physiology are the same. A change in the model from one
plant species to another may thus be achieved by alteration of
parameters only. These non-species-specific programs may work
because the most complicated aspect of plant growth, the development of form and function, is only treated superficially at present.
1.2 Simulation technique
The simulation models used, are based on the assumption that the
state of the system at any particular time can be expressed quantitatively and that changes in the system can be described mathematically. This assumption leads to the formulation of state determined
models in which state variables, driving or forcing variables, rate
variables, auxiliary variables and output variables can be distinguished.
A system may be defined as a limited part of reality, containing
interacting elements. The totality of relations within a system is
called the structure of the system; both systems and models have a
structure.The physical limitsof a system are obvious if the system is
well isolated from its environment. Often, however, this is not so,
and processes in one part of the system affect those in other parts.
For example transpiration, assimilation and growth processes affect
the composition of soil and air. On the field scale, however, these
effects of a growing crop in the 'potential growth situation' are
negligible,so that our model of primary production processes can be
restricted to crop processes and weather within the crop.
State variables characterize and quantify all properties that describe the current state of the system. Examples of such variables
are amount of biomass, number of animals, content of mineral
elements in various parts of the system, amount of food, amount of
poison, number of niches,water content, temperature of the soil and

so on. In mathematical terms, state variables are quantified by the
contents of integrals.Their values have to be known at the onset of
simulation.
Driving or forcing variables are those that are not affected by
processes within the system, but characterize the influence from
outside.Thesemaybemacrometeorological variables,theamountof
food added in course of time and so on. It should be realized that
depending on the boundaries of the system to be simulated, the
same variables maybe classified either asstateor drivingvariables.
Rate variables quantify the rates of change of the state variables.
Their values are determined by the state variables and the driving
variables according to rules formulated from knowledge of the
underlying physiological, chemical and physical processes. These
processes may be so complicated that the calculation process becomes much more lucid when use is made of properly chosen
intermediate or auxiliary variables. Output variables are the quantities which the model produces for the user. Sometimes they are
state variables, sometimes rates and sometimes auxiliary variables
that may be calculated especially for the purpose.
In such state determined models, rates are not mutually dependent: each rate of change depends at any particular time on the
values of the state and driving variables and can therefore be
calculated independently of all other rates. Thus structural equations, that means n equations with n unknown rates, do not occur.
The various sections of the model discussed interact nevertheless
strongly, because the simulation is executed parallelly.
The time courses of the variables are generated in the model by
calculating at an instant of time all rates, and realizing these over a
short time interval, DELT. This procedure gives the value of the
state variables at a time DELT later and it can then be repeated.
The rectilinearorEulermethod of integration isthemost elementary
one. It allows for discontinuous processes such as sudden leaf-fall,
sudden cutting of crops or abrupt changes inweather, but forces the
user to choose the time interval DELT small enough compared with
the smallest timeconstant of thesystem.More sophisticated integration methods adapt the size of the time interval to the relative rates
of change, but can only be used if all processes are continuous.
The use of the state determined system approach for the simulation of ecological processes has been analysed, discussed and illustrated by de Wit & Goudriaan (1974) in another monograph of this
series. In this book, the simulation language CSMPS/360 (Continuous System Modelling Program, IBM manual SH20-0367-4) was

used, both for programming and for the explicit formulation of
structural relations. To understand the technical aspects of the
present work it is useful to consult this monograph. The simulation
programs presented here make use of CSMPIII (IBM manual
SH19-7001-2).

2 Outline of model and evaluation methods

A modelling effort, based on an analysis of the processes that are
operative in a system, results inspecial models for various purposes.
The models that are discussed here include the seasonal growth of
closed crop surfaces and the dailycourse of assimilation, respiration,
growth and transpiration. However, in other studies the same or
similar model elements have been used to simulate the microweather in so far as it affects the growth and development of
diseases, efficiency of water use under arid conditions, growth
regulation in greenhouses or competitive phenomena. Therefore,
the various processes are at first not discussed in the form in which
they were incorporated in the main models, but in a somewhat
broader way that enables expansion for special purposes. In the
body of the model, the international unit system (SI) based on kg,
m,s,°Cand Joules as aderived heat unit isused, except for the unit
of water vapour pressure (mbar), the unit of plant water stress (bar)
and the unit of C 0 2 concentration (volume parts per million,
abbreviated asvppm).
2.1 Outline of model
First the Basic Crop Simulator (BACROS) isbriefly described, to
put in perspective the many detailed processes that are considered
in the next chapters.
A crop in the vegetative phase of growth is considered, which is
well supplied with water and nutrients. Growth of this crop is
defined as increase indryweight of the structural plant material, i.e.
total dry weight exclusive of those organic substances that are
classified as reserves. The model is based on physical, chemical and
physiological processes, so that there is no restriction to the geographical range in which it can be applied. In Fig. 1 a simplified
relational diagram of the simulation model is given; the rectangles
represent state variables, the valves rates and the circles are auxiliary variables.
Micro-weather iscalculated from the weather measured at screen
height, the extinction of radiant energy from sun and skywithin the

Fig. 1. Relational diagram of the simulation model. Rectangles represent
state variables; Valves represent rates of change of the state variables;
Circles represent intermediate or auxiliary variables or systems.

crop being,taken into account. The infrared radiation from the
canopy is also computed. A calculation of the distribution of radiation over the leaves isnecessary for computation of assimilation and
transpiration. The architecture of the crop determines this distribution of radiation and has to be defined. The extinction of turbulence
in the canopy isalso considered, so that transfer of heat, vapour and
carbon dioxide can be computed. The ratio of latent and sensible
heat exchange regulates to a large extent the micro-weather and this
ratio is determined largely by stomatal behaviour. Basic models on
heat transfer in the soil are available (de Wit & van Keulen, 1972).
However, soil temperature is not simulated here in detail, it being
assumed that this temperature follows the air temperature with a
delay of 4 hours. Chapter 3 describes how the weather is modelled.

Readers interested in more detailed modelling of micro-weather are
referred to Goudriaan (1977).
The assimilation of carbon dioxide by the canopy is calculated by
adding the assimilation rates of the variously exposed leaves in
successive leaf layers. These rates are dependent on light intensity,
C 0 2 concentration in the ambient air and resistance to C 0 2 diffusion from the atmosphere towards the activesites.Transpiration and
C 0 2 assimilation interact strongly, not only because a relatively
large transpiration may lead to loss of turgidity of the plant and
subsequent closure of stomata, but also because a low rate of
assimilation may lead to closure of stomata and low transpiration,
through regulation of the C0 2 concentration in thestomatal cavity.
Respiration is the sum of maintenance respiration and growth
respiration. The latter is caused by the conversion of reserves into
structural material and is therefore proportional to the rate of
growth. The intensity of growth respiration is affected by the
chemical composition of the new material, which may be about
equal to that of the plant. This intensity is independent of temperature, but growth respiration is indirectly influenced by temperature
through the temperature dependence of the growth rate. Usually,
C 0 2 evolution resulting from translocation is included in the term
for growth respiration. The rate of maintenance respiration depends
on the turnover rates of proteins and the resynthfcsis of other
degraded compounds and the maintenance of ionic gradients. This
respiration process therefore depends largely on the chemical composition of the plant. The rate of maintenance respiration is sensitive to temperature.
The growth rate of the organs is dependent on the amount of
reserves and temperature. Under internal water stress, growth of
shoots is retarded by making a larger proportion of reserves available for growth of roots. By this mechanism a functional balance is
maintained between root and shoot.
Up to now, no satisfactory solution has been found for the
simulation of the growth of leaf surfaces in relation to the growthof
leaf or shoot weight, so that these aspects are mimicked rather than
simulated: their description is based on information obtained from
field trials and not derived from knowledge of the underlying
processes. Hence, the simulation programs become considerably
limited in their application. However original research on plant
physiology rather than model building is necessary to improve the
situation here.
The water status of the plant is determined by the balance
8

between transpiration and water uptake from the soil.The transpiration rate of the crop is found by adding the transpiration rates of
the variously exposed leaves in successive leaf layers of the crop.
These rates are calculated from the radiation absorbed, resistanceof
the laminar layer, humidity and temperature of the ambient air and
stomatal resistance. Stomatal resistance is either controlled through
C 0 2 concentration and assimilation or through the water status of
the plant.The calculation alsoprovides leaf temperatures,which are
used in the photosynthesis section and averaged to give the crop
temperature that affects growth and respiration. Water uptake is
determined by the conductivity of the root system, the water status
of the plant and that of the soil. The water status of the soil is
assumed to be optimal ('field capacity'), so that the transport of
water within the soil can be ignored. The conductivity of the root
system is dependent on the amount of roots, their degree of
suberization and soil temperature.
2.2 Experimental evaluation
2.2.1 Field trials
Themoststraightforward waytoevaluate theresultsof simulation
experiments is to compare them with the actual growth of crops.
These comparisons have been made invarious years and at different
geographical locations for grasses, mainly perennial rye grass, a C 3
plant, maize,aC4plant, and wheat, aC3plant. Since morphogenesis
is not simulated, it is necessary to introduce the leaf area index and
the chemical composition of the crop in course of time as a forcing
function. Hence deviations between simulated and observed ratesof
dry matter growth must be attributed solely to an unsatisfactory
treatment of the main transfer processes such as assimilation, respiration and transpiration. However, actual growth rates are determined by periodic harvests and the variance of the difference
between twosuccessive yields isequal to thesum of the variancesof
these yields. Even in carefully executed experiments with several
replicates, the variance of yield is at least (200)2 (kgha"1)2, so that
thestandard deviation of the difference isabout V((200)2+(200)2)=
280kgha"1. Since crop growth rates are often about 200kgha"1
day"1, time intervals of 14 days between harvests are needed to
obtain an accuracy of 10 percent in the estimate of growth rate.
Hence in this way only averages can be evaluated over rather long
periods and an evaluation of day-by-day performance and perfor-

mance throughout the day is an illusion.
2.2.2 Crop enclosure
Obviously another evaluation technique is needed, and partly for
this reason, an installation was built that allows the continuous
measurements of C 0 2 assimilation and transpiration in crop enclosures in thefield(Louwerse &Eikhoudt, 1975;Alberda eta/., 1977).
With this installation, which is a modification of that of the Grassland Research Institute in Hurley (Leafe, 1972), the daily courseof
transfer processes can be investigated and the reactions of these
processes to instantaneous modifications of the environment can be
observed.
A crop area which may be 2x2m2, is enclosed by a transparent
cover, tightly placed on a frame, hammered into the soil to a depth
of about 20cm.The air in the enclosure iscirculated over a cooling
and heating unit at such a speed that it is thoroughly mixed in the
enclosure.The air inside iskept at aslight overpressure, so that part
of it escapes through the soil, suppressing the influx of respiratory
C 0 2 from this source. Evaporation is also suppressed in this way,
provided that the soil is covered by a 3-cm layer of gravel.
Therateofinputofoutsideairisadjusted withrespecttotherateof
C 0 2 exchange with the crop and additional C 0 2 may be added at
the inlet. Experiments with high C 0 2 concentrations are also possible. The C 0 2 concentration of the incoming air and the air in the
enclosure,is measured with an infrared gas analyser. Except inside
the enclosure, the air circuit does not leak, so that with thorough
mixing, the C 0 2 concentration within the enclosure is the C 0 2
concentration of the outgoing air.
The cooler is designed in such a way that the condensed water
drops with little obstruction into the vessel of an automatic raingauge. Together with the measurement of the absolute humidity of
incoming and outgoing air with regularly calibrated lithium chloride
cells, the transpiration rate is determined for hourly periods. Became of the timelagin collecting thewater, a higher resolution time
is not possible. Recently, it became possible to measure the transpiration with a resolution of the order of minutes by measuring the
rate of circulation of air and water vapour differences between air
entering and leaving the enclosure through the circulation system;
humidities are also measured with an infrared gas analyser.
Plate 1gives an impression of the installation which is so mobile
that it can be put to work within a few hours. The power for the
10

Plate 1. Themobileinstallation of theCentre for Agrobiological Research
(Wageningen)formeasuringC0 2 assimilation,respiration andtranspiration
of crop surfaces.
installation is supplied by a 20kW generator, which is placed at a
considerable distance from the mobile laboratory and preferably
downwind to avoid the C 0 2 from the exhaust of the diesel engine
reaching the air inlet at the top of the tube on the van.
The weather within the enclosure is,of course, different from the
weather outside and it would be futile to try and make them the
same. Instead, the weather section of BACROS is adapted. The
influence of the transparent cover on the absorption of short-wave
radiation and on heat radiation is included. It is taken into account
that no wind profile is formed, the air within the whole enclosure
being thoroughly mixed. The influence of the characteristic timejags of the instrumentation on the measured C02-contents are also
included.
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3

Weather

The crop growth models simulate situations which are characterized by optimal supply of water and nutrients. Under these
conditions weather is the main determinant of growth so that only
weather parameters have to be introduced in the form of forcing
functions. This method does not present any difficulty for the
experimental evaluation of the simulation program.The appropriate
weather factors, like temperature, wind speed, incoming radiation,
may be measured at some arbitrary horizontal boundary in the air
above the crop and the weather parameters within the crop and the
soil can be simulated from these (Goudriaan, 1977).Simulated data
and data actually measured within the crop and soil can then be
compared to evaluate the micrometeorological aspects of the simulation.
Simulation programs are not only constructed for evaluation, but
also for application. For instance, if irrigation schemes are planned
in an arid region, it may be useful to predict yield under optimal
conditions. However, the meteorological data used for this prediction concern the region before and not after the irrigation works
have been set up. With the introduction of irrigation, the temperature at two meters islower, the humidity higher and the wind speed
isreduced; especially the net long-waveradiation will be affected by
the temperature of the underlying radiation surface. Then it is
impossible to introduce some boundary atwhich measured data may
be correctly used as forcing functions, that is as data that are
independent of the conditions at the soil surface. Hence in a final
analysis,simulation of crop growth isonlypossible bysimulating the
weather pattern on a macro-scale.
Of course, a compromise is possible. The simplest approach to a
practical solution is to assume that except for long-wave radiation
the effect of the surface condition on the measurements at standard
screen height isnegligible and this assumption isin general made for
conditionsintheNetherlandswherethesoilsurfaceinmeteorological
stations is covered with grass, reasonably supplied with water and
where most fields are also under green cover. This course is also
taken in arid regions, where crops are grown on a relatively small
12

scale.However, where large-scale irrigation projects are anticipated,
a meteorological analysis to estimate expected changes in weather
parameters seems necessary.
Such an analysis is not attempted here, except for one aspect,
which concerns radiation exchange. As long as cloudiness is not
affected, it is fair to assume that the total global (short-wave)
radiation is independent of the condition at the soil surface. However long-wave radiation will certainly be affected and because net
radiation determines to a large extent evaporative demand, it is
dangerous to use data on net radiation under conditions other than
those under which they are measured. A proper course of action
may be the computation of sky temperature from short-wave radiation, net radiation, and surface temperature and to use this sky
temperature asa forcing function. But thiscomputation can be done
only when the station's measurements are complete and accurate.
There are, however, also many conditions where it isnecessary to
relyon Angstrom's and Brunt's type of formula for the computation
of the incoming short-wave radiation and the long-wave radiation
exchange. Then any sophistication is worthless, even in subsequent
simulations of the micro-weather.
3.1 Input weather data
The main weather parameters show a distinct daily course and
since the plant response to environmental factors is obviously nonlinear and many processes are interacting, it is necessary to account
for this systematic daily course of weather parameters in simulation
Programs that reflect the main physiological processes of plants.
However it isnot worth the effort to include in the weather input all
details of the weather pattern that may be recorded with sophisticated instrumentation. Moreover, it is practical to work with
standard meteorological weather reports.
Therefore, a program section was developed which generates
daily courses of weather data from daily totals and daily maximum
and minimum values of weather parameters measured at standard
screen height, using the latitude of the location and the date as
farther information. These program sections concern incoming
short-wave radiation, long-wave radiation, temperature, humidity
a
nd wind speed.
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k" 3.1.1 Incoming short-waveradiation
Both photosynthesis and transpiration of leaves may respond
non-linearly to radiation, so that not only the absolute course of
radiation intensity throughout the day, but also its distribution over
direct and diffuse radiation has to be approximated. The incoming
radiation flux during a time interval of simulation is then computed
from the radiation fluxes with a clear and overcast sky by assuming
that the sky is overcast for the time fraction (/) and clear for the
time fraction (1—/). Hence, it is assumed in BACROS that the
clouds are evenly distributed over the day.
The basic data for the computation are presented in Fig. 2 which
gives the radiationfluxin the 400-700nmwave band (visible range)
in Joule m""2s"1 on a perfectly clear or overcast day dependent on
the height of the sun. The flux on the perfectly clear day is again
separated into direct radiation flux from the sun and diffuse sky
radiation. The values have to be multiplied by 2 and 1.7 to obtain
the short-wave radiation over the whole range of wavelengths for a
clear and an overcast sky,respectively (deWit, 1965).The radiation
on an overcast day is 0.20 times the radiation on a perfectly clear
day. In Angstrom's formula (1924), which relates radiation flux to
cloud cover, this ratio is close to 0.25. However this formula refers
in general to measured radiation fluxes on clear days and these
fluxes may be 10-20% lower than reported here because of dust
and water vapour. Perfect clear skies are used here to avoid
computation of maximum radiation totals that are smaller than
measured totals.The observational data are summarized in function
tables for direct radiation on clear days from the sun, diffuse
radiation from the sky on clear days and diffuse radiation on
overcast days.
These data for standard clear and standard overcast skies, integrated to obtain daily totals for a clear and an overcast day, are JSc
and JS0,respectively. Total daily radiation actually measured JS is
related to the daily totals of clear and overcast skies to compute
what is called the fraction of time that the sky is overcast

fJ^S

(3 1)

Now the current total short-wave radiation at any moment of the
day is estimated with this fraction of the sky that is overcast
according to
S=/S 0 +(1-/)S C
^
(3.2)
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sin/3=sinA sinS+cosA cosScos2ir(th+12)/24

(3.3)

in which
0 =height of the sun
A =latitude of the site
5=declination of the sun
th =hour of the day, time expressed in hours.
The declination 8 is given by (expressed in radians):
5=-^Y^cos27r(f d +10)/365

(3.4)

where tdis the number of days since 1 January.
The above procedure is followed when daily radiation totals are
measured. Otherwise they may be calculated with Angstrom's formula:

s= a+

l ( ^)°

(3 5)

-

In this formula the number of hours of sunshine (n) is often
known from measurements with Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorders, but sometimes only estimates are available. N isthe daylength
in hours, a and b are factors depending on location and are of the
order of 0.25 and 0.75,respectively. Q istotal daily radiation with a
clear sky. As has been said, this total radiation is often 10-20%
lower than the radiation obtained from the data in Fig. 2, which
hold for skies with hardly any dust or water vapour. Hence, if the
data of this table are used to compute Q and thenJS,the valueof a
and b should be adjusted. A careful analysis of basic observational
data and computational procedure is necessary if systematic errors
larger than 10-20% are to be avoided.
3.1.2 Long-wave radiation
The simplest way to estimate loss of long-wave radiation (Joule
nT 2 s _1 ) is by Brunt's (1932) formula
B n =-o-7^ bs (0.56-0.092(0.75e a ) a5 )(l-0.9/)
in which Tabs is the absolute air temperature, a is the StefanBoltzmann constant, ea is the vapour pressure in mm Hg, and /
is the fraction of time that the sun is obscured by clouds. 16

(3.6)

Since the temperature of the crop surface is also simulated, it is
tempting to substitute this temperature for the temperature of the
air. However Brunt's formula isbased on an analysis of experimental data,so that such asubstitution cannot be donewithout changing
some of the constants. Since air and crop temperature do not differ
much for closed crops well supplied with water, this substitution is
anyhow not worthwhile.
As for short-wave radiation, Bn iscalculated separately for a clear
and an overcast sky. According to Eqn (3.6), Bn for an overcast sky
is 0.1 of the value for a clear sky.The calculation of the fraction of
overcast sky / has been explained in 3.1.1.
The main problem of using Brunt's formula is not the exact value
of the constants, but the assumption that cloudiness during the night
is the same as that during the day, which is unlikely. Only by
measuringskytemperatures, can thecalculation of lossof long-wave
radiation be significantly improved.
3.1.3 Temperature,dew point and wind speed
In general, maximum and minimum temperatures are available
for each day and these are used for reconstructing the daily courses.
For this purpose, it is assumed that the maximum occurs at 14h00
and the minimum at sunrise.The daily course isdescribed by a sine
wave for the period from sunrise to 14h00 and another sine wave
for the period from 14h00 to sunrise on the next day.
The same procedure is followed for the dew point. However, the
calculated dew-point may be higher than the calculated temperature
because of schematization errors or errors in measurements. To
avoid these, a lower limit equal to the air temperature is introduced
for the dew point.
The daily wind run ismeasured at screen height. The wind speed
isassumed to be twice as high during the day as during the night in
such a way that the total daily wind run is equal to the value
measured. The wind speed at the top of the canopy may be
calculated from the logarithmic wind profile and the wind speed at
standard height.
The computation of the turbulent diffusion resistance is based on
the assumption of a logarithmic wind profile, an expression for the
turbulent diffusion resistance in sm _1 between the crop and the air
derived by
^
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in which uTis the wind speed in ms" 1 at a height zr above the crop
surface, k the Von Karman constant (0.4) and zc isthe height of the
crop.The stability correction factor isassumed to be one, because it
is also assumed that the air temperature within and above the crop
is the same. The heights d and z0 are the zero plane displacement
and the roughness length of the crop,it beingassumed that thewind
speed is 'zero' at a height d+z0.
Considerable experimentation has been done to determine d and
z0. Since canopies are not rigidly constructed, both depend on wind
speed (Monteith, 1973). If this dependence is neglected, it is often
assumed that d and zQ are only proportional to the height of the
crop accordingto d=0.63zc and zQ=0.13zc.Thewindspeed should
be measured at a height of at least one metre above the crop, and
sufficient fetch should be taken into account. As has already been
said (2.1), the wind speed measured at standard height in
meteorological stations is taken as a substitute. For computation of
wind speed within the canopy, wind speed at the top of the canopy
(uc) is needed. If one assumes the wind profile to be logarithmic,

In crop enclosures, the air is kept in turbulent motion and the
turbulence of the air is the same throughout the canopy. This
difference between crops in enclosures and normally exposed crops
may lead to considerable differences in transpiration rates.
3.2 Mkro-weather

3.2.1 Micro-weathersimulators
Temperature, humidity, wind and radiation in a crop change with
time and height and to simulate their time course, distributive
models are necessary in which both time and height are discretized.
Such models are conveniently represented as an electrical network
consisting of capacitors and resistances, as in Fig. 3.The capacitors
in the centre of the figure represent the heat capacity of the leaves
in each stratum. The resistances at the left represent the boundary
layer resistance to the flow of sensible heat and the resistances on
18
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Fig. 3. A scheme of the resistances and capacitors for sensible and latent
heat exchange inside a vegetation. The arrows represent the absorbed net
radiation in the leaf layers and on the soil surface. See text for further
details.

the right the stomatal and boundary layer resistances to theflowof
latent heat in the form of water vapour. The resistances and
capacitors in series on the left side of Fig. 3 stand for the exchange
resistances and heat capacities of the airwithin the layers and on the
right side for latent heatflow.The sensible and latent heat contents
(the capacitors) are represented by integrals and the rates of flow
are proportional to temperature or vapour pressure differences, the
conductivities (inverse of the resistances) depending on leaf mass
per layer, stomatal behaviour, wind speed within the layer and so
19

on. The system is forced to function by radiation exchange with
the crop and by temperature, humidity and wind speed above i
crop. The transfer processes of heat, water and nutrients within t
soil can be simulated in a similar way, the interface with the J
being formed by a thin layer of soil at the surface. As theflow
sensible and latent heat is very large compared with the stora
capacity of leaves and the air between leaves, the time constant
the system is of the order of only 100 seconds. Hence, it
impossible to operate the model for a season or even a day. Tl
problem can be solved by application of Goudriaan's (1977) bypa
sing method for stiff systems.
It is also possible to eliminate the capacitors so that only
network of resistances remains.A solution may then be obtained 1
matrix algebra. However such programs are far less lucid, mo
difficult to change, and simplifications and linear approximatio
have to be introduced to obtain a straightforward solution, (Gou
riaan, 1977).
The macro-weather data that are needed for theoperation ofsu<
a detailed model are the temperature and humidity of the air, tl
windspeed, thedirect and diffuse radiation from thesun and thesi
temperature or net radiation. Values measured above thesimulate
canopy should be used in detailed models. It is a matter of furth
analysis to what extent the use of data of normal weather stations
justified.
The foliage characteristics that must be known are the leaf ar<
index (LAI), the leaf width and the canopy architecture, the extin
tion of visible, short-wave and net radiation and the extinction
wind and exchange coefficients. The plant physiological characteri
ticsexert their influence mainly through stomatal conductivitywhi<
governs the division of incoming radiant energy into sensible he
and latent heat of evaporation. Stomatal conductance in its tu
does not depend only on the water status of the plant, but also(
C 0 2 assimilation.The main soil characteristics are the hydraulicai
thermal properties, which may be estimated from the compositk
and type of soil or they can be directly measured. Moreover son
average clod dimension isnecessary to characterize the roughness
the soil surface. The wetness of the surface again determines tl
division of radiation into sensible and latent heat and a reasonab
simulation of thesoilmoisture content of thesurface isnecessaryf<
operating the model.
Goudriaan (1977) verified the operation of his simulator I
comparison with a series of measurements of Stigter et al. (1971
20
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Fig. 4. Simulated and measured differences between the temperatures (A)
and humidities (O) inside a canopy of maize and those above.

The performance is reasonable, as is shown in Figs 4 and 5 for a
maize crop, reasonably supplied with water. Fig. 4 concerns the
measured and simulated differences between the humidity inside
and above the crop, whereas Fig. 5 concerns temperature and
humidity profiles as measured and simulated on two days. Neither
the measured nor the simulated temperatures and humidities in the
crop differ by more than 3°C or 3 millibars from those above the
crop.
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Since the responses of physiological processes to temperature are
often not known with great precision, it seems hardly worthwhile to
make all this effort for the simulation of small temperature differences. On the other hand, the period of dew formation at different
heights in the crop may vary considerably, so that in studies of the
epidemiology of fungus diseases, for instance, detailed models are
justified. Such models are alsojustified for open canopies and under
conditions where the water status of the soil issuboptimal and there
issuch a feedback on the water status of the plant that the stomatal
behaviour is affected.
3.2.2 A simplified micro-weather simulator
The macro-weather data, the knowledge of the plant physiological
responses, and the purpose of BACROS do not justify the use of
detailed micro-weather simulators.
Considerable simplification is achieved by assuming that the turbulent resistance in the vegetation is zero, so that the temperature,
humidity and C 0 2 concentration of the air is the same throughout
the canopy. This simplification is suggested by the small gradients
that exist in conditions where the crop is well supplied with water
and the soil surface is not dried out (Fig. 5). It eliminates the
sensible and latent heat capacity of the air and the interactions
between the leaf strata within the crop. Another simplification isthe
use of Penman's (1948) combination method to compute the transfer of sensible and latent heat from the leaf strata to the surroundings, so that the heat capacity of leaves, another series of integrals
with small time constants, is eliminated.
In Fig. 3 thissimplification isintroduced by neglecting the turbulent resistances inside the canopy (ra(2), ra(3) and ra(4)), so that the
conditions of the air inside the canopy are uniform. In Table 1 the
effect of thissimplification ispresented. The differences between the
simulations are very small, so that for simulations with the crop
growth simulator the use of only one air layer is fully acceptable.
Within this simplified model three kinds of resistances are needed:
the turbulent diffusion resistance of the air (ra), the boundary layer
resistance of the leaves (rb) and the stomatal resistance of the leaves
(rt).Thefirsttworesistances,expressedinthecorrectunits,arealmost
thesame for sensible and latent heat (watervapour).The resistances
rb and r,varywiththedepthof theleavesinthecanopy.Theboundary
layer resistance depends mainly on the wind velocity around the
23

Table 1. Simulated net C02-assimilation NCASC, total latent heat loss
TEHL, total sensible heat lossTSHL andsoil heatfluxG for amaizecrop
at 12h00. The first column gives results when the profiles inside the
vegetation are taken into account. Inthesecond column theyare neglected
(Goudriaan, 1977)
fluxes
at noon

dimensions

with profile
inside vegetation

NCASC
TEHL
TSHL
G

kgC0 2 ha"1h"1
Jm -2s"1
Jm~2s"1
JnTV1

83.8
320.2
263.2
70.4

turbulent resistance
inside vegetation
zero
91.0
322.5
258.5
70.2

Fig. 6. Calculated extinction of diffuse radiation for a crop with black
leaves and a spherical leaf angle distribution. The extinction is almost
exponential.

leaves, so that for its computation the extinction of wind speed in
the canopy is needed. The resistance of the stomata governs the
ratio between sensible and latent heat loss of the leaves and will
therefore be treated in considerable detail in 5.2. The 'wetness' of
the soil surface is described by the resistance for evaporation rs,
which has the same controlling function for water loss as the leaf
resistance r,. The soil heat flux G passes through the resistance rg
from the soil surface to the centre of the top soil layer.
Light intensity decreases exponentially with depth in the canopy
24

with a different extinction coefficient for visible, near-infrared and
thermal radiation. It is possible to arrive at simple expressions for
transmission and reflection coefficients of canopies with arbitrary
leaf distributions (Goudriaan, 1977).Theradiation from thesunbut
with a black sky (as on the moon) is then considered first for a
canopy with a large leaf area index.The extinction for black leaves
with a spherical leaf distribution is given by a solid line in Fig. 6.
Since no radiation is reflected, this line also represents the net
downwardflux.Withscatteringleaves,somelight isreflected sothat
the netfluxat the top of the canopy isless.On the other hand the
netfluxreaches further downwards because of the scattering.

Fig.7. Numerically computed extinction coefficients (Km) versus extinction
coefficients (Kf) calculated with asimple equation (3.4),for many situations
differing inleaf angledistribution, scattering coefficient and geometryof the
incoming radiation.
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Subsequent analysis of numerical data obtained for a wide range
of leaf distribution functions, scattering coefficients and geometryof
the incoming radiation showed that the resulting extinction coefficient in the function e~"K(0)LAI m ay be fairly well approximated by
the expression
K((S)=(l-<T)05Kb(p)
(3.9)
in which a is the scattering coefficient of the leaves and Kb((S) the
extinction coefficient of black leaves computed for radiation from
direction /3.
Good agreement is shown in Fig. 7 where numerically computed
values of K are plotted against the values calculated with Eqn (3.9)
for more than 200 cases.With the extinction coefficient the netflux
of radiation at acertain depth can be calculated.Thisfluxconsistsof
a downward flux of direct radiation and downward and upward
fluxesof diffuse radiation. Subtraction of direct flux from the total,
gives the diffuse part of net flux.
These formulas account only for the radiation from the sun. The
radiation from the sky has to be superimposed on this.The extinction coefficient for diffuse radiation can be found by the weighted
summation for the nine zones of the upper hemisphere of 10
degrees each.
Expressions of similar complexity are developed also for reflection coefficients of crop surfaces, but for these the reader is referred
to the original publication of Goudriaan (1977) and to the listingof
the simulation program.
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4 Water status of crop

The water status of the canopy is governed by the balance
between water loss through transpiration and water supply by the
roots. Both are adjusted to each other through the relative water
content of the canopy, which may affect on the one hand the
opening of the stomata and on the other the difference in water
potential that governs water uptake. Several attempts have been
made to treat the relation between the weight and the geometry of
the root and the conductance for water uptake (Brouwer & de Wit,
1968; Lambert & Penning de Vries, 1973). However these aspects
are not incorporated in detail in the present model because emphasis here is on the canopy and its growth.
4.1 Transpiration
The rate of transpiration of the crop is obtained by summing the
rates of transpiration of successive leaf layers with a given leaf area
index. The calculations for each leaf layer are based on the combination method first proposed by Penman (1948). In this approximate solution, storage of heat in the transpiring leaf is neglected.
The expression for the latent heat loss per unit leaf area is then
\E =(sRn +(es- ea)peplrb)l(s+y(rb+ri)/rb)

(4.1)

in which es and ea are the saturated and actual vapour pressure,
respectively, s isthe slope of the curve of saturated vapour pressure
against temperature at air temperature, y is the psychrometer
constant, Rn is the absorbed radiation, r, and rbare the resistances
of the leaf and its laminar layer, and pcp is the volumetric heat
capacity of the air. This equation isused in the simulation model to
calculate the transpiration from individual leaf layers.The radiation
absorbed in each leaf layer follows from the balance between
incoming and outgoing radiation (3.1). For each of the radiation
components, exponential extinction with depth in the canopy is
assumed, each one with its specific extinction coefficient. These
coefficients are calculated from the crop architecture and the angle
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of the sun. The energy consumed by photosynthetic activity is also
taken into account.
The resistance to water vapour exchange through the laminar
layer, rb, isdependent on the wind speed around the leaves and the
size of the leaves. Several semi-empirical relations have been proposed to calculate the resistance from these variables.The preference
for any particular formula depends on the conditions under which it
was established and those under which it should be used. For the
present purpose the most reasonable approximation seems to be
rb = a\fwjuy in which a is a constant, w the width of leaf and u the
wind speed (described by Pearman etaly 1972).The wind speed in
each leaf layer is obtained from that above the canopy, assuming
exponential extinction, with an extinction coefficient of 0.7; for this
wind speed a lower limit of 0.02ms""1isassumed. Stomatal conductance is governed by the C 0 2 concentration in the stomatal cavity,
within given boundaries and is thus calculated from the current rate
of assimilation (5.3). It is, however, assumed that under conditions
of water stress,stomatal control by C 0 2 isineffective. Then conductance is governed by the water status of the canopy, increasing
dehydration being accompanied by gradual closure of the stomata.
Since cuticular conductance is not negligible with nearly closed
stomata, it is added to the stomatal conductance to obtain total
conductance of the leaf surface. When the evaporative heat loss is
known, sensible heat loss is calculated by
C=Rn-\E-M

(4.2)

in which M is the energy consumed for photosynthetic activity. The
temperature of the leaves Ttfollows now from
T,=Ta+CrJ(pcp)

(4.3)

in which Tais the temperature of the air.
The calculations for each leaf layer are done separately for the
fraction of time that the sky is clear (1—/) and for the fraction of
time that the sky is overcast (/). During the time that the sky is
clear, adistinction ismade between leaves that are exposed to direct
sunlight, the sunlit leaf area, and leaves that receive only diffuse
radiation, the shaded leaf area. Total transpiration of the canopy is
obtained by summing the energy fluxes for all leaf classes, as is the
total sensible heat loss.The average temperature of the crop follows
from the average temperature of the various leaves.
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4.2 Water uptake

Uptake of water from the soil is governed by the difference in
water potential in the crop and in the soil and by the resistance to
waterflowin thesoil-plant system.Detailed models are available,in
which the flow of water through the soil and the expansion of the
root system are taken into account (Lambert & Penning de Vries,
.1973). However such a detailed treatment is unwarranted in the
present program because optimum soil moisture conditions are
assumed throughout and because our knowledge about growth and
functioning of the root system isfragmentary. Moreover sufficiently
accurate methods of experimentation have only recently been developed. In the present model therefore, the root system is treated
as one unit, with respect to water flow characterized by its conductance.
The water potential in the soil is maintained at —0.1 bar, which
corresponds approximately to field capacity. The water status of
the canopy is characterized by its relative water content and its
total water potential. For the time being a unique relation between
the two is assumed. This relation may vary as a result of variations
in the component potentials contributing to the total potential i.e.
turgor pressure and osmotic potential. Especially the latter may
show variations due to chemical transformations in the plant. Lack
of quantitative data, however, restricts the application of these
aspects in the simulation model. A direct relation between relative
water content of the crop and water potential of the crop is
assumed, neglecting temporary changes of osmotic pressure. Measurements of Kleinendorst &Brouwer (1972) show that this assumption may be fair.
The total resistance to liquidflowthrough the plant isassumed to
be primarily concentrated in the root system, where the water must
traverse the protoplast as cell walls are suberized. There is also a
resistance to water flow in the xylem vessels. Such a resistance
would presumably be dependent on the sizeof the conducting tissue
and thus on the weight of the crop. In the present approach this
resistance has been neglected, also because it is generally accepted
that its influence is of little practical importance.
4 3 Root resistance
The literature on the nature and magnitude of root resistance and
the factors influencing it isvoluminous and often conflicting. Gener29

ally a distinction is made between active and passive transport of
water across the outer cell-layers of the root to its xylem vessels.
However most authors agree that thepotential gradients developing
under influence of transpiring leaves are such, that only passive
transport along these gradients isof practical importance. Research
has therefore been largely restricted to phenomena associated with
this transport and then mainly on individual plants in nutrient
solutions. The applicability of the results in simulation models
referring to the field situation is thus limited. In the model the
conductance of the root system isdetermined from the weight of the
root system, its composition i.e. the ratio between 'young' and 'old'
roots, the soil temperature and a conversion factor relating weight
to conductance.
The growing roots are accumulated in an integral with young
roots,while at the same time these roots are subject to suberization.
Suberization proceeds in proportion to the amount of young roots
present, with a time constant of about 5 days. The conductance of
the old roots, through which water transport ishampered as a result
of the suberine layers, is set at 0.3 times that of young roots. This
value isan average of ratios of root conductances determined along
a growing root, with increasing distance from the root tip (Brouwer,
1965). The suberized roots may die off during the growing season;
the total root weight of a crop often decreases as it matures.
Subsequently these dead roots maybe subject to decay asa resultof
microbial action. Since the quantitative aspects of these processes
are elusive, they have not been included in the model.
The temperature of the medium has a distinct influence on the
uptake of water by the root system. For proper understanding of
this phenomenon, two processes must be distinguished. In the first
place temperature may influence the structure of cell membranes,
thus changing the conductance of the roots. On the other hand
increasing temperatures give rise to decreasing viscosity of water,
which facilitates transport across the root. Kuiper (1964) demonstrated with beans that in the lower temperature range (up to ±15°C)
both effects influence water uptake,resulting ina Q 10valueof about
4, while above 15°C changes in uptake rate can be fully accounted
for by changes in viscosity. The relation between temperature and
water uptake introduced in the program to describe the effect of
temperature on root conductance (Fig. 8) isbased on own measurements with maize.
The conversion factor, relating root conductance to root weight
and of primary importance for the calculation of conductance, is
30
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Fig. 8. Root conductance asafunction of root temperature, relative to the
conductance at 37°C.

difficult to obtain from experimental data. As mentioned earlier,
most available data refer to single plants in pots grown on nutrient
solution, in which the quantitative relations may be quite different
from the field situation, even though the processes are the same.
The numerical value used in the model has therefore been estimated, assuming that a crop, well supplied with water can maintain
its turgidity under a fairly high evaporative demand. An LAI of 1,
50kg young roots and 450kg old roots are assumed to exist. At a
high transpiration rate of 0.165g n f 2 s~* and a relative water content of 0.975, the required conductance is then 0.08g water
bar' 1s""1 m"2. This leads to a value for the ratio weight: conductance of ±2500kgha""1 per g water bar"1s""1 m"2 which is used in
the model. Surprizingly enough, this calculated ratio is of the same
order as comparable data from nutrient solution experiments
(Brouwer, 1965).
Another aspect of the root resistance, which has received attention in the literature is its dependence on the potential difference
across the root, or the flow rate. Bans (1970) reported that for a
number of cropsroot resistance wasinverselyproportional to rateof
flowso that the plant can maintain full turgidity under increasing
evaporative demands (Fig. 9). However, this phenomenon was
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Fig. 9. Relations between maize leaf temperature, leaf water potential,
conductance and transpiration rate. The last was varied by varying the
relative humidity from 41-80% (Barrs, 1970).

observed under low evaporative demand, while at high evaporative
demand the root resistance seemed constant. Kuiper (1972) explained this behaviour by assuming that new pores for moisture
transport are formed in the plasma membrane as a result of increasing pressure. He also reported that it is restricted to pressures of 1
to 2 bar after which a linear relation is observed between pressure
and water uptake. In the present model this phenomenon has
therefore been neglected.
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4.4 Water balance
The term water balance as used here refers to the balance
between water lost by transpiration and that taken up by the root
system.The description given so far is identical for the two versions
of the simulation model, the first one referring to a whole growing
season, and the second one calculating the daily course of photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration. The main difference between the two versions of essentially the same model, is the time
interval with which the programs are executed. The second version
is executed with variable time intervals, the magnitude of these
being determined at each moment by the 'fastest' process i.e. that
with the smallest time constant (de Wit & Goudriaan, 1974). To
maintain stability, the time intervals of integration are of the order
of minutes or even seconds. For simulating a 24-hour period such
small intervals are feasible but application for a whole growing
season, involving 150or more days,would lead toprohibitively high
computing costs. The version applied to the latter situation is
executed therefore with fixed intervals of one hour.
As the state variable with the smallest time constant, i.e. the heat
content of the canopy, has already been eliminated by calculating
canopy temperature from the radiation balance (4.1), the water
content of the crop isthedetermining state variable.When the same
example from the previous section is used, with a leaf weight of
1000kg and a dry matter content of the material of 15%, the total
amount of water is 850kgha*"1. Applying the same rate,
1.65 kgha""1 s"1, the time constant equals 500s (850/1.65). Thus it
can easily be seen that the model would be unstable when time
intervals of one hour are applied.
The same principle as applied for the temperature is used in this
situation: the water content of the canopy is not considered as a
state variable. Instead it is assumed that at each moment equilibrium exists between the amount of water lost through transpiration
and that taken up from the soil.The actual value of the equilibrium
point is determined by the water potential or the relative water
content in the canopy.The stomatal resistance iseither governed by
the control of the internal C02-concentration (5.2) or the relative
water content. In the latter case, a decrease in the relative water
content may cause an increase in stomatal resistance and hence a
decrease in transpiration. At the same time the rate of water uptake
is increased. In the model the equilibrium situation of water uptake
and transpiration is found by an iterative procedure. First uptake
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Fig. 10. Computed values of the transpiration rate TRC, the water uptake
WUR, and the relative water content of the crop RWCP in subsequent
iterations. When TRC and WUR are sufficiently equal, iteration is terminated.

and transpiration are calculated under the assumption that the
relative water content of the previous time interval is still the
equilibrium value. When evaporative demand or root conductance
have changed to such an extent that the difference between uptake
and transpiration is larger than a preset accuracy criterion, a new
value for the relative water content is obtained dependent on the
signof the difference and the calculation of uptake and transpiration
isrepeated with new values for the water potential and the stomatal
resistance. This procedure isrepeated until the accuracy criterion is
met, usually within 3 to 4 iterations. The procedure is graphically
illustrated in Fig. 10. When the equilibrium value of the relative
water content isobtained, the remainder of theprogram isexecuted.

5

A u t o t r o p h i c processes a n d stomatal control

• The process of C 0 2 assimilation is the most important photosynthetic process. Its dependence on light is described in the program on the basis of a response curve which is characterized by the
maximum rate of assimilation at high light intensity, the initial
efficiency of assimilation and the dark respiration. Our group (Sinclair et a/., 1977) is trying to estimate these parameters from basic
characteristics of thephotosynthetic machinery, leaf structure andso
on, but it isfelt that the results are not sufficiently accurate as yet to
be incorporated in growth models.The values of the parameters are
therefore derived from direct measurements of the assimilation
function. The advantage of thisapproach issimplicity and adaptability because forcing functions are used. Its disadvantage is that any
feedback of past history of leaves on assimilation can only be
incorporated in an elementary way.
Superimposed on assimilation is stomatal control, which appears
to work in two ways. On one hand, assimilation may be controlled
by stomatal closure, mediated by water shortage and on the other
hand assimilation itself may control stomatal opening.The resulting
interaction between transpiration and assimilation may be satisfactorily treated by considering the C 0 2 concentration in the intercellular space of the leaf.
5*1 Assimilation of carbon dioxide
A characteristic light response curve of C 0 2 assimilation is presented in Fig. 11. This curve is most conveniently described by:
F n =( F m - F a ) { l - e x p ( - s l ^ F j }+Fd

(5.1)

in which
F n is net assimilation in kgC 0 2 m~2(leaf)s"1
Rv isabsorbed radiantfluxin the400-700nmrange inJm~2s"1
F m is maximum rate of net assimilation at high light intensities in
kgCO 2 m~ 2 (lea0s" 1
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C0 2 assimilation
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Fig. 11. A typical light response eurve of the net assimilation of carbon
dioxide for an individual leaf. Fdstands for the dark respiration, e for the
slope (orefficiency) atlowlight and Fm for the net assimilation rateatlight
saturation.

e is the efficiency in kgC 0 2 Joule""1 at the light compensation
point
Fd is net assimilation in the dark in kgC02m~2(leaf)s""1 (dark
respiration).
For C 3 plants, the experimentally determined number of light
quanta that isnecessary for the reduction of one molecule C 0 2 is 15
(Bjorkman, 1966),but when the oxygen concentration islower than
0.05%, only 10.5 light quanta per molecule C 0 2 are required.
Theoretical considerations show that the minimum number of light
quanta required for reduction of one molecule C 0 2 is 8 (Bjorkman,
1966). As the first product of assimilation isglucose with an energy
content of 15700 Joule per gram, the maximum efficiency of photosynthesis isabout 25%when radiation of 550nmisused.The actual
efficiency is about 7^x25= 13%, which may be explained by light
absorption by other pigments than chlorophyll. In the model, the
efficiency of light use in C 0 2 assimilation is expressed in kgC0 2
Joule"1h" 1ha"1m2s. Expressed in these units an efficiency of.one
molecule of C 0 2 per 15 light quanta has a value of:
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13abtmk/(hcNa)
in which a, b and t are the conversion factors lO^kgg"" 1 ,
104m2ha"1 and 3600sh"1, m isthe molecular weight of C0 2 , 44g,
c is the velocity of light 3*10 8 ms" 1 , h is Planck's constant,
6.626-10" 34Js" 1 , Na is Avogadro's number, 6.0225-1023, and A is
the wavelength taken as 550-10" 9 m. The result is 0.482 kg C 0 2
Joule""1h"1ha""1 m2s.
Bjorkman & Ehleringer (1975) and Ehleringer & Bjorkman
(1976) found that the decrease in quantum yield of C4plants due to
their inherent higher energy requirement offsets the decrease in
quantum yield of C 3 plants due to oxygen inhibition. However, this
result wasonly for one temperature, since only the latter decrease is
temperature dependent.
Our own observations are considerably less conclusive than those
of Bjorkman eta/.,probably because of their routine character, but
possibly also due to variations in light absorption by other components than chlorophyll, in dark respiration and in other photosynthetic processes than C 0 2 assimilation. Our measurements certainly do not justify the introduction of any difference in initial
efficiency between C3and C4plants,or any influence of temperature
within the normal range. It is assumed therefore that the initial
efficiency equals 0.5 kgC 0 2 Joule""1ha"1h""1 m2sat 300vppm C0 2 ,
the dependency on the latter being considered later.
The maximum assimilation F m depends on temperature much
more than does the initial efficiency, a characteristic situation for C 3
and C4 plants being given in Fig. 12. However, this phenomenon
appears to be complicated because this temperature effect depends
on the pretreatment of the plants. For instance, for maize plants
(not individual leaves) at a light intensity of 280Joulem ^ s " 1 and
pretreated at 15°C, the C 0 2 assimilation was 9.15 and 16.65kg
C O s h a " 1 ^ 1 measured at 15 and 25°C, but pretreated at 25°C
these values were 12.0 and 26.5kgC 0 2 ha""1 IT 1 (de Wit et a/.,
1970).
In an attempt to account for thisadaptation inan elementary way,
a system illustrated in Fig. 13 was developed. For maize plants
grown at 25°C, the light saturated net assimilation, F m , may depend
on the temperature of the measurement as given by the curve in the
upper graph. It must be noted that the maximum isreached at 32°C,
the optimum temperature being higher than the temperature at
which the plants are grown. When plants are grown at 20°C, and
presumably adapted to this temperature, it is assumed that F m at
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Fig. 12. (a) Light response curves of the gross assimilation of carbon
dioxide for maize (C4) and sugarbeet (Q) leaves, (b) Dependence of the
maximum rate Fm on temperature, relative to the value at the optimum
temperature.

20°C for these plants is the same as Fm at 25°C for the standard
plants, grown at 25°C. Further it is assumed that the minimum
temperature of 10°C, where temperature response begins, is not
affected. So the standard curve of 25°C can still be used, provided
the actual temperature is converted to an effective temperature
according to one of the straight lines given in the lower figure. The
straight lines all start at the 10°C point because the minimum
temperature is assumed not to change. The slope of the line is
determined by the condition that the effective temperature is 25°C
for the average temperature at which the plants are grown. The
average growing temperature iscalculated from the actual temperature in the daytime by an exponential delay with a time constant of
4 days.It seems reasonable to impose an upper and a lower limit on
the adaptation capability of the plants. The upper limit for adaptation to the average growing temperature was set at 30°C and the
lower limit at 18°C. The optimum temperature will be 39°C and
22°C, respectively. The standard temperature curve for the maximum assimilation of maize, as presented in Fig. 13 isderived from
a representative series of measurements given in Fig. 14 (van Laar
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Fig. 14. Light response curves of C0 2 assimilation of maize leaves, measured at different temperatures.

& Penning de Vries, 1972) by setting the initial efficiency at 0.50
and adapting Fm according to Eqn (5.1). The part shown by a
broken line was found by extrapolation.
Although this mimicking procedure may be satisfactory for summarizing the results of some experiments under laboratory conditions, it was found that under field conditions plants adapt more
quickly and fully to varying temperatures. Therefore the use of this
system was omitted. This evidence is so much related to field
experiments with enclosures that further discussion of adaptation is
postponed to Chapter 8.
5.2 Other photosynthesis processes and dark respiration
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is produced in the chloroplasts in
the light. Certainly at higher light intensities, C 0 2 may be in short
supply and excess ATP may then be used for processes other than
C 0 2 assimilation in the leaves, such as transport of photosynthesis
products, maintenance, N 0 3 reduction and synthesis of amino acids
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and proteins. Especially the reduction of nitrate is important because it requires a considerable amount of energy and because there
is much evidence at present that most of the nitrate reduction takes
place in the leaves and in the light (Challa, 1976).
At lower light intensities, the magnitude of the net assimilation of
carbon dioxide is to a large extent determined by dark respiration
(Eqn (5.1)). The dark respiration of comparable material may vary
from practically zero to over 10% of the maximum net assimilation
rate indifferent experiments.This variation maybe partly related to
differences in maintenance requirements, associated with past
photosynthetic activity of the leaf tissue and differences in transport
rates of assimilatory products out of the leaf. Unfortunately, no
physiologically justified method of determining dark respiration and
photosynthesis activities other than by C 0 2 assimilation isavailable.
To proceed anyhow, the following two ad hoc assumptions were
made.
Dark respiration isset equal to one-ninth of the C 0 2 assimilation
rate above zero, averaged with a time constant of half a day. This
procedure ensures that after a period of high light intensity, this
respiration isabout one-ninth of the maximum net assimilation rate,
as suggested by Tooming (1967) and confirmed for cotton by
Mutsaers (pers. com.). On the other hand, the dark respiration
of leaves exposed to low levels of light is accordingly lower, reflecting the reduced metabolic activity of these leaves. It should be
mentioned here that further sensitivity analysis showed that it is not
necessary for this fraction to be extremely accurate because the
respiration of photosynthesizing leaves is mostly small compared
with the respiration of heterotrophic tissue. In the model, dark
respiration per unit leaf surface is simply set equal to one-ninth of
the first order average of crop assimilation divided by the leaf area
index.
The costs of maintenance, nitrate reduction, amino-acid synthesis
and translocation of photosynthesis products out of the photosynthesizing leaves are not considered, as it is assumed that these
prQcesses take place during the measurements of the net assimilation of healthy leaves attached to the plants. Such a phenomenon
could explain why the measured initial efficiency of light use of the
leaves is in general somewhat lower than the efficiency calculated
from quantum yield measurements. However, suitable methods of
measuring these photosynthesis processes are not available, so that
many details will remain obscure for some time to come.
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5.3 Stomatal control
The above treatment should be satisfactory for a first approach if
stomatal control does not interfere and the external C0 2 concentration isabout 330vppm. However even when water supply
isoptimal, stomatal opening may be affected by the water statusof
the plant and in addition C 0 2 assimilation itself may affect stomatal
opening. Stimulated by suggestions of Raschke (1975) these effects
have been studied in considerable detail by Goudriaan & van Laar
(1978), so that it suffices to treat here only the basic elements of
their approach.
The C 0 2 concentration in the intercellular spaces may be calculated by measuring simultaneously C 0 2 assimilation, transpiration
and leaf temperature. Then plants sometimes regulate the stomatal
aperture in such a way that this internal C02-concentration is kept
within narrow limits, whereas in other cases plants do not exhibit
thisphenomenon. An example of both situations isgiven in Figs 15a
and bwhere C 0 2 assimilation isvaried byvarying the light intensity
and the external C02-concentration. In both figures, the net assimilation is given along the horizontal axis and the light intensity in a
downward direction along the vertical axis.Hence, the observations
in the fourth quadrant of the figures present the relation between
net assimilation and light at different concentrations of C0 2 . The
inverse of the resistance to C 0 2 diffusion from the external source
towards the intercellular space or the conductance isgiven along the
vertical axis in an upward direction. These resistances may be
calculated from transpiration and leaf temperature data.
Fig. 15a refers to sunflower, grown under controlled conditions.
Here the conductance for C 0 2 diffusion is independent of the
assimilation, light intensity and external C02-concentration. Obviously, the internal C02-concentration, calculated as the external
concentration minus net assimilation over conductance is not regulated at all. Challa (1976) found that this regulation is also absent
with cucumber and experiments with C 0 2 supply in greenhouses
strongly suggest that this may be a common phenomenon in horticulture.
Fig. 15b refers to maize, also grown under controlled conditions.
Here conductance is proportional to net assimilation at a given
external C02-concentration and the proportionality factor itself,
that is the slope of the lines, is proportional to the external C0 2 concentration over a wide range. Thus a constant intercellular
C02-concentration is maintained over a wide range of conditions.
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Fig. 15. Light response curves of C0 2 assimilation (lower graphs) of
sunflower (a)and maize (b),measured for different concentrations of carbon
dioxide. In the upper graphs the leaf conductance for carbon dioxide is
plotted against the net assimilation.

The actual value is for maize about 120vppm. A similar relation
seemed to hold for bean (Phaseolus), a C 3 plant, but here the
intercellular C02-concentration was about 210vppm (Goudriaan &
van Laar, 1978). Verification experiments, which are discussed in
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8.2, suggest that this regulation of the intercellular C0 2 concentration is common for field grown maize and therefore this
feature is included in the simulation program.
Then the maximum net assimilation is set equal to
Fm=(Q-Cc)lrm

(5.2)

inwhich rmisthe mesophyll resistance at high light intensity and full
turgidity, Q the intercellular C02-concentration and Cc the compensation point for C0 2 . The C 0 2 compensation point for C3 and
C4 plants is 50 and lOvppm, respectively and the intercellular
C02-concentration is assumed to be regulated around 210 and
120vppm, respectively. This value may vary over a 20% range. Of
course, internal C02-concentrations cannot be regulated at these
values if the external C02-concentration is too low. Based on
estimates of Goudriaan & van Laar, the actual setpoints are taken
as the minimum of 120 and 0.4 times the external C0 2 concentration or 210 and 0.7 times this concentration for C4 and C 3
plants, respectively.
Sinclair et al. (1977) suggested a procedure to calculate the
mesophyll resistance at high light intensities from leaf thickness,cell
size,content of carboxylating enzymes and soon, but this procedure
has not yet been incorporated in the program. Especially the
mesophyll resistance is assumed to be a function of temperature.
The resistance to C 0 2 diffusion from the external source towards
the intercellular space is now calculated with the equation:
l r =(Ce-Q)IFn
(5.3)
In which Ce is the external C02-concentration and Fn is the net
assimilation calculated according to Eqn (5.1). The stomatal opening,calculated from £ rwith /*, = £ r—rb,inwhich rb isthe resistance
to C 0 2 diffusion in the boundary layer, is therefore a result of the
rate of C 0 2 assimilation which controls in this way the rate of
transpiration. The water status of the crop may, however, also
determine the rate of transpiration since the minimum possible
stomatal resistance increases with decreasing relative water content.
Care should be taken therefore that the minimal stomatal resistance
at full turgidity is lower than the resistance calculated with Eqn
(5.3); this adjustment problem is further treated during evaluation
in 8.2.
Eqn (5.2) implies that the maximum assimilation rate depends on
the intercellular C02-concentration. For C 3 plants, the initial efficiency also depends on this concentration, and is then, according to
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Charles-Edwards & Ludwig (1974) best described by a saturation
function of the type y=bx/(x+a) in which y is the efficiency, JCis
the C 0 2 concentration and a and b are constants, fitted to experimental data. The value of a may be of the order of 200vppm C 0 2
(Ehleringer & Bjorkman, 1976). These dependencies on the C 0 2
concentration are of minor concern when the intercellular concentration is regulated as in Fig. 15b, but should be considered in
situations where this regulation is absent, as in Fig. 15a.
The present programs include full regulation but when necessary
can be adapted for no regulation or intermediate situations where
the intercellular C02-concentration is regulated at a value that
depends on the external concentration.
The difference between external and internal C02-concentration
of C 3plants isabout 300-200 = 100and of C4plants is300-100 =
200 and this difference, rather than the difference in C 0 2 compensation point explains why the transpiration coefficient of C3plants is
about twice that of C4 plants at any light intensity and at normal
C02-concentrations. At low light intensity, the assimilation of the
two species is about the same (Fig. 12), but the stomata of the C4
species are so much more closed that the difference in internal
C02-concentration is maintained. The transpiration of C4 species is
then about half that of C 3 species. (Alberda & de Wit, 1961). At
high light intensity, assimilation of the C4species isabout twice that
of C3 species (Fig. 12) so that the stomatal conductances are the
same tomaintain thedifference ininternal C02-concentration.Then
the transpiration rate is also about the same.
When the stomatal aperture is determined by the water stress in
the leaf, it governs the intercellular C02-concentration and with this
the assimilation. The intercellular C02-concentration is then lower
than without water stress and therefore the transpiration coefficient
issomewhat smaller; thisphenomenon has indeed been observed by
Lof (1976). Ageing of leaves is reflected in an increase of the
mesophyll resistance. This leads to lower assimilation, and consequently to a lower stomatal aperture and a reduction in transpiration. Thus these results imply that stomatal closure upon ageing is
the result of lower assimilation and not its cause so that the
transpiration coefficient is hardly age dependent.
Finally it is emphasized that any regulation of the stomatal
aperture leads to partially closed stomata and that breeding for
plants without such regulation would result in higher intercellular
C02-concentration, higher assimilation of C 0 2 and higher transpiration.
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6

P l a n t synthesis, respiration a n d reserve utilization

The relational diagram of Fig. 1 illustrates that photosynthesis
products of the leaves are supposed to enter a reserve pool and that
these reserves are utilized for the growth of structural dry matter
and respiration. Although the photosynthesizing leaves produce a
mixture of carbohydrates, amino acids and organic anions, only the
carbon balance is treated here in more detail, it being assumed for
reasonsof simplicity that allcarbon reserves areweighted asstarch.
The C 0 2 evolution caused by growth processes is called growth
respiration. Maintenance processes counteract the continuous degradation of proteins and ion concentrations. The C 0 2 evolution
associated with it is called maintenance respiration. This chapter
considers the nature of growth and maintenance processes, their
efficiencies and the concurrent respiration. It describes also how
rates of shoot and root growth are calculated.
The processes of synthesis and maintenance have been treated in
considerable detail byPenningde Vriesand coworkers (1972; 1974;
1975a,b; 1977a,b). It suffices therefore to summarize only those
results of these papers that are relevant for the present more
primitive approach. The programming aspects of growth, maintenance and respiration are described in Chapter 7.
6.1 Principles
The underlying assumption of this section is that biochemical
reactions are the basis of growth, and that quantification of the
reaction equations represents in a realistic way growth processes
under most field and laboratory conditions.
For instance, the synthesis of the amino acid ornithine may be
represented by the reaction equation
1 glucose+2NH 3+1ATP+1NAD-*
1 ornithine*1 C 0 2 + 2 H 2 0+ 1 NADH 2+1 ADP+1P4 (6.1)
One molecule of glucose and two molecules of ammonia,are
combined into one ornithine molecule and one C 0 2 molecule is
4o

released. Some energy is consumed, and this is provided by breakdown of ATP into ADP and P4.On the other hand, reducing power
isretained byreducing the coenzyme NAD to NADH 2 . ADP and P,
are recombined to ATP at the expense of glucose.The hydrogen in
NADH 2 may cause formation of 3ATP molecules by its mitochondrial oxidation, but it may also be used in other synthesis reactions.
Hence, during the formation of 1 ornithine molecule, energy is
released of which the equivalent of 2ATP molecules is saved for
other uses.Thismay for example beconsumed inthe formation of a
protein, where presumably 3ATP molecules are required to provide
the energy for joining 1 amino acid to a protein string.
Eqn (6.1) cannot be used as such, since it includes intermediates
like ATP and NADH 2 . To cancel these, it is necessary to account
for the cost of their synthesis or the result of their degradation.
Synthesis of ornithine protein, expressed in grammes rather than in
grammolecules may then be presented by
184.7gglucose+34.0 gNH 3 +21.0gO 2 ->
132.0g ornithine protein4-50.9gC0 2 +56.8 g H 2 0 (6.2)
A detailed program to calculate such equations for the majority of
plant components and their combinations wasdeveloped by Penning
de Vries, et al. (1974). It is known that the relative abundance of
amino acids in proteins varies a great deal between types of proteins. However, by applying the detailed program for different types
of proteins, itwas found that the ratio of the weight of the substrate
used and the protein formed varied only marginally, so that all
proteins can be lumped together. The same holds within the group
of fatty acids (lipids), organic anions and structural carbohydrates.
The lignin-like substances are also characterized as one group, too
little being known about their biochemistry. Also itshould be noted
that the detailed program assumes a highly efficient internal use of
energy and carbon.
The characteristic values of conversion of glucose into categories
of plant substances are summarized in Table 2. The group organic
N-compounds consists of 87% proteins, 10% free amino acids and
3% nucleic acids.The 'production value' in this table represents the
weight of the end product formed from 1 gof glucose.The 'oxygen
requirement factor' andthe'carbondioxideproductionfactor' arethe
amount of oxygen consumed and the amount of C 0 2 produced
during the conversion of one gram substrate, respectively.
The weight of organic N-compounds formed with N and S in the
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Table 2. Conversion characteristics for synthesis of five categories of plant
substances from glucose

co2
production
value
gg"1
Carbohydrates
Lipids
Lignin
Organic acids
OrganicN-com poundswith N 0 3
OrganicN-com poundswithNH3

0.86
0.36
0.46
1.43
0.47
0.70

oxygen
production requirement
factor
factor
1
gg""
gg""1
0.07
0.47
0.27
-0.25
0.58
0.15

0.051
0.035
0.090
0.13
0.030
0.74

form of N 0 3 and S0 4 ismuch lower than with NandSin the form
of NH 3 and H2S because of the energy requirement to reduce the
oxidized forms. The production value for various carbohydrates is
close to 1,because most glucose molecules undergo little modification before their incorporation into structures.Theproduction value
of glucose for lipids (fats) isonly 0.36,largely because much oxygen
is removed from the C skeletons.
Provided that thechemical composition of theplant isknown,the
data of Table 2 enable the calculation of the amount of plant
material that may be synthesized from 1 gram of glucose, and the
concurrent C 0 2 production and 0 2 consumption. Then about
1gram of glucose is necessary for the active uptake of 30gramsof
minerals, and the energy for the loading and unloading of the
phloem with 1 gram of glucose isderived from about 0.035gramsof
glucose. In this way one can calculate that about 0.7gram of a
young maize plant canbe formed from 1 gof glucose, N 0 3 andthe
necessary minerals. This result agrees reasonably well with data
obtained from maize embryos growing on glucose, nitrate and
minerals (Penning de Vries, 1972); results calculated for germination of bean andgroundnut seedlings from their reserves arealsoin
good agreement with experimental results (Penning de Vries &van
Laar, 1977a).
6.2 Growth
The principles outlined above are used to calculate conversion
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efficiencies in crops. However, the situation is here considerably
complicated because part of the growth processes considered in 5.2
and part of the maintenance processes occur in autotrophic tissue.
Many complications are circumvented by assuming that photosynthesizing leaves do not grow and growing organs do not photosynthesize. This is a fair assumption for a plant like maize, where leaf
growth takes place at the base within the apparent stem formed by
the leaf sheaths. However, in plants like sunflower, growing leaves
photosynthesize and here also a fraction of the energy needed for
growth may be derived directly from ATP produced by photosynthesis.
As has been said already, it is assumed that all carbon reserves
are weighted as starch, although the reserves are delivered to the
heterotrophic organs in the form of soluble carbohydrates, amino
acids and organic anions. This assumption simplifies the computations considerably, and is at the present stage justified because too
little is known about the photosynthetic processes in the leaves,
except for C 0 2 assimilation. Taking into account conversion and
translocation costs in the heterotrophic organs,one can calculate the
starch utilization and the concurrent C02-evolution with the dataof
Table 3. Since the reserves are weighted as starch, but amino acids
are produced in the photosynthesizing leaves, it suffices to calculate
only the costs for formation of the amino acid skeletons. This holds
also for the organic anions which are assumed to be formed in the
photosynthesizing leaves during NOJ reduction according to the
general reaction:
RH+C0 2 4-NOj+8H->NH 3 4-3H 2 0+RCOO-

1
I

(6.3)

Except in conditions of nitrogen deficiency, the organic anion content of most plants fed on N 0 3 isequal to or lower than the content
of nitrogen incorporated in amino acids and proteins; the excess
organic anions are transferred to the roots and decarboxylated
(Dijkshoorn, 1971). This decarboxylation results in an additional
evolution of C 0 2 in the roots and the formation of glucose. All
translocation costs of carbohydrates are incorporated in the synthesis costs of carbohydrates, lipids,lignin and protein. Consequently,
one should not take into account again the costs of translocating
thisglucose in the form of organicanions inthe heterotrophic tissue.
Although part of the organic anions that are formed during
nitrate reduction may remain where they are formed, the assumption of spatial separation between photosynthesis and growth necessitates that one includes the translocation costs of all organic anions
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Table 3. Basic data for heterotrophic growth
conversion only
1.25gstarch
0.892gstarch
0.0391 gstarch
0.035 g starch
1g starch
0.366g starch

the C-skeleton for the aminoacids needed for 1 g proteins
the C-skeleton for 1 g organic
anions
energy for the translocation of
1g organic anions in heterotrophic tissue
energy for the uptake of 1 gof
an average mixture of minerals
and N0 3
1.63g C0 2 upon respiration
C lost by C0 2 evolution during
decarboxylation of 1 g organic
acids

conversion plus translocation
1.12 gstarch
2.73g starch
1.94g starch
1.25 g amino acids+0.518gstarch
0.018g starch

1g carbohydrates+0.175g C0 2
l g lipids+1.618 g C 0 2
lglignin+0.620 g C 0 2
1g protein+0.844g C0 2
1g translocated minerals
+0.03gCO 2

that remain in the plants. It should be realized that any further
sophistication will only lead to corrections of a minor respiratory
term. For the same reason, sophistication in the treatment of
mineral uptake and translocation in the tissue is not necessary.
To apply the information of Table 3,the composition of thedaily
weight increment has to be known.The simplest assumption is that
the plants maintain the same composition so that the increment
composition does not varywith time.Another wayof programming
increment composition may be based on the assumption that the
composition of optimallyfertilized plantsdependsonthephysiological age, but it should be realized that this oversimplifies the influence of environmental factors. In the present model a more
cautious way of programming is chosen. Increment composition is
introduced by a forcing function based on the data collected from
the verification experiments to be simulated.
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6.3 Maintenance
Even at minimum carbohydrate levels, energy consuming processes exist that are necessary to maintain the plant structure. These
maintenance processes compensate for the degradation of existing
structures at a cellular level of organization, for instance, resynthesis
of hydrolysed proteins. Maintenance can thus be treated as growth
that counteracts degradation, so that the corresponding useof starch
can be calculated from the turnover rates of the cell constituents and
their cost of formation from the remaining building blocks. However, it is difficult to obtain reliable data on life expectancy of
chemical constituents and ion gradients, as was experienced by
Penning de Vries et al. (1974), who evaluated the biochemical
information.
The average turnover rate of the various leaf proteins may be
about 100mg proteins per gram protein per day or 0.1 day"1 at
normal temperatures in leaves assimilating at moderate light intensities. Their resynthesis requires about 0.24-0.43mg glucose per g
protein which equals about 7-13 mg glucose per g dry weight per
day in leaves.
The turnover rate of membranes is about 1 day"1. From total
membrane weight and an assumed fraction of proteins and lipids
that are completely degraded, the cost of membrane maintenance is
estimated at 1.5 mg glucose per gram dry matter per day for tissues
with a normal N-content.
The turnover rate of cell walls is so small that the cost of their
maintenance is negligible. The energy cost of maintaining potential
gradients of ions between the cytoplasm and its environment is
considerable. From a rough estimate of active fluxes through plasmalemma and tonoplasts and from the assumption that the energy
'of 1 ATP is needed for each active transfer, it may be concluded
that the total energy requirement for maintenance of ion gradients
amounts to 6-10mg glucose per g dry matter per day.
There are no indications that a noticeable amount of energy is
needed for maintaining gradients other than those of ions, for
» providing heat or for movements of organsor protoplasm. Although
it has been suggested that respiration without any useful purpose
may occur ('idling' or 'uncoupled' respiration), there is so little
evidence for this that it has been neglected.
In the model, maintenance respiration is not directly related to
dry weight but to the actual amounts of protein and minerals in the
pjant. In this way, changes in plant composition are reflected in the
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maintenance rate. For the shoot, one should remember that part of
the tissue consistsof photosynthesizing leaves and that their maintenance isalready accounted for. Hence, for maintenance calculations
the shoot weight should be reduced by thisweight, which isequal to
the leaf area index times the specific leaf weight, the latter beingset
for maize at 750kgha"1 (leaf) if detailed information islacking.The
total rate of maintenance respiration, calculated from these basic
data, is about 0.0225 g starch per gram protein per day and 0.03g
starch per gram minerals per day and is about correct for plants
grown under moderate or low light intensities. It is too low for
plants growing in higher light intensities, probably because the
protein turnover rate is underestimated. This is corrected by the
addition of a term which characterizes the metabolic activity and
which is assumed to be proportional to a first order average with a
time constant of half a day of the starch use in the plant. The
numerical value is assumed to be 0.04g starch per gram of starch
used. This comes close to a straightforward fudge factor and the
need for itsuse illustrates that inafinalanalysis itmaybedifficult to
maintain thepresentcompleteseparation between growth respiration
and maintenance respiration.
The estimates hold at normal temperatures of 20-25°C. Since
protein turnover and ionfluxesare considerably temperature dependent, maintenance respiration is also affected by temperature. It is
not clear in what range the classical 2-3 fold increase in maintenance respiration with a 10°C increase in temperature occurs because most measurements of maintenance rate are obscured by
growth respiration, but this Q 10 of 2-3 is applied over the whole
temperature range. Any direct effect of temperature on the dark
respiration of the photosynthesizing leaves isomitted because of the
assumption that maintenance contributes onlylittle to itsmagnitude.
It appears from thewhole treatment that there isindeed scope for
further research on the quantitative aspects of maintenance, and
especially as this process may affect the net production rate of crops
to a considerable extent. After all,adifference in 10mgstarch gdry
matter -1 day""1 means 100kg starch ha"1 day"1 for a standing crop
of 10000kg dry matter ha"1.
6.4 C 0 2 i t e m i a i » n
By applying the constants for C 0 2 evolution in Table 3,the rates
of C 0 2 dissimilation can be directly derived from the starch utilization and conversion processes. The C 0 2 evolution due to mineral
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uptake and that due to decarboxylation of organic anions contribute to root respiration. They must be distinguished because during
daily measurements of C 0 2 assimilation the root respiration does
not interfere with the changes in C 0 2 concentration within the
enclosure.
The programming is tedious and mistakes can be easily made,
therefore it isadvisable to check the carbon balance independently.
The amount of carbon gained by assimilation minus that lost by
shoot and root respiration plus the amount taken from the reserves
is compared with the amount of carbon that is incorporated in the
various chemical consitituents. In the present program, both sidesof
the equality differ less than 1 percent, a deviation which may be
attributed to rounding-off errors. This agreement indicates that no
obvious programming errors are made, and that the sum of the
chemical fractions of the plant adds up to one. It does not give an
indication about the acceptability of the underlying assumptions.
6.5 Growth rates of root and shoot
The approach to relate the rate of carbohydrate consumption to
the rate of growth of structural material has been discussed, but the
problem of the magnitude of these processes remains. The growth
rates partly depend on the amount of tissue capable of growth, the
temperature, the relative water content and the amounts of carbohydrate reserves that are available.
Penning de Vries et al.(1979) paid considerable attention to the
relation between respiration rate and the concentration of total
soluble carbohydrates in plants, assuming that the first reflects
growth and the second the availability of reserves. Results for
wheat, ryegrass and maize are presented in Fig. 16. In spite of the
unavoidable scatter in the observations, first the respiration increases more or less linearly with the concentration of the total
soluble carbohydrates, but the response may level off at concentrations of 10-20%.
For species that actually accumulate starch, the total soluble
carbohydrates are only part of the reserves so that the problem
becomes more complicated as shown by data of Challa (1976) for
cucumber. The relation between respiration and total soluble carbohydrates was again linear for so-called winter plants (low light
intensity, short days) whereas a saturation level was observed for
spring plants (Fig. 17).Challa also observed that the rate of conversion of starch into sugars was proportional to the amount of starch
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Fig. 16. The relation between respiration rate and the amount of total
soluble carbohydrates in the plants measured for some period after the
onset of darkness.

accumulated during the day (Fig. 18). The result is that in each
situation an equilibrium level of sugars is maintained in the plant at
which the rate of sugar consumption due to growth and respiration
equals the rate of production from starch.The sugar level decreases
upon rate of depletion of the starch store.
Since starch accumulation is not very evident in the species that
are at present under consideration and since levels of carbohydrate
reserves higher than 20% do not occur, it is assumed here that the
consumption rate of carbohydrate reserves for growth is linearly
related to the reserve percentage.Therefore the rate of growth may
be set proportional to the total amount of reserves in the canopy by
a relative consumption rate of reserves. This relative rate must be
assumed to be about 1day -1 under optimal conditions to reflect the
observation that the daily production of reserves is then used for
growth without accumulation at a high level.
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production of theshoot: (a)winterplants,(b)springplants (Challa, 1976).
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Fig. 18. Diurnal course of leaf
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The multiplication factor to account for the influence of temperature on the relative consumption rate of reserves is given in Fig. 19
for maize, as derived from de Wit et al.(1970). This curve is again
assumed to hold for plants pretreated at 25°C.Temperature adaptation of growth is also obvious and could be accounted for in the
same way as for assimilation in Fig. 13.
It should be noted that the influence of temperature on growth is
independent of that on assimilation. Thus at low temperatures, a
situation may occur where assimilation is so much higher than
growth that the reserves accumulate to unrealistically high levels.
Thismaybe avoided byassumingthat the relative effect of temperature on growth and assimilation is about the same, but most
evidence points to the contrary. Unrealistic accumulation of reserves
may also be avoided by assuming that their level feeds back on
assimilation, for which there is reasonable evidence, although the
physiological mechanism remains unclear (Neales & Incoll, 1968).
In the model this assumption is introduced by dividing the
mesophyll resistance by a factor which is 1, for reserve percentages
lower than 20, and practically zero for percentages higher than 25,
two rather arbitrarily chosen boundaries.
The consumption of reserves is partitioned over root and slioot
according to a distribution function dependent on the relative water
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Fig. 20. Distribution of dry matter over root and shoot in relation to the
relative water content of the plant.
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Fig. 21. Recovery of the original leaf-root ratio of bean plants (O
O),
after removal of parts of the leaves (x — x) and of the roots (
)
(Brouwer, 1963). The numbers indicate the period between measurements
indays.

content of the crop, as illustrated in Fig. 20. Root growth is
promoted at low relative water contents and shoot growth at higher
ones.This procedure ensures that a functional balance between root
and shoot growth is maintained.
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A sudden disturbance of the shoot-root ratio is followed by a
recovery towards the equilibrium level asshown inFig.21.The time
period needed to reach a new equilibrium is of the order of 5-10
days.This time span may also be arrived at analytically by applying
the concept of the time constant (de Wit & Goudriaan, 1972). Here
the definition of the time constant is:
—
^.^^ /dSRR
Ta =SRR/—^-

,- ,v
(6.4)

where SRR is the shoot-root ratio.
Elaboration of this expression yields
T=

S R

(6 «

a

K

R(dS/dt)S(dR/dt)
in which

'

S =shoot weight
R =root weight
The growth rates of shoot and root are given by
dS/dt =GR-F
dR/dt =GR-(l-F)

(6.6)
(6.7)

GR isthe growth rate of thewhole plant, and F,between 0and 1,is
the partitioning coefficient. In its turn GR equals the total plant
weight divided by the inverse of the relative growth rate or the time
constant of growth, that is (S+R)/TK. Hence
dS/dt=((S+R)/Tg)-F

(6.8)

dlVA=((S+JO/T g )-(l-/0
Substitution of these equations in Eqn (6.5) yields

(6-9)

S R
1_
Ta =7T7i;r, . „ „ , ^'T E
S+ i ? V R - F - S ( l - F )

(6.10)

After root removal, the relative water content decreases and F
approaches zero, so that
Ta-~Tg
and for shoot removal F approaches 1so that
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(6.11)
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T
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-

The opposite signs confirm the existence of a functional balance.
At a reserve level of 15 percent and a relative consumption rate of
reserves of 1 day"1, the relative growth rate of the plant is
0.1day"1, so that Tg is 10 days. With a relative shortage of roots,
R/(S +R) may be around £,so that the time constant of adaptation
is of the order of 2 days. With a relative shortage of shoots,
S/(S+R) may be about 0.5, so that the time constant of adaptation
is about 5 days, or even longer because C 0 2 assimilation is decreased by shoot removal and consequently the time constant of
growth (Tg) is increased.
The order of magnitude of the time constant and especially the
difference in value between the time constants for removal of root
and shoot are in good agreement with observational results, an
example being given in Fig. 21 (Brouwer, 1963).
The assumption of complementary growth governsalso the shootroot ratio dependence of the evaporative demand. In case of
equilibrium
dR I

R

dS I

S

1U/ =TJ

(6 _13)

/ir

-

so that with Eqns (6.6) and (6.7) it follows that
R/S =(l-F)/F
(6.14)
At equilibrium, transpiration equals uptake.The difference in water
potential between shoot and root medium is proportional to (1—F)
and so is the uptake. Assuming stomatal regulation by water stress,
the transpiration is about proportional to F and with the evaporative demand, E; Hence
R(l-F) =K-S-F-E
or (1-F)IF =K(S/R)-E
(6.15)
Substitution of this expression in the previous equation yields
R/S^JKIS
(6.16)
The strict linearities assumed inthisderivation do not occur in the
simulation program, so that the above square root dependency of
the shoot-root ratio on evaporative demand is approximate. However, the derivation shows that the simulation program contains the
necessary feedbacks to guarantee a realistic relation between shootroot ratio and evaporative demand.
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7

Description of t h e simulation models

In Chapter 2 the system to be simulated was described qualitatively and aprocedure for verification wasoutlined. In Chapters 3-6
the main components of the system were treated in detail, the
theoretical background of the different processes was discussed and
quantitative relations between the driving variables and the various
rates were described. In these chapters the many gaps in our
knowledge were revealed by the various estimates and short cuts
that were necessary for the construction of the crop growth model.
In this chapter two versions of the actual computer model are
presented in such a way that together with the comments in the
print-out (Appendices A and B),outsiders will be able to use them.
The first version (BACROS) simulates the growth of a crop over a
whole growing season, while the second version (PHOTON) simulates the processes of photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration
during one day. The differences are that in BACROS provision has
been made for time intervals of one hour (as treated in Chapter 4)
while PHOTON contains options for the comparison of the simulated results with measurements in the crop enclosure in the field.
Appendix Cgivesthe dimensions used in the model and an explanation of the abbreviations.
7.1 The basic crop growth simulator (BACROS)
A listing of the model for seasonal growth is given in Appendix
A. The model is divided into 10 sections.
Section 1of the program contains the MACRO definitions, which
have to be defined before the structure of the model. A so-called
MACRO is a functional block containing basic functions that may
be used several times in a program. Each time a MACRO is called
upon in the model the set of statements contained in itsdefinition is
inserted at that particular place. During this operation the 'dummy'
input and output variables defined in the MACRO label card are
replaced by their equivalents in the call statement.
The first MACRO describes the calculation of the sensible and
latent heat loss, the leaf temperature and the photosynthesis per
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unit of leaf area. This MACRO is called on several times in the
energy balance section, its use being discussed there in detail.
MACRO 2 contains a function which calculates daily totals for
various rates of change, such as water loss, growth of plant constituents and dry matter increase. In MACRO 3 the chemical
composition of the plant material growing at any particular moment
iscalculated. As already explained in Chapter 6, this composition is
given here as a forcing function by introducing the measured
composition at discrete time intervals. In MACRO 4 a semisinusoidal daily course is calculated for minimum, maximum and
dew point temperatures. The form of the function depends on the
time of sunrise and sunset and the actual values of the measured
daily minimum, maximum and dewpoint temperatures, as explained
in Chapter 3.
Section 2 deals with initialization of the model. First the geometrical parameters pertaining to leaves and radiation are calculated in
a procedure, which isdescribed in detail by Goudriaan (1977).Next
thevariables defining thesiteof the experiment are given and finally
the state of the crop at the onset of the simulation is described by
the initial values of the relevant state variables. The quantitative
aspectsof this initialization are treated inmore detail inChapter 8.
Section 3,thefirstsection of thedynamicpart of the model, treats
the weather conditions. Subsection 3.1 contains the calculation of
the position of the sun in the sky, air and soil temperature, wind
speed and the humidity of the air. In Subsection 3.2 the radiation
climate iscalculated, for both the diffuse and the direct components,
and the extinction coefficients for both types of radiation under the
assumption of exponential extinction. A detailed treatment of the
processes defined in Section 3 is given by Goudriaan (1977).
Section 4 isthe backbone of thissimulation model. It contains the
calculation of the energy balance and the photosynthetic performance of the leaves.These calculations are repeatedly executed for
subsequent leaf layers, each containing a total leaf area index of
one. Within each leaf layer the absorbed and reflected radiation in
the different wavelength regions, visible, near-infrared and long
wave arefirstcalculated applying the methods given inChapter 2. A
separate provision is included for calculations at night time, when
the incoming global radiation is zero so that a large part of the
calculations can be skipped.
W nd speed within each layer is obtained next, assuming exponent al extinction with depth in the canopy. This wind speed is
appl ed in a semi-empirical formula to calculate the resistance to
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exchange of water vapour and C 0 2 in the boundary layer of the
leaves. With this resistance and the vapour pressure deficit of the
air, the 'drying power' term of the transpiration is calculated.
Now the MACRO in which the transpiration and assimilation of
individual leaf layers is calculated can be applied, the necessary
inputs being: the radiation intensity of visible, near-infrared and
long-wave radiation and the differential leaf area index for each
class of leaves. Within each leaf layer, the MACRO is applied for
overcast and for clear skies. In the latter case a distinction is made
between leaves directly exposed to the sun and shaded leaves.
Provisions are made for the total canopy leaf area index being
smaller than 0.2 and for the leaf area index of one leaf layer being
smaller than unity. Within the MACRO, the net assimilation rateof
individual leaves is obtained by interpolation in the C 0 2 assimilation curve, described by Eqn (5.1). This net assimilation rate is
applied in a Penman-type equation (Chapter 4) to calculate the
stomatal resistance of the leaves. Next it is checked whether the
resistance calculated in this way, isless than that expected from the
water status of the leaves. If so, the net assimilation is recalculated,
using the stomatal resistance obtained from the relative water
content of the leaves. The total leaf resistance for water vapour
exchange isobtained by assuming that transport takes place through
the stomata until they are completely closed, after which only
transport through the cuticle is considered. The evaporative heat
loss of the leaves is calculated by applying again a Penman-type
formula (Chapter 4), taking into account the energy used for the
photosynthetic processes. This energy in J m " 2 s _ 1 is obtained by
multiplying the net assimilation rate in kgC0 2 ha~ 1h""1by 0.3.
The sensible heat loss isfound now bysubtracting the evaporative
heat loss and the photosynthetic energy consumption from the total
absorbed radiation. Leaf temperature follows from the sensible heat
loss through application of Ohm's law to the difference between air
and leaf temperature. The heat exchange resistance in °Cm 2 s
Joule""1equals the resistance of the laminar layer insm""1 divided by
the volumetric heat capacity of the air. The total evaporative and
sensible heat loss and the net assimilation of carbon dioxide per leaf
layer is obtained now by multiplying the rates for the individual
leaves by the surface area considered. Whole canopy totals for heat
loss and net assimilation are finally found by multiplying the rates
calculated for clear and overcast skies by the fractions of time that
these conditions exist.
Section 5 deals with the water balance of the canopy. The
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iteration procedure, necessary for application of time intervals of
one hour in the simulation is described. An arbitrarily chosen error
criterion on the difference between water uptake and transpiration,
with a relative value of 0.005 or an absolute difference of
0.00004gm"2s""\ results under normal conditions inan equilibrium
situation after 3 to 4 iterations (Chapter 4). The iteration loop is
constructed in such a way that only those statements of the simulation program that are needed for the iteration are repeatedly
executed. This is achieved by a careful choice of the variables
included in the relevant procedure statements.
Section 6contains thevariables associated with thewater statusof
the canopy. A detailed description isnot necessary here asthispoint
was extensively treated in Chapter 4, and with the comments in the
print-out this section is self-explanatory. x
In Section 7 the processes connected with reserve accumulation
are treated. First photosynthetic processes are considered. The
parameters describing the net assimilation curves,used in Section 4,
are obtained. The maximum assimilation rate in kgC0 2 ha" 1 h"1 is
calculated from the mesophyll resistance, and the difference between the internal C02-concentration and the C 0 2 compensation
point. The internal C02-concentration is calculated as a fraction of
the external concentration but has a set maximum value. The
numerical values of the parameters used may depend on plant
species. Also the dissimilation rate in the photosynthesizing tissue is
defined in thissection, and isdependent on an average net assimilation rate. This section contains also a description of a procedure to
account for the effect of temperature adaptation on C 0 2 assimilation.
In Subsection 7.2 the reserves of the plant are considered. The
amount of reserves increases due to C 0 2 assimilation and decreases
due to growth and maintenance processes.The rates of increase and
decrease were discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Standardization is achieved by expressing the reserves in amount of starch.
To obtain the rate of increase of reserves from the assimilation rate,
a weight ratio of 1.63 kgstarch per kgC 0 2 isintroduced (molecular
weight ratio per unit carbon).
The level of reserves decreases by starch consumption due to
growth and maintenance processes in shoot and root. The efficiency
of growth (Subsection 7.3) is obtained by multiplying the growth
rates of the various plant components in root and shoot by the
starch requirement factors, given inTable 3.The starch required for
the formation of the C-skeletons of amino acids and organic anions
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is also taken into account, as is the carbon lost during decarboxylation of the excess organic anions in the roots.
In Subsection 7.4 the maintenance costs of the tissue are calculated for the fraction non-assimilating tissue of the shoot and for the
root, it being assumed (6.3) that in the autotrophic tissue these costs
have been accounted for in the curve of measured C 0 2 assimilation.
In this process resynthesizing hydrolysed proteins and maintaining
ionic gradients are taken into account by considering the protein
and mineral fractions of the material. The difficulties arising from
the schematized distinction between growth and maintenance processes are circumvented by the introduction of costs to maintain an
average metabolic activity in shoot and root (6.3).The temperature
dependency of the maintenance processes isintroduced bya multiplication factor, expressing the classical 2-fold increase per 10°C
temperature difference. In the starch requirement for the root, the
energy needed for the uptake of nitrate and other minerals is taken
into account.
In Subsection 7.5, the C 0 2 evolution connected with growth and
maintenance processes is calculated for both, shoot and root. The
C 0 2 production factors used are those derived by Penning de Vries
et al. (1974). They are given in Table 3.
In Subsection 7.6, a carbon balance iscalculated, which isused to
check the program for mistakes.Such balance equations are a useful
way of testing complex models for internal consistency. In the
present model the difference between carbon present and the accumulated balance of fixation and evolution should not exceed 1%,
small deviations beingdue to rounding-off errors during the calculation.
Section 8 considers growth of the canopy. In Subsection 8.1, the
measured values of shoot and root weight are introduced for comparison with the simulated values. In Subsections 8.2 and 8.3 the
growth of shoot and root isconsidered. Both sections are practically
the same, with relevant parameter values substituted at the proper
places. First one calculates the rate of increase in structural dry
weight of shoot and root, which is dependent on the reserve level,
the temperature and the water status of the crop, according to the
principles described in Chapter 6. Next this structural material is
partitioned among the various plant constituents by applying for
each of them the MACRO INCREM, governed by the measured
chemical composition of the harvested material.
In the shoot section (Subsection 8.2) the rate of nitrate reduction
iscalculated under the assumption that all the nitrogen required for
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protein synthesis is imported as nitrate. The formation of organic
anions proceeds concurrently and their rate of transport to the roots
is calculated. Sometimes the measured concentration of organic
anions requires a rate of formation in excess of the rate of nitrate
reduction.Thisisprogrammed byimportingorganicanions from the
root.
The root section (Subsection 8.3) contains the calculations on root
suberization and decay, which results in a partitioning of the total
root system between 'old' and 'young' roots.
Finally in Section 9 input data are given: Subsection 9.1 refers to
plant parameters, both physiological parameters and measured data.
Subsection 9.2 contains the measured meteorological data: maximum and minimum values of daily temperature and of dew point
temperature, wind speed and daily total global radiation. All
meteorological data are inprinciple measured in a Stevenson screen
inthefieldthat issimulated.These data are used inSections 2and 3
to generate daily courses.
7.2 The computer model for simulation of assimilation, respiration
and transpiration throughout the day (PHOTON)
The version of the model (Appendix B) that simulates transpiration, assimilation and respiration throughout the day has basically
the same structure as the version for crop growth during the season.
The comments in the computer text make detailed discussion of all
differences between PHOTON and BACROS unnecessary: it
suffices to treat main differences.
1. The list of input data at the beginning of the program concerns
physiological parameters, physical properties of the assimilation
chamber or crop enclosure and run control.
2. In Section 1 the MACRO on assimilation, transpiration and
respiration is given. The MACROs for calculating daily totals, for
generating daily courses of meteorological forcing functions and for
computing daily increments of the plant materials are not used in
this version.
3. In Section 3, the influence of the crop enclosure on the radiation
is treated.
4. Sections 4 and 5 are considerably shorter because of the absence
of the iteration procedure that allows time intervals of one hour for
the water balance of the plant. Here, the time intervals of integration, determined by the Runge Kutta-Simpson procedure, are dependent on the smallest time constant of the model, which is often
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the inverse of the relative rate of change of the relative water
content of the plant.
5. Section 9 enables a direct comparison of the simulated results
with the resultsof the measurements in the crop enclosure.Subsection 9.1 concerns the actual measurements on incoming and outgoing air composition and the net assimilation and accounts for the
size and form of the crop enclosure.
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8

Performance of t h e models

8*1 Introduction
During recent years, considerable attention has been given to the
problem of model evaluation. Much of the problems and ideas were
discussed in a Workshop in Wageningen on 'the evaluation of
simulation models in agriculture and biology' (Penning de Vries,
1977c). It was felt there that the word evaluation is the broadest
term for assessing the value of a model. It is used for checking
internal consistency and units used in the computer program, for
comparison of model output with real world data and for assessment
of practicability. Validation isthen used asevaluation with emphasis
on usefulness and relevance of the model and verification for
evaluation with emphasis on truthfulness.
The model presented in this monograph is an attempt to explain
the behaviour of crop surfaces from the knowledge of the underlying physical, chemical and physiological processes. Evaluation is
then done on two levels. The first concerns the verification of the
description of the underlying processes, as has been done in the
previous chapters. Mostly the description is unbalanced: some processes are handled in detail and in a generally acceptable way,
whereas other processes are treated rudimentarily, in a more or less
ad-hoc fashion.
A scientific aspect of modelling is the exposure of the imbalance
of the treatment of variousfieldsof research which in itsturn guides
the identification of further relevant research areas.But relevant for
what purpose? The model presented here was constructed to obtain
a quantitative description of important aspects of crop growth with
the use of a minimum amount of experimental field data.
This purpose makes validation of the model by comparison of
model output with experimental data gathered under field conditions necessary. This validation may result in the falsification of
some model components or may show the necessity of using forcing
functions which cannot be conveniently determined in the field
situation. In both cases, the validation process may indicate also
areas for further study. It should be realized, however, that a model
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as a whole cannot be falsified, although one may come to the
conclusion that the result does not justify the effort. In this respect,
a model resembles a car in use:components may be malfunctioning,
but the user isreluctant to discard the vehicleuntilsomething better
turns up.
During validation, the model's performance is in general improved by calibrating it against the field data at hand. This calibration is essentially a process of curve fitting in which weak or
unknown parameters are adapted to reach a reasonable overall
agreement between simulated and observed results. It is a dangerous procedure because the number of parameters within simulation
models are in general large compared with the amount of experimental field data at hand, so that indiscriminate application of this
technique could lead to a near-perfect but meaningless goodness-offit.
Wherever applied, calibration should be guided by a sensitivity
analysis which is most aptly described as a test on the relative
influence of realistic changes in input data and parameters on the
relevant output of the model. Then in regions of the model where
structure is lacking and many parameters are necessary to describe
the processes, the sensitivity of the model's behaviour to each
parameter is small and calibration leads to nothing. However, in
regionswithsufficient structure, based on knowledge of the underlying processes, the number of relevant parameters is relatively small
andthesensitivitytochangesmaybeaccordinglylarge.Then calibration may provide valuable estimates of parameters.
It is often advocated to execute the various steps of model
evaluation in strict order and to keep parameter estimation, based
on experimental knowledge of the underlying processes, separated
from the estimation by means of calibration. However, model
building and evaluation is a continuous effort which leads necessarilyto an iterative approach inwhich thevariousphases intertwine.
Nevertheless wehave tried here toparameterize atfirstthe model
as far as possible by means of physiological data obtained from
controlled environments with field crops. In this way, the relevant
deviations reveal the dangers of indiscriminate extrapolation from
controlled environment data tofieldconditions. Subsequently, some
parameters are adapted in a process of calibration and the adapted
model is then validated again, but then in reference to the result of
periodic harvest experiments in various parts of the world.
The evaluation of the model in this chapter isrestricted to maize.
The reader is referred to other publications for evaluation of the
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performance of the model in various stages of development and
sophistication, with respect to other plant species. These are: especially perennial ryegrass (van Keulen et al, 1975), Rhodes grass
(Dayan &Dovrat, 1977),natural grassland vegetations (van Keulen,
1975), wheat (van Keulen & Louwerse, 1975), soybean (Sinclair &
de Wit, 1976) and rice (van Keulen, 1976).
8.2 Crop enclosures
During thefirstevaluation cycles,therewere appreciable differences
between thesimulated and measured dailycourse of net assimilation
of maize in enclosures.An analysis of these differences showed that
especially the relation between maximum assimilation rate and
temperature (Fig. 14)and therelation between stomatal conductance
and relative water content are different for plants grown under
laboratory conditions and in the field. Apparently, the plants adapt
themselves to the ever changing environment in the open air in a
way which is not sufficiently explained by the analyses of experiments under controlled conditions. Because of this phenomenon, it
was necessary to abandon partly the principle that the basic data
should be collected exclusively in the laboratory (de Wit, 1970).
Therefore a calibration procedure has to be introduced, which
resulted in the following assumptions:
The maximum assimilation rate of leaves of field grown maize is
70kgC 0 2 ha""1 IT 1 at temperatures above 13°C and drops linearly
to zero within the range from 13 to 8°C.The stomatal conductance
of the leaves is lO^ms"" 1 for relative water contents of the shoot
below 0,95 and increases linearly between 0.95 and 1.00 to
0.0143ms""1 when the stomata do not close because of internal
C02-regulation. At low C02-concentrations, the ratio between external and internal C02-concentration is 0.6, rather than 0.4 as
observed in 5.3. For all other parameters and functional relations,
the data as given in the Chapters 2-6 are maintained. Except in a
few cases, all subsequent runs with the simulation program in both
the PHOTON and BACROS version are executed with these data.
PHOTON simulates the daily course oT net assimilation and
transpiration of a crop surface. For evaluation, it is necessary to
initialize the simulation program with the proper shoot weight and
leaf area and with the proper amounts of young and old roots. The
first two characteristics are obtained by harvesting the shoot in the
enclosure and determining the stem weight, the leaf weight and the
specificleafweight,i.e.weightperunitleafarea.Forexperimentswith
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plantswith lessthan 6leaves,about 15%ofthe leaf area isenclosed
by leaf sheaths which is accounted for by considering only the
exposed leaf area in the computation of light interception.
Initialization of the root weight is impossible because proper
techniques to determine amounts of young and old roots underfield
conditions are not available. To circumvent this problem, the root
weights are initialized from simulation runswith BACROSup to the
moment the plants are covered by the enclosure. Year-to-year
differences within a climatic region were so small that it suffices to
work with an average relation between shoot weight and weight of
young and old roots, which is used for initialization in PHOTON.
When management practices deviate considerably from the usual
ones, especially with respect to planting density, initialization should
be based on knowledge of the particular experiment. In manycases,
it suffices also to initialize the amount of reserves in the same way,
but occasionally it may be necessary to obtain this initial value by
using PHOTON for the 24 hours preceeding the onset of the
experimental period.
A special experiment was executed in the enclosure to estimate
the relation between relative water content and stomatal closure.
For this purpose, net assimilation and transpiration were measured
for a few hours during a sunny day, the plants being clipped at their
base around llh30 and kept in their original position by a wire
construction. At the end of the experiment, the plants were harvested, their fresh and dry weight being determined immediately.
From the transpiration data, it was then possible to calculate the
water content throughout the experimental period. The experimental results are given in Fig. 22a for the net assimilation and in Fig.
22b for the transpiration. The simulated curves are obtained by
assuming that the stomatal conductance decreases linearly from
0.0143 to 10~ 4 ms _1 in the range of relative water contents from
1.00 to 0.95 (Fig.23),a relation which wasfound bymeans of a few
iterations.
Especially between 12h30 and 13h00, there are considerable
deviations between the measured and simulated results.These could
be eliminated by introducing a curvilinear relation between conductance and relative water content, but neither the experimental data
nor the physiological insight in the process warrants such a refinement.
The simulated stomatal conductance of sunlit leaves with a high
relative water content is about half the maximum value of
0.0143 ms" 1 (Fig. 23), because the stomatal opening is at high
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relative water contents controlled by the internal C02-concentration and not by the water content. The higher conductances manifest themselves only at lower external C02-concentrations.
These could also be seen in another experiment, where during a
bright day and with plants in their tasselling stage,the C0 2 concentration in the enclosure was varied from 500vppm to about
100vppm, the results beingpresented in Figs 24a-c, as net assimilation and transpiration against time and net assimilation against C 0 2
concentration. The measured and simulated net assimilation within
the range of about 500-200vppm C 0 2 does not change. These
results show indeed that the stomata are regulated in such a way
that the internal C02-concentration remains constant within this
trajectory, as illustrated in Fig. 24c for the simulated stomatal
opening.
As has been explained before, a constant internal C0 2 concentration can only be maintained as long as the external C0 2 concentration is considerably higher than the setpoint of 120vppm.
At lower concentrations, a ratio of 0.4 for the external versus
internal C02-concentration had to be introduced for the laboratory
experiments (5.3) to explain tetter the observed stomatal regulation
in the lower C 0 2 range. When this ratio was used for the enclosure
experiments, net assimilation started to decrease around an external
C02-concentration of 300vppm. By assuming a ratio of 0.6, this
decline was shifted towards 200vppm, but even then a considerable
discrepancy remained with the experimental data. A further change
of this ratio together with the assumption that the maximal stomatal
conductance was larger than 0.0143ms" 1 , improved the situation
somewhat, but led also to a too largediscrepancy between simulated
and experimental transpiration.
Further experimentation with the relevant parameters in the
simulation program showed that the experimental results can only
be understood if it is assumed that the mesophyll resistance decreases with decreasing internal C02-concentration, but this explanation is too speculative to be incorporated in the simulation
program. Hence, the discrepancy between simulated and experimental C02-assimilation shows the lack of understanding. But the
practical consequences are small because these low external C0 2 concentrations do not occur underfieldconditions.
Besides, experiments were done with young plants in their 4th
leaf stage, a leaf area index of 10.7 being obtained by planting at a
distanceof about 4 x 4 cm.The simulated and measured dependence
of net assimilation on C02-concentration is given in Fig. 24f. The
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Fig. 24. C0 2 assimilation and transpiration of maize as a function of time
and C0 2 assimilation as afunction of C0 2 concentration of an old (o) and
young (y)crop. Species: Zea mayscv. Caldera 535;density: 10plantsm"2;
measuringdate: 1973-08-15;sowingdate:1973-05-0l(o); 1973-07-11(y);
location: Droevendaal, Wageningen; LAI: 10.7 (y), 5.3 (o) m2nT2; dry
weight shoot: 3403 (y); 12645 (o) kgha"1; stage: 0.5-1.0 (y), 4.5 (o)
(Hanway, 1966); height: 50 (y), 280 (o) cm.
N.B.: The seeds for the young crop were planted at a density of about
4x4cmto ensure aclosed cropsurface atayoungstage. Hence the LAIis
extremely high (van Laar et a/., 1977). .
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simulation was done here with a maximum assimilation rate of
50kgCO 2 ha"" 1IT1, the maximum rate being lower for these very
young plants. Here again, the simulated decrease in assimilation
occurs at a higher external C02-concentration than the measured
decrease. Again it was not possible to achieve a proper match
without speculating about a decreasing mesophyll resistance with
decreasing internal C02-concentration.
On 22 August 1973, an elaborate experiment was done with
maize planted at a normal density on 1 May (old plants) and with
maizeplanted at a density of 4 x 4 cmon the 11July (young plants).
During the day, the enclosures were covered at four intervals to
measure dark respiration, whereas the temperature was varied
within the range of 10-30°C, as shown in Figs 25c and f. The
measured and simulated results for both situations are presented in
Figs 25a and d. The results show a good agreement of the dark
respiration, within the normal temperature range, but at 30°C dark
respiration isunderestimated bysimulation.The simulation could be
improved in this particular case by assuming either a larger Q 10 for
maintenance in the 20-30°C rangeor a larger effect of temperature
on the relative consumption rate of reserves. However, comparison
of other simulated and measured results showed that sometimes
respiration is underestimated and sometimes overestimated without
any apparent reason.
Both simulations were done with a maximum assimilation rate of
70kg C 0 2 ha"1h"1 which leads to underestimation for the old
crop and overestimation for the young crop.These deviations could
be easily eliminated by adapting this maximum rate, but this is a
fruitless exercise because other experiments would then need other
adjustments. It should be realized that for the densityplanted young
maize crop, the amount of roots were adapted. When this adaption
was omitted, the plants developed water stress and the simulated
results were governed by stomatal closure only.

Fig.25. C 0 2 assimilation and transpiration of anold and youngmaizecrop.
Species: Zea mayscv.Caldera 535;measuring date: 1973-08-22; location:
Droevendaal, Wageningen. Young crop: sowing date: 1973-07-11; LAI=
15.5m2m~2; dry weight shoot: 5010kgha"1; stage: 0.5-0.1 (Hanway,
1966); height: 75cm. Old crop: sowing date: 1973-05-01; LAI:
5.7m 2 m" 2 ; dry weight shoot: 16300kgha"1; stage: 4.5 (Hanway, 1966);
height: 280cm; density: 10 plants m~2(vanLaar etal.,1977).
«
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The simulated and actual daily course of transpiration are presented in Figs25b and e asthree-hour averages.This averagingwas
done because of the large time-lag in collecting the water from the
cooler in combination with the large discontinuities in temperature
and light regime. Because of the primitive method of measuring
transpiration, a more satisfactory agreement could not be obtained.
Therefore a much better method for measuring transpiration was
adopted (see 2.2.2).
Detailed comparison of the two measured assimilation curves in
C 0 2 assimilation
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Fig. 26. C0 2 assimilation versus light intensity for field grown maize,
measured inenclosures at four temperatures. Species:Zea mayscv.Caldera
535; density: 18 plants m~2; measuring date: 1975-08-18; sowing date:
1975-04-20; location: Droevendaal, Wageningen; LAI: 7.76m 2 m" 2 ; dry
weight shoot: 18687kgha"1; stage: 5 (Hanway, 1966; van Laar et al.
1977).
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Figs25a and dwith the temperature curvesreveals that response to
temperature is different. Old plants hardly react to a change in
temperature, whereas the assimilation of young plants goes up and
down with this variable. Other measurements in Fig. 26 show that
the temperature effect on the assimilation of old plants is small.
Under these conditions,the resultsof thesimulation of temperature
experiments are in fair agreement with the measurements, if it is
assumed that maximum leaf assimilation is practically independent
of temperature above about 13°C, as was done in both cases.
This lack of temperature response was not observed under controlled conditions, either because no measurements were donewith
mature leaves of plants in their tasselling stage or because constant
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Fig. 27. C0 2 assimilation at four temperatures as a function of light.
Species: Zea mays cv. Caldera 535; density 3x3cm (a), 4 x 4 c m (b);
measuring date; 1973-06-12; sowing date: 1973-05-01; location:
Droevendaal, Wageningen; LAI: 17.5m2m~2 (a), 14.7m 2 nT 2 (b); dry
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1966; van Laar et al.91977).
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environmental conditions do not induce this temperature adaptation. The phenomenon has not been studied in sufficient detail to
discuss the physiological and biochemical background, mainly because itescaped the attention of crop scientists.However, already in
the 1930s,extension officers in the Netherlands came to the conclusion that maize performs exceedingly well in autumn at relatively
low temperatures.
As hasbeen said, the response of theyoungplants to temperature
changes is more pronounced. This has been analysed in more detail
in acomparative experiment. The results are presented asa function
of light intensity in Figs 27a and b. Here, the crop assimilation
appears to vary more than 10% with the induced temperature
variation of 5 to 7°C on either side of 20°C. Since the initial
efficiency of light use is considered to be independent of temperature within the range concerned, these changes can be only simulated by assuming that the effect of temperature on maximum
assimilation of individual leaves is about twice as large.
Some trial runs showed that the maximum assimilation has to be
estimated at 37.5, 50 and 70kgC 0 2 ha"1h""1 for temperatures of
15, 20 and 30°C, respectively. The curves in Fig. 27 are the
simulated results.These agreewith the measured results,except that
at high light intensities at 27.5°C, the simulated results are too low.
This difference isdue to an increasing water shortage in the simulation program. This temperature effect is of the same magnitude as
the temperature effect based on measurements of mature leaves of
plants in about their sixth leaf stage and grown under controlled
conditions, as given in Fig. 14.
8.3 Field experiments
The changes, adopted in the previous section-with a maximum
rate of assimilation of 70kgC 0 2 ha1h""1 at temperatures above
13°C-,were also incorporated in BACROS and subsequent field
evaluations were done without any further changes or adaptations,
except for the forcing functions.
Field experiments in Wageningen, Flevoland (the Netherlands),
Davis (California) and Ames (Iowa) are used for evaluation. The
experiments in Wageningen and in Flevoland were done by L.
Sibma from the Centre for Agrobiological Research, in Davis (Cal.)
at the Department of Agriculture under the guidance of W. A.
Williams and C.T. de Wit and the result of the experiment in Ames
(Iowa) was kindly made available by R. M. Shibles. Some charac78

Table 4. Mean weather data and crop growth rates of maize in its grand
period of growth at four locations.
Average for July
Location

latitude

Flevoland
52
1971
1972
52
Wageningen
52
1976
Ames
42
1963
Davis
1968
39

radiation
Jm"2day"1

maxtemp. mintemp,cropgrowthrate
k ha day
°C
°C
g

17.82x10
15.24xlO 6

22.76
20.82

11.56
13.26

250
210

19.14X106

25.21

12.79

210
•

23.2xlO 6

29.68

17.55

300

30.8xlO 6

34.35

12.47

350

teristic weather data for the three locations are given in Table 4,
together with the average crop growth rate during the grand period
of growth. Detailed information on leaf area and dry matter weights
are given inTable 5.The experiments in the Netherlands were done
in 1971, 1972 and 1976, in Davis in 1968 and in Ames in 1963.
Plantingdensities covered a range from 2.5 to 40plantsm~2and the
crops were periodically harvested at 6-8 dates.
The experimental and simulated results in kgdry matter ha""1 are
presented in Figs 28-31 as a function of time. The observational
points are the mean yields. The standard deviation of these mean
yields isabout 10%.The continuous curves represent the simulated
results. These are obtained by introducing the actual weather data
as forcing functions. The courses of the leaf area index and the
chemical composition with time are derived from the experimental
results and are also used as forcing functions, because our aim is to
evaluate the simulation of the drymatter accumulation process only.
It would be possible to relate leaf area growth with crop growth and
development and simulate in thiswaythewhole growth process, but
this was not our intention as was discussed in2.1.
The agreement between simulated and measured results is in
general good,except for the lowdensity inDavis.The simulated dry
matter yield is here about half the measured yield. It is quite
incredible that the actual assimilation is so much higher than the
simulated assimilation with a maximum rate of 70kgC0 2 ha - 1h""1.
The measured leaf area index at thislowdensity must havebeen too
low.This assumption issupported by the observation that at the low
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Fig. 28. Simulated and measured (encircled) dry matter production of
maize in Flevoland.
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density in Davis the leaf area ratio (area/weight crop) is about half
that at the high density. But this observation is not confirmed in
Ames. Deviations may also be attributed to the estimation of the
exposed leaf area index,since apart of the leaf area of young plants
is not exposed to the light but enclosed in other leaves and leaf
sheaths, as said before.
The differences in the experimental conditions with respect to
latitude, radiation and temperature and with respect to planting
density cover a large range, which appears also from the crop
growth rate which ranged from about 210 to 350kgha""1 day""1.
Therefore, the simulation program BACROS, as presented in Appendix A, is used with some confidence to simulate potential dry
matter accumulation rates of maize in feasible growth situations.
Consequently, further development is not so much directed towards
the improvement of the present program, but towards the simulation of morphogenesis, especially in the early phase of growth and
after tasselling.
8.4 Root growth
Several attempts were made to determine the amount of dry
matter accumulated in the roots in the field situation, but the
problem of achieving sufficient accuracy without investing a prohibitive amount of work has not been solved. The conclusion from
experiments is that, stubble excluded, about 1500kgha""1 roots
accumulate and by adjusting the ratio between root conductance
and root biomass, the program has been rigged in such a way that
these amounts of roots are simulated in the Wageningen situation.
It has been shown by a mathematical analysis in Chapter 6 that
the simulated root-shoot ratio increases about proportionally with
the square root of the evaporative demand and that the time
constant of adaptation of the root-shoot ratio is also realistic. Both
phenomena are illustrated here by some simulation runs with 1972
Flevoland data.
In Fig.32 the simulated relation between shoot and root weight is
presented for the normal situation and for situations where either
half of the roots is removed, or the root weight is doubled. The
original shoot-root ratio is gradually restored as the weight increases.However, full restoration does not occur because changes in
root weight also affect the ratio between young and suberized roots
and hence the average root conductance.
Fig. 33 presents the simulated shoot versus root weight under
86
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different evaporative demands which were created inthesimulation
program byvarying thehumidity of theair.Assuggested in6.5the
root-shoot ratio indeed increases about proportionally with the
square root of the transpiration. This behaviour is assumed to be
more or less realistic, but conclusive data are lacking.
Fig. 34presents thesimulated shoot versus root growth inDavis,
Ames andWageningen for a normal plant density. However probable these differences seem, there areagain nodata toshow that they
actually occur.
8.5 Transpiration
Under the conditions of Fig.33 the potential evapotranspiration
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Fig. 33. The influence of a difference in vapour pressure on the shoot-root
ratio. The potential evaporation at a vapour pressure of +10, 0 and —10
percent was 4.2, 4.7 and 5.1mm day" and the transpiration (exclusive
evaporation from thesoil)was 1.18,1.44and 1.71 mmday -1 , respectively.

was 5mm day"1, whereas the transpiration was only 1.4 mm day -1 .
Even when we take into account that thisfiguredoes not include the
evaporation from the soil, this transpiration is surprisingly small.
This is a direct consequence of the assumption that the stomatal
conductivity is governed by net assimilation in such a way that the
internal C02-concentration is maintained at 120vppm. When this
assumption is relaxed so that all stomata are only closed during
night and open during the day at 0.008ms"1, the daily transpiration
is 5.4mmday"1, a seemingly more normal value.
However, the simulated transpiration in PHOTON then becomes
too large,and the simulated valuesof the temperature and humidity
differences above and inside the crop deviate from the observations
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as canbe seen from theresults presented in Fig.35.Moreover the
assumption of open stomata iscompletely contradicted by observations with the diffusion porometer, as illustrated in Fig. 36.
From all this evidence, it isconcluded that this low transpiration
rate of maize is realistic, however surprising this maybe.Together
with a crop growth rate of about 200kgha"1 day -1 , this leads toa
transpiration coefficieni smaller than 100kg water per kgdry mat89
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ter. Obviously, nature hasdeveloped a mechanism which allows the
combination of highgrowthrateswithsmalltranspiration rates.This
mechanism is of extreme importance for agriculture in (semi)-arid
regions.
But how common is this phenomenon? Brown (1964) measured
by the flux method an evapo-transpiration of somewhat below
3mmday"1 and an evaporation of somewhat below 1 mmday"1 for
maizeon aclear day.Onemaydoubt the accuracyof the measuring
method, but these low figures were also simulated by Goudriaan
(1977) assuming internal C02-regulation. Experiments of Musgrave
and his students, Cornell University, (pers. com.) show consistently
that net assimilation of the leaves of field grown maize is over a
large range independent of C0 2 concentration, which is also a
strong indication of regulation of the internal C02-concentration.
However, experiments with maize grown under controlled conditions,reported inliterature cover thewhole range from the absence
of any effect to a proportional effect of C0 2 concentrations. Thus
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Fig. 36. Measured ( • and • ) and simulated (A and O) leaf conductances
for water vapour, on 14 August 1973 (a) and 23 August 1973 (b) for
shaded (A and A) and sunlit leaves (O and • ) . For measurements and
further details see Stigter & Lammers (1974).

these results point to the whole range from regulation to non
regulation of the internal C02-concentration within the same
species, in dependence of variety, growing conditions or both.
Our own experiments on sunflower under controlled conditions
show that the stomatal opening is independent of net assimilation
(Fig. 15a),but experiments inenclosuresshowagainacloserelation
between transpiration and net assimilation, and thus regulation of
internal C02-concentration. The analyses of enclosure experiments
with wheat indicate an intermediate position for this crop. As has
been said in 2.2.2, the instantaneous measurement of transpiration
has been perfected considerably, and it is therefore expected that
more pertinent information willbecomeavailableinduecourse.
The simulation program includes the assumption that the internal
C02-ooncentration isregulated.The other extreme of open stomata
duringthedayand possiblyclosed stomata during the night iseasily
programmed. The programming might be more difficult for intermediate situations. In the most general case, it has to be assumed
that stomatal opening and net assimilation both depend on internal
91

C02-concentration.Thisassumption leadstoaprogram sectionwith
the internal C02-concentration as a state variable (integral). If the
resulting small time constant appears too troublesome, this state
variable has to be eliminated by introducing another implicit loop,
as in 4.4.
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Appendix A - BA C R O S : Basic crop simulator

TITLE

DRSIC CPOP SIMULATOR

DIMENSION Z»9.10>> S<9.10>
• Z: DISTRIBUTION DF THE LERVES WITH RESPECT TO THE INCOMING SUNPRYS
./•

••••••••••••••+•••+•••••
•

SECTION

1

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

MACRO DEFINITIONS

••••• 1. AVERAGE TEMPEPRTUPE OF CANOPY. SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT LOSS
MACRO TEHL.TSHL.AVTCP.NCPL=TPPH<VIS.NIR.LWR,APEA>
ABSPAD=VIS«-NIP*Li.iR
EVA
=AMIN1tEFF^VIS/AMAX.46.)
•
PPEVENTS UNDEPFLOM
MCPIL = <AMA:<>DFL>^»1.-EXP<-EVA> > - D P L
SPESL = < 6 8 . 4 ^ < E C 0 £ C - P C 0 c , I > - P A M . 3 , E , * N C P I L > ' A M A X l < 0 . 001• N C P I D ' l . 6 6
I F * S P E S L . G T . S P W . O P . S R E S L . L T . 0 . > GO TO 7 0 0
SPESL -SPl.i
N C P I L * 6 8 . 4 ^ < E C 0 2 C - P C D 2 I > ' <SRi.iM . 6 6 + P A M .3«E:>
7 0 0 SPES =RMINl«PESCl.i»SPESL>
ENP
=0 . 3 ^ N £ P I L
EHL
=<SLOPED<AFSRAD-ENP>*DPYP>/<PSCH^<PA^0.9?+SRES>'PA*SLOFE>
SHL

SMF-SPRII-EHL-ENP

TL
TEHL
TSHL
AVTCP

=TA*SHL^RP
=7EHL *AREA^EHL
=TSHL • A P E A ^ S H L
=AVTCP«>APEA^TL

NCPL =NCPL •APEA^NCPIL
ENDMRC
PRPRM ECO2C-330.
•
EXTEPNAL C02-C0NCENTPRTI0N <VPPM>
PRPRM PESCM=c:000.
•
CUTICULRP PESISTRNCE TO URTER. IN S'M
CONST PSCH =0.67
•
PSYCHPOMETPIC CONSTRNT IN MBRP PEP KELVIN
••••• £. DRILY TOTRLS
MRCPO DTOT =DLYTOT<DTOTI.RRTE>
DTOTl=INTGRL<DTOTI.RRTE>
DTOT *DTOT1-ZHOLD<IMPULS*DELT.86400.>•»«EEP«DTOT1>
•
THE RCCUMULRTOP IS EMPTIED RFTEP MIDNIGHT.
•
SO CONTENTS RPE RVRILRE;LE FOP PRINTING
ENDMRC
••••• 3. FRRCTIONS OF PLRNT CONSTITUENTS IN INCREMENT
MRCPO FIC=INCPEM<FT>
FIC=»RFGEN*FT.DRY*1.>•«.•:N-RFGEN»FT.DRY>•MS0»•''<MiM-WSD>
ENDMRC
••••• 4. INTEPPOLRTION OF TEMPEPRTUPE RLONG SINE FPOFILE
MRCPO VRL

=WRVE<DRY.HDUP•SPTB.14TB.PISE>
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TIM
•INSl«i<H0UR-14.»H0UP*lU.»HDUP-14.>
•
MRXT =RFGEN<I4TB»DRY+<HOUP-14.0>/24.)
•
MINT =RFGEN<SPTB.DRY+<HDUP-PISE>/24.>
MRXT «RFGEN<I4TB»DRY+HOUP'24.>
MINT **FGEN<SPTI:.IiRY*H0UP/£4.)
VRLRV *0.5*<MRXT+MINT>
VRLRMP*0.5*<MRXT-Mlfm
VRLSP =VRLRV-VRLRMP*C0S<PI*<H0UR-PISE>/a4.-PISE> >
•
TEMP. DUPING PISING DF SUM
VRLSS =VRLRV*VRLRMP*COS<PI*TIM'<10.«-P1SE> >
•
TEMP. DUPING SETTING DF SUN
VRL
»INSM<RND<HOUP-PISEf14.-HDUP>-0.5•VRLSS»VRLSP>
ENDMRC
>•••••••••••••••

SECTION

£

INITIRLIZRTIDN
INITIRL
FIXED IfJ»K»L»N«IL*IS.ISUN.MRX.SN
STDPRGE F<9>'» 0RV<9>
• DRV: RVEPRGE PROJECTION DF THE LERVES IN THE DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
TRBLE F<1-9>«.015».045..074,.099».124>.143..153».168».174
•
LERF RNGLE DISTRIBUTION. NOT CUMULRTIVE. SUMMING TD UNITY
PI >4.*RTRN<1.)
RRD*P1/180.
1. EXPOSITION OF LERVES TO THE SUN
PROCEDURE SUMF : ZISSN=GEOMETcRRD>
SUMF-F<1)+F<£>*F<3>+F<4>+F<5>*F <*•>+F<7)+F<8>+F<9>
IF <SUMF.NE.0.> GO TD 10
•
MHEN NO LERF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS PROVIDED

•

RSPHERICRLLERF RNGLE DISTRIBUTION ISRSSUMED
ZISSN-0.1
DD 11 IS-1.9
11 0RVns>«U.5
GDTD£4
10 DD23 ISM.9
FI»<10*IS-5>*RRD
SI«SIN<FI>
CO*COS<FI>
DD=0.
DD 19IL*1»9
FL«U0*IL-5>*PRD
RR*SI•COS<FL>
BB*CD*SINcFL)
CC«RR
IF <IS.GE.IL> GDTD14
SO=SOPT<BB*BB-RR*RR»
CC=2.*<RR*RTRN<RR/SCO«-SQ>'PI
14
DD*DD*CC*F<IL>
DD 18SN=1»9
FN«SN'10.
FR*FN-RR
CC=1.
IF 'IS.LT.IL^ GDTD15
IF <FN-BB.GE.RR> GDTD
18
IF <FN*BB.G"I.RR> GDTD
17

cc«o.
17
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GDTD18
SO»SG»PT<BB^BB-FR*FR>
CC«RTRN<FR/'SO>^PI*0.5
GDTO13
IF <FN-RR.GE.BB> GOTD
IF <FN*RR.GE.BB> GDTD
SO-SORT<BB*BB-FR*FR>

18
17

IS
1?

CC=ATAN«FA'SO>
FA=FN*AA
S0-iORT<BB^BB-FA^FA>
CC=<ATAN<FA>'SC»+CC>>'PI
S<IL«SN>=CC
S<IL»10>=1.
EE=0.

to££ SUM.io

coo.

DO £1 1L=1»9
£1
CC=CC+F<ILX<IL.SN>
2<IS»SN^«CC-EE
££
EE«CC
£3
DAV«fIS.>*DD
£4 CONTINUE
ENDPPO
£. REFLECTION AND EXTINCTION
PROCEDURE EDIFB»EDIFV*EDIFN.KBL»KDFV.KDFN=EXTINC<SUMF>
STORAGE B<9>. PFV<11>«
FFN<11>« KDN«11>. KDV<11>. KDIP<11>
TABLE B<1-9>«.030..087.
133* 1*3«.174*.163».133».037..030
DISTRIBUTION OF INCIDENT FLUXES OVER 9 ZONES OF THE SKY <UOC>
SOVI=SOPTU.-SCV>
PARAM SCV = 0 . £
•
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT OF THE LEAVES IN VISIBLE REGION
SONI=SOPT<l.-SCN>
PARAM SCN =0.85
•
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT DF THE LEAVES IN NEAR-INFRARED REGION
REFV= < 1 . -SC'VI) • a . *SC'VI>
PEFN=<1.-SCNI> s<1.•SONI)
DO £5 I S = L 9
KDIP < IS+1> =OAV< IS>'•%IN <. < 1 0*1S-5> •PAD>
KDN < I S * l > «KDIR < I $ • 1 > • S O N 1 * 0 . 9 4 * £ 3 * 0 . 0 3 5 3 3
£5
KDV <IS*1> =KDIR < I S + l > • S O V I • O . 9 4 * £ 3 * 0 . 0 3 5 3 3
KDIR< 1>-KDIR< £>
KDIR<11>=KDIR<10>
KDV < 1>-KDV < £)
KDV <11>«KDV <10>
KDN < 1>=KDN < £)
KDN <11)=KDN ( 1 0 )
DIRECT RADIATION
DO £* IS=1.11
KDIRIS = £ . ^ K D I R < I S > / < K D I R v I S > + l . >
PFV<IS>=AMAX1 <0. • 1 . 1 1 7 * < 1 . - E X P < - R E F V * K D I P I S > > - 0 . 0 1 1 1 >
RFNUS>=AMAX1< 0 . . 1 . 117^< 1 . -EXP<-PEFN^KDIPIS> > - 0 . 0111>
£6
DIFFUSE RADIATION
PFOVV=0.
RFOVN=0.
EDIFB^O.
EDIFV=0.
EDIFN=0.
DO £7 J=l»9
RFOVV^PFOVV+B<J>•RFV<J*1>
PFOVN=RFOVN*B*J>•RFN<J+1>
EDIFB^EDIFB*B<J>•EXP<-KDIP<J*1>>
EDIFV=EDIFV*B<J'^EXP<-I-DV *JM> >
£7
EDIFN=EDIFN+B«J>•EXPt-KDN <J*1> >
KBL «-ALOG<EDIFB>
KDFV=-ALOG<EDIFV> •
KDFN=-ALOG<EDIFN>
ENDPPO
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3 . SITE RMD STRTE OF CROP
•

CSLT=COS<RRD*LRT>
CDSIHE LRTITUDE
SHLT*SIN<PHII*LR"P

•
31ME LRTITUDE
PRPRM LRT = 5 2 .
IMS*RFGEM<MSMTB*STTiRY>

•

IMITIRL MEIGHT SHDDT
IMVP =600.•U.-EXP<.-1MS/4200.>>
•
IMITIRL MEIGHT DF YDUHG PDDT
IMP =IMVP*IMOP
•
IMITIRL MEIGHT DF ROOTS
IMDP "IMivr.-IMYP
PRPRM RESPI=0.03
IP E S » < I M S + I M P > * P E S P I / < I . - P E : P I >

•

INITIRL RESERVES DF THE PLRHT
IP3=RFGEM<FPTB.STDRY>^IM3
ICS=RFGEM<FCTBfSTIiRY>*IMS
IFS=RFGEM<FFTB»STDRY>*IMS
ILS=RFGEM'FLTE»STIiRY>*IMi:
IMS=RFGEM'FMTB>STDRY>*IMS
IR3=RFGEM<FRTB.STDRY>MMS
IPP=RFGEM<FPTB.STDRY>*IMP
ICR=RFGEM<FCTB»STDRY>*IMP
IFP=RFGEM<FFTB.STDRY>*IMP
ILR=RFGEM<FLTB>STDRY>•IMP
IMR=RFGEM<FMTB«STDRY>•IMP
IRP=RFGEH<FRTB.STDRY>*IMP

•
•

IMITIRL RMDUMTS IM SHDDT RMD ROOTS*RESPECTIVELY
PPDTEIMS. CRPBOHYDPRTES* LIPIDS* LIGMIM. MINERALS* DPGRMIC RHIOHS

•

RVTCP=RFGEM<MNTT.STDRY)
RVERRGE TEMPEPRTUPE DF CRMDPY* IMITIRLLY

•
•
•
•
•

IRHCRL=IRMRi«>1.629629/86400.
IMITIRL VRLUE DF FIRST DPDEP RVERRGE DF C02 RSSIMILRTIDM
PRTE <KGC02/HR'S>
IRMRS =RMIN1<IMS/3000.«1. >•200.
IMITIRL RVERRGE METRBDLIC RCTIV1TY DF THE SHDDT. DEPEMDEMT DM
'HOOT MEIGHT <KG STRPCH/HR/DRY>
IRMRP =IMP/IM3^200.
IMITIRL RVERRGE METRBDLIC RCTIVITY IM THE ROOT <k.GSTRPCH/HR/DRY>

DYMRMIC
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

SECTIOM 3

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

TIMER VRPIRBLES

DRY =RMDD<RIMT'TIME/86400.+STDRY>*365.>
HOUP=RMQD<TIME/3600.*24.>
PRPRM STDRY=173.
•

CLIMRTE

••••• 1.MERTHER
PPDCEDURE SMHSS.TR.TS*DPT.RVP*SVP*CLDPE.PH.MS=MERTH<DRY.HOUR)
•
•
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DIRECTIDM DF THE SUM
DEC =-£3.4*C03<2.•PI•<DRY*10..'•/365.)
DECLIMRTIDM DF THE SUM
SMDC =SIM<RRD*DEC>

•
•
•
•

SINE DECLINATION
C S I I C =COS<PAD*DEC>
COSINE DECLINATION
SNHSS«SNLT*SNDC*CSLT»CSM>C0S<PI*<H0UP*12.>/12.;>
SINE OF THE HEIGHT DF THE SUN
LSNHS»INTGPL«'-0.5f <SMHSS-LSNHS>/DELT>
SUN HEIGHT AT LAST TIME STEP
PISE *ZHOLD<rtND'SMHSS»-LSNHS>-0.5«HOUP-SNHSS*IiELT/' . . .

c<MOT<SNHSS-LSNHS>«-SMHSS-LSHH?>*36O0.>-PISEI>•PISEI
•
TIMEDF SUNPISE TODAY* INHOURS.ESTIMATE FOP TOMORROW
INCONPISEI=4.8
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TEMPEPATUPE
TA =WAVE<DAY*HOUR.MNTT.MXTT.PISE)
TEMPEPATUPE AIPAT SCPEEN HEIGHT
TS =INTGPL<£0..<TA-TS)/14400.)
TEMP.SDILFOLLOWS AIP TEMP.WITH DELAY OF 4HOUPS
AIP HUMIDITY
DPTC =WAVE<DAY»HOUR.EDPTTB.MDPTTB.PISE)
DPT =AMINI<TA.DPTC)
COPPECTS FOP INPUT EPPOPSLEADING TODPTEXCEEDINGTA
AVP =6.11*EXP<17.4*DPT/<£39.*DPT))
ACTUAL WATER VAPOUP PRESSURE. INMBAP
SVP =6.11*EXP<17.4*TA/<239.*TA>>
SATUPATIONVAPOUP PPESSUPE. INMBAP
SL0PE=4153.6*SVP/<.TA*c:39.)*«>2
DEPIVATIVE OFSATUPATION PPESSUPE WITHPESPECT TO TEMPEPATUPE
PH -AVP/SVP
PELATIVE HUMIDITY

•
MS

WIND SPEED
=AFGEN'MSTB>DAY*H0liP/£4.>* . . .

INiW<AND<HDUR-6.*18.-HOUR)-0.5.0.66667.1.33333)
•
MINDSPEED INM/S.ATDAYTIME TMICETHATATNIGHT
ENDPPO
•••••£.PADIATION
PPOCEDUPE SNHS.DIFav.DIFON.DIFCL.SUNDCL.CRC.CRO.DRC.DRO* ...
F0V.FCL»LF0V.LFCL.CPAD.LWRI,IS=1NRAD<SNHSS.TA.LAI)
SNHS =AMAX1<0..SNHSS)
HSUN =ATAN<SNHS/SC'PT<1.-SNHS*SNHS>)/PAD
DIFOV=AFGEN<DFOVTB.HSUN)
•
DIFFUSEOVEPCAST VISIBLE
DIFON=0.7*DIFOV
•
DIFFUSE OVEPCAST INFPAPED
DIFCL=AFGEN<DFCLTB.HSUN>
•
DIFFUSE CLEAR
SUNDCL=AFGEN<SUNDTB.HSUN>
•
DIRECTCLEAR
CRC «<SUNDCL*HIFCL>*2.
•
CURRENT RADIATION CLEAR. ALL WAVELENGTHS
CPO *DIFOV-HHFON
•
CURRENT RADIATION OVEPCAST
DPC =DLYTOTcDPCI.CPC>%
DPO =DLYTOT<DPOI.CPO>
INCONDPOI =6.6E6.DPCI=3.3E7
DPCP=ZHOLD<IMPULS<0..86400.).DPO
DROP *ZHOLD<IMPULS<0..86400.>.DRO>
DTP =AFGEN'DTPT»DAY)*RADCV
FCL
FOV
LFOV
LFCL
CPAD

* <DTP-DPOP)s<NOT <DPCP-DROP>•DPCP-DPOP)
=1.-FCL
=LIMIT<0..1..FOV)
=l.-LFOV
«LFCL*CPC«-LFOV*CPa
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LWPCI«-5.668E-8*<TR*273.>**4*<0.56-SOPT<0.75*ftVP>*0.0?2>
SUPFRCE PRDIRTION RFTEP BPUNT. 0.75 CDMVEPTS RVP TDMM HG
RLWPC=LWPCI•<1.-EXP<-KBL*LRI>>
LWPDI=LWPCI*0.1

ftLWPDsRLWPC*0.1
LWPI =LFDV*LWPOI*LFCL*LWPCI
RLMP =LFOV«-RLMPO+LFCL*RlJ.iPC
DISTRIBUTION
IS
«<HSUN*10.>'10.
FISUN=< H S U N + 1 5 . ) ' 1 0 .
ISUM -FISUM
Fl
«FISUN-ISUN
KDP « K D I R < I S U N > * < 1 . - F I > * F I * K D I P < 1 $ U N * 1 >
KV
-KDV < I S U N > * < 1 . - F I > + F I * K D V <ISUN*1>
KN
=KDN < I S U N > * < 1 . - F I > * F I * * D N USUN+1>

RV =PFV <ISUN>*<1.-FI>+FI*PFV <ISUN«-1>
PN .=PFN <ISUN>*<1.-FI>+FI«-PFN <ISUN+1>
EPI =EXP<-KDP>
EFP1V=EXP<-KV>
EFPIN=EXP<-KN>
EXTINCHDM DF RLL TYPES RSSUMED EXPONENTIRL
ENDPPD
SECTION 4
•

ENERGY BRLRNCE

PPOCEDUPE RVIS0»RNIP0»RVISC»RNIPC»RV1S»RNETP»NETPS» ...
TEHL»TSHL»RVTCP*NCRL=ENEPGY<SPM.RMRX>
PR
*PRPL*SOPT(MDL/UIS)•O.5
•
DIFFUSION PESISTRNCE OF THE LRMINRP LRYEP INS'M.
•
FRCTOP 0.5 RCCOUNTS FOP BOTH SIDES OF THE LERF
PRPRM PRPL =185.
PRPRM MDL =0.05
•
MIDTH OF THE LERVES INM
IF (SNHS.GT.O.) GO TO 100
NIGHT PERIOD
101 RVISO
=0.
RVISO
RNIPO =0.
RVISC =0.
RNIPC =0.
RVIS • 0 .
RNETP -RLMP
NETPS =Ll.tpI-RLWP
=0.
EHL
SHL
•RLMP'LRI
TEHL =0.
TSHL *RLWP
RVTCP =TR+SHL*PR/PHOCP
PRPRM PMDCP-1200.
•
HERT CRPRCITY OF THE RIP
NCPL =-DPL*LRI/3600.
GO TO 109

IN J'M**3 PER KELVIN

DRYLIGHT PERIOD
100 TRVISO=<l.-PFOVV>*DIFOV
TRNIP0=<1.-PFOVN>•DIFON
RVISO =TRVISO*<l.-EXP<-KDFV*LRI> >
RNIPO =TRNIPO*a.-EXP<-kDFN*LRI> >
TRVISC«TRVISO*DIFCL/DIFDV^SUNDCL*a.-RV)
TRNIRC=TRNIPO*DIFCL/DIFON+SUNDCL*<l.-PN>
RVISC = RVISO*DIFCL/DIFOV+SUNDCL*a.-RV>*U.
RNIPC = RNIP0*DIFCL/DIF0N+SUNDCL*<1.-PN>*<1.
RNETPO= RVISO+ RNIPO+RLWPO
RNETPC* RVISC* RNIPC+RLUPC
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-EXP<-KV*LRI> >
-EXP<-KN*LRI> >

TNFTPO=TRVISO+TRNIPO«-LWPDI
TNETPOTftVISC+TRNIPC+LWPCI
RVIS =LFDV«>RVISO •LFCL^RVISC

RNETP *LFOV*RNETPO+LFCL*RNETPC
TNETP=LFOV*TNETPO*LFCL*TNETPC
NETPS=TNETP-RNETP
TEHLD *0.
TEHLC =0.
TSHLO=0.
TSHLC *0.
RVTCPO=0.
fiVTCPOO.
NCPLO «0.
NCPLC -0.
IF <LRI.GT.0.2)60TD 103
LRIHOTGPERTEP THRN0.2
PP
spfi/PHDCP
DPYP =<SVP-RVP)/PP
LWD =LWP0I
LWC =LWPCI
VISDFO*<1.-SCV)•!•IFDV
NIPDFO*<1.-SCN)*DIFDN
VISDFC*<1.-SCV)•<DIFCL*SUNDCL«*DP)
NIPDFC*<1.-SCN)•<DIFCL+SUNDCL«*HP)
TEHLD*TSHLO.RVTCPD*NCPLO=TPPH<VISDFO.NIPDFO.LWO.LRI)
TEHLC»TSHLC»RVTCPC»NCPLC*TPPH<VISDFC»NIPDFC.LWC.LRI)
GOTD103
LRI GPERTEP THRN0.2
103VISDFO*a.-PFDVV)*<l.-EDIFV)*DIFOV
NIPDFD*<1.-PFOVN)•<1.-EDIFN)*DIFDN
VIST -SUNDCLX1.-PV )*<1.-EFPIV)
NIPT *SUNDCL*<1.-FN )*U.-EFRIN)
VISD «SUNDCL*<1.-SCV)*U.-EPI )
NIPD *SUNDCL*<1.-SCN)*<1.-EPI )
VISDFC«VISDFO*DIFCL/'DIFOV+VIST-VISD
NIPDFC«NIPDFO*DIFCL^DIFON*NIPT-NIPD
LWD «<1.-EDIFB)*LWP0I
LWC -10.H.WO
SUNPEP-SUNHCL/SNHS
SLLR *U.-ERI>'KDP
SHLR -l.-SLLR
MRX *LRI+1.
IiD107L=1»MRX
LRIC *L-1
WSX =RMRX1<WS*EXP<-0.7*LRIC)>0.02)
PR
*PRPL*SQPTCWDL/WSX)•U.5
PR
sPR/PHDCP
DRYP -CSVP-RVP)/PP
LRIR «LIMT<0.01»1.»LRI-LRIC>
IF (LRIR.EQ.l.)GDTD104
106 VISDF0*VISDF0*<1.-EXP<-KDFV*LRIP))/<LRIP*<1.-EDIFV))
NIPDF0*NIPDF0*<1.-EXP<-KDFN*LR1P))/<LRIP*<1.-EDIFN))
VIST
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*VIST

•<1.-EXP<-KV

*LRIP) ) / t L R I P * < l .-EFPIV) >

NIPT *NIRT •U.-EXPC-kN *LRIP))/<LRIR*<1.-EFPIN))
VISD =VISD •<1.-EXP<-KDP*LRIP)>•<LRIP*<1.-EPI ))
NIPD «NIRD •U.-EXPC-KDP *LfiIR))/<LRIP*a.-EPI >)
VISDFC^VISDFD^DIFCL'DIFOV+VIST-VISD
NIRDFC^NIRDFO^DIFCL/DIFON+NIPT-NIPD
LWD «LWD*<1.-EXP<-KBL^LRIP))'<LRIR*U.-EDIFB))
LWC «LWO*10.
SLLR *SLLR*a.-EXP<-KDP*LRIP)>/<l.-EPI)
SHLR *LRIP-SLLR
CONTINUE
TEHLD.TSHLO*RVTCPD.NCPLD*TPPH<VISDFO.NIRDFO.LWD.LRIP)
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DO 105SN*1«10
IF <SUMF.NE.0.> ZISSN*Z<IS»SN>
RPER=SLLR*ZISSN
BLM =<0.l*SN-0.05)•SUNPER

105

107

VIS sVISDFOFLM*<l.-SCV>
MIR =NIPDFC+BLM*<1.-SCN>
TEHLC»TSHLC»RVTCPC?NCPLC«TPPH<VIS»NIPFLMCFRPER>
CONTINUE
TEHLC>TSHLC»FTVTCPC>NCPLC«TPPH«VISDFC»NIPPFC»LWC»SHLR>
IF <LRIR.LT.1.> GO TO 107
VIST =VIST*EFRIV
NIPT =NIRT*EFRIN
VISD *VISD*ERI
NIRD *NIRD*ERI
VISDFO*VISDFO*EDIFV
NIPDFO=NIRDFO*EDIFN
VISDFC=VISDFO*DIFCL/DIFOV*VIST-VISD
NIPDFC*NIPDFO*DIFCL/DIFDN*NIPT-NIRD
LMO
*LWO*EDIFB
LUC
«LUH>EDIFB
SLLR =SLLR«£RI
SHLR »I.-SLLR
CONTINUE

108 TEHL = L F O V * T E H L O • L F C L * T E H L C
TSHL = L F O V + T S H L O • L F C L * T S H L C

RVTCP *CLFOV^RVTCPO+LFCL^RVTCPC)'LRI
NCPL =<LFOV*NCPLO•LFCL*NCPLC>•3600.
•
ENERGY FLUX <KGC02/HR/S> RSMERSUPEDUNDER STRNDRPDCONDITIONS
109CONTINUE
ENDPPO
DNETRS-DLYTOT<1000.*NETPS>
DTLWR =DLYTOT<\000.»LMPI>
DTRBP«DLYTOT<1000.»RNETP>
•
BOMPRT=TSHL/<NOT<TEHL)+TEHL>
••••••••••••••••••

SECTION 5

MRTER BRLRNCE
1.BEGIN OF ITEPRTION
PROCEDURE PWCP»TEFS=BSCIL<TR.DIFOV»LRI«RCRS>SELECT>
IF aiflE.EQ.O.)PWCPL=0."?8
Pt,lCP=PWCPL
•
PEL.MRTER CONTENT OF CRNOPY
LOOP=0.
1TEFS=Q10**<0.1*RVTCP-2.5>
ENDPPO
2.ENDOF ITEPRTION
PROCEDURE DIFF»LOOP=ESCIL<TPC»WUP•GRS>
DIFF1»DIFF
DIFF=TRC-WUR
•
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRRNSPIRRTIONRNDSUPPLY
IF (LOOP.GT.O.)GOTO2
PWCP=RWCP-0.00l
GOTO3
2 IF (RBS<DIFF/MUR>.LT.ERROR .OR.RBS<DIFF>.LT.4.E-5)GO TO4
PRPRMEPPDP*0.005
•
PELRTIVEERROR ALLOWED INSELF-CONSTRUCTED IMPLICIT LOOP*
PMCLT=RWCP.
PMCP=RWCPL-<PMCP-RMCPL>*DIFF1•<DIFF-DIFF1>
RWCPL=RWCLT
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3LDDP =L00P+1.
IF <LOOP.LE.50.> GDTD1
IF <KEEP.GT.0.5> DIFF-101.
4PWCPL«PMCP
TOTDIF*INTGRL<0.*DIFF>
ENDPRO
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

SECTION *

••••••••••••••••••••<

CPDPWATER STATUS

SRW =1./AFGEN<SPCTF»RWCP>
STOMATAL CONDUCTANCE DUE TDRELATIVE WATER CONTENT <M'S>
TC =TTPCC/tMQT<l.lSC-IMS>*l.itC-UiS*PES-IPES>
•
TRANSPIRATION COEFFICIENT INGWATER/G DPY MATTER
DTTPC-DLYTDT<0.*TPC*>1.E-3>
•
DAILY TOTAL OFWATER TRANSPIRED <KG'M«>*£* I.E.*MM>
TTRCC=INTGPL<0.*10.•TPC)
•
TOTAL WATER LOSSFROM THECANOPY INKG'HA
TRC =TEHL'VAPHT
•
TRANSPIRATION RATE ^ ^ • • c X S ) * FROM TOTAL EVAPORATIVE HEAT
CONST VAPHT=£3?0.
•

TWUP=INTGRL<0.*WUR*1.E4>
UUP =<LiPTSL-WPTO•ACRS
•
MATER UPTAKE BYTHEROOTS ING'N**£/S
PARAM WPTSL=-0.1
•
WATER POTENTIAL SOIL* 0.1 CORRESPONDS WITHFIELDCAPACITY.
WPTC =AFGEN<WpTTB*RWCP>
•
WATER POTENTIAL CROP INPAR
ACRS=<WYP-Ki.3*W0R)*AFGEN<ETPCTB*TS>•MCPP
•
ACTUAL CONDUCTANCE OFROOT SYSTEM* GWATEP'M**>£'PAR/S
PARAM I.ICPR=£500.
•
WEIGHT^CONDUCTANCE RATIO OFROOT SYSTEM
SECTION
1.PHOTOSYNTHESIS
PARAM EFF-0.50
•
EFFICIENCY ATLOW LIGHT INTENSITIES* KGCO£/HA'HOUPPER J'M~£/S
RMES =<RC0£IM-C0£C>*>*8.4/<AMAX1<0.001*AM300> *>REDFRL>
•
AMAX1 PREVENTS DIVIDECHECK
REDFRL=AFGEN<REDFPT*RESL>
•
REDUCTION FACTOR ACCOUNTING FOPFEEDBACK OFRESERVE LEVEL
•
TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
FUNCTION REDFRT^O.*1.* .£0*1.* .£5*.0001* 1.*.0001
AMAX =<RC0£I-C0£C)*t.8.4/PMES
•
MAXIMUM CO£-ASSIMILATIONDF SINGLELEAVES
PARAM CO£C=10.
•
CO£COMPENSATIONPOINT
RC02I=AMlNl<RC0£IM*RIEC0£*EC0cO
•
INTERNAL CO£-CONCENTRATION MAXIMALLY 1£0VPPM FOPC4-PLANTS
•
AND£10VPPM FORC3-PLANTS
PARAM RCO£IM=*1£0.* RIECO£-0.6
AM300=AFGEN<AMTB»TA>
FUNCTION AMTF=0.»0.* 8.»0.* 13.*70.* 100.»70.
•
•
•

DPL =0.11*>ANCRL'LAI«>3*00.
DISSIMILATION INPHOTOSYNTHESIZING LEAVES <KGCO£'HALEAF^S>
USED INSTOMATA REGULATION
ANCRL=INTGRL<IANCPL* <AMAX1<0.*NCRL)-ANCRL>/<43£00.>>
FIRST ORDER AVERAGE OFNETCO£-ASS1MILATION
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NCASC*NCAS*3600.
MET C02-ASSIMILATI0N DF SHOOT CALCULATED IN KG C02/HA/H
NCAS =NCPL-GPS-MPS
NET C02-ASSIMILATI0N PATE DF SHOOT <KG C02VHA'S>
2. RESERVES
RESL - R E S ' ( R E S + W S C + W P O
RESERVE LEVEL
R E S =INTGRL<IRES.NCPL/1.629629-UPES>
AMOUNT OF RESERVES <KG STAPCH'HA>.
UPES SSR+SS+SRSOA+SRDOA
U S E OF RESERVES
SELECT=PESL*<FRR«-FCR*FFR+FLR«-FMP*SPRIP>

SELECTION FORMULA TOASSIST ITERATION
3.EFFICIENCY OF GROWTH
SHOOT

•
•

•

SS
=SPGS+SPMS+SPGSAS+SPTPAS
STARCHREQUIREMENT OF THESHOOT <KGSTARCH/HA'S)
SRGS =SPGPS+SPGCS+SPGFS+SRGMS+SRGLS
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPGRDMTHOF THESHOOT <KGSTAPCH'HA/S>
SPGRS=GPPS*0.517909
SRGCS=GPCS*1.12
SRGFS=GPFS*2.73
SRGLS*GPLS*1.94
SPGMS=GPMS*0.0184
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOR CONVERSION ANDTRANSLOCATIONDF
PROTEINS.CARBOHYDRATES.FATS.LIGNINANDMINERALS INTHE
SHOOT <KGSTAPCH/HA/S)
SPGSAS=GPPS*1.25
FORMATIONOF SKELETONS OFAMINO
STARCH REQUIREMENT FOP
STAPCH^HA/S)
FOPSHOOT PROTEINS <KG
SPTPAS*GS*FAS*0.0391
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPTRANSPORT OFORGANIC ANIONS INTHE
SHOOT (KGSTAPCH'HA/S>
ROOT
SPGPP =GPPR*0.517909
SPGCR «6PCP*1.X2
SPGFR =GPFP«-2.73
SPGLR =GPLP*1.94
SPGMP =GPMP*0.0184
•^TAPr.H REQUIREMENT FOP CONVERSION ANDTRANSLOCATION OF
PROTEINS.CARBOHYDRATES.FATS.LIGNINANDMINERALS INTHE
ROOT <KGSTAPCH/HA/S)
SP
=SPGP+SRMP+SRGSAP+SMU*SPTPAP
TOTAL STARCHREQUIREMENT OFTHEROOT <KGSTAPCH/HA'S)
SPGR sSRGPP+SPGCP+SPGFP+SPGLP+SPGMP
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPGROWTHOF THEROOT
SPGSAP=GPPP*1•25
STARCHREQUIREMENT FDRTHEFORMATION OFSKELETONSOF
AMINOACIDSFOPROOT PROTEINS <KGSTARCH'HA/S)
SPTPAP=GPAP*.0391
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOP TRANSPORT OFORGANIC ANIONS INTHEROOT
SMU =0.035*<GPMS+GPMP«-PN03>
STARCHREQUIREMENT ^DPTHEUPTAKEOFMINERALS ANDNITRATE
<KGSTARCH'HA^S>
SPSOA=<PAF-TRPT>•0.8916
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPFORMATION OF SKELETONS OFORGANIC ANIONS
SPDOA *=TPPT*0.366341
STARCHLDST BYC02EVOLUTION DUPINGDECARBOXYLATION
OFORGANIC ANIONS
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ACIDS

•••••4. MAINTENANCE
SPMS =<<PS*0.0225*Mi*0.03)*FNATS*AMAS*0.04)*TEFS'86400.
•
STAPCH REQUIREMENT FOP MAINTENANCE OF THE SHOOT *KGSTAPCH'HA'S)
FNATS =1.-AMIN1<1.>750.•LAI/MSC)
AMAS »INTGRL<IAMAS«<SS-AMAS'86400.>*2.>
•
AVERAGE METABOLIC ACTIVITY SHDOT <KGSTAPCH PRODUCED AND USED'DAY>
•
TEFS =010**<0.1*AVTCP-2.5> TEMP. EFFECT IN SHOOT
PAPAM 010 *2.0
SPMP =<PP*0.0225*MP*0.03*AMAP*0.04)•TEFR/86400.
•
STAPCH REQUIREMENT FDP MAINTENANCE OF THE PDDT <KGSTAPCH'HA'S)
AMAR *INTGPL<1AMAR><SP-AMAFv86400.>*2.>
TEFP =Q10**<0.1*TS-2.5>
•••••5. C02 EVOLUTION
GPS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

=GPPS*0.844*GRCS*0.175*GRFS*1.618*GRLS*0.62*GPMS*0.03...
*SRTPAS*1.629629
C02 EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM GPOMTH OF THE SHOOT <>GCD2'HA'S)
MPS =SPMS*1.629629
C02EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM MAINTENANCE OF THE SHOOT<KGCO£'HA'S>
DP
*GPP*MRP*RUPT*DDA
T01AL C02EVOLUTION IN THE ROOT <KGC02'HA'S>
GPP *=GPPP*0.844*GPCP*0.175*GRFP*1.618*GPLP*0.62*GPMP*0.03...
*^RTPAP*1•*">29»:'2<^
C02EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM GROWTH OF THE ROOT <KGC02'HA^S>
MPP «SRMR*1.629629
C02EVOLUTION RESULTING FRDM MAINTENANCE OF THE R O O T O G CO£vHA>-S>
PUPT =SMU*1.629629
C02 EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM THE UPTAKE OF MINERALS
DDA =TPPT*.597
C02 EVOLUTION RESULTING FRDM DECARBOXYLATION OF ORGANIC ANIONS

•••••6.CARBON BALANCE
PDPF E<WCP-WCF)/<NOT<WCP)*WCP>
W C P = < < P S - I P S ) * < P P - I P P > ) * . 5 5 5 5 5 * ...
< < C S - I C S ) * < C P - I C P ) ) * .4 5 0 0 5 * ...
< < : F S - I F S ) * < F P - I F P > ) * . 7 7 2 0 6 * ...
< < L S - I L S ) * < L P - I L R > ) * . 6 9 3 1 3 * ...

•
•
•

<<AS-1AS>*cAP-1AP))•.39627
WCF *TNCAP*.272727*<IRES-RES)•.444444
WCP AND WCF INKG CARBON'HA. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BDTH MUST BE
SMALLER THAN 0.01 TIMES THEIR VALUE
TNCAP«INTGPL<0.»NCAS-DP)
TOTAL NET C02-ASSIMILATI0N OF PLANT <KGC02'HA>
SECTION 8
1.CROP GROWTH
TWT *WSC*WPC*RES
TOTAL DPY WEIGHT <KG/HA>
TWS «WSC*RES
TOTAL WEIGHT SHOOT
WSM =AFGEN<WSMTB»DAY*H0UP/24.)
WEIGHT OF SHOOT MEASURED
WSN =AFGEN<USMTB»DAY*1.)
wso *AFGEN(W:MTB.DAY)
DTGSM=DLYTOT<0.«GSM>
DAILY TOTAL OF GROWTH OF SHOOT AS MEASURED.
GSM *<AFGEN<WSMTB.DAY*0.5)-AFGEN<WSMTB»DAY-0.5> >'86400,
GAIN OF SHOOT WEIGHT MEASURED* INKG DPY MATTEP'HA/S
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•
•

DTGSC=DLYTOT<0..GS>
DRILYTOTALOF INCREASE INSTRUCTURALWEIGHT OF THESHOOT
Lfll =RFGEN<LRITB»DRY+HOUP/24.>
LERFRPER INDEX INM**2/M**2

•••••2.SHOOT
•

WSC =PS*CS«-FS*LS*MS+RS
WEIGHTSHOOTCRLCULRTED
PS
CS
FS
LS
MS
RS

«INTGRL<IPS»GRPS>
*INTGPL<ICS.GPCS>
*INTGPL<IFS.GRFS>
=INTGRLULS»GPLS>
*INTGPL<IMS»GRMS>
=INTGRLURS»GPRS>

•
•

HEIGHTOFPPOTEINS>CRPBOHYDRRTES.FRTS.LIGNIN.MINEPRLSRND
OPGRNICRNIDNS INTHESHOOT <KG'HR>

•
•

GRPS*=GS*FPS
GRCS=GS*FCS
GRFS=GS*FFS
GPLS=GS*FLS
GPMS=GS*FMS
GPRS=GS*FRS
GROWTHPRTEOFPPOTEINS.CRRBOHYDPRTES«FRTS»LIGNIN,MINEPRLSRND
OPGRNICANIONS INTHESHOOT <KG'HH/S>

•
•

INPHOTONFPS»FCS»FFS«.FLS»FMSRND Ff\SRREGIVENRSPRRRMETEPS
CHEMICRLCOMPOSITION DOESNOTCHANGE DUPINGCRLCULRTION

•

FPS=INCPEM<FPTB>
FCS=INCREM<FCTB>
FFS=INCREM<FFTB>
FLS=INCREM<FLTB>
FMS=INCREM<FMTB>
FRS=INCPEM<FRTB>
CHEMICRL COMPOSITIONOFMRTEPIRLGROWING CURRENTLY <FRACTIONS)

GS =PES*PCPS*AFGEN<TGTB.AVTCP>*AFGEN'WGSTD.PWCP>
•
GROWTHPRTEOFTHESHOOT <KGDM/HA'S>
PRPRMPCRS«1.3E-5
•
PELRTIVECONSUMPTION PRTEOF THERESERVES
•
TGTBREPRESENTS INFLUENCEDFTEMPERRTUREONGROWTH
•
(SPECIESDEPENDENT)
•
WGSTBACCOUNTSFORCHANGES INPARTITIONING OFRESERVES BETWEEN
•
SHOOTANDROOT* UNDER INFLUENCEOFWATER CONTENT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pfif «RND3*1.06
PATEOFFORMATION OFORGANICANIONS•CONCURRENTWITH
RATEOFNITRATE REDUCTION
RN03=<GS*FPS*GYP*FPP>•0.*52
PATEOFNITRATEREDUCTION* ASSUMING THATALLPROTEINNORIGINATES
FROMNITRATES <KGN03'HR/S>
TRRT=RAF-GS*FAS-GYP*FAP
PATEOFTRANSPORT OFORGANIC ANIONS TOTHEROOTFOP
DECARBOXYLATION cKG'HA^S)
3 . ROOT
WRC ssWDP+WYR

WEIGHTOFROOTSCALCULATED
WOP «INTGRL <IWOP»SYP-WDR/ROTO

WEIGHTDFOLDROOTS <SUBEPIZED>
SYP =WYP*RFGEN<ETPCTB«TS>'SUBC
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•
SUBEPIZRTIDNRATE DFYOUNG ROOTS <KG'HA'S>
PAPAM SUBC=4.50E5
•
TIME CONSTANT FDP SUBEPIZRTIDN GFYOUHGROOTS <=5DAYS>
•
ETPCTBACCOUNTS FDP THE INFLUENCE DF TEMPERATURE DM THEPATE
•
DFSUBEPIZATION
PRPRM PDTC=30.E6
•
TIMECONSTANT FOPPOTTING DFOLDPDDTS <ABOUTDNEYEAR.CD
•
INEFFECTIVEHEPE>
I.IYR

« If*TGRL< II.IYP•GYP-SYR>

•

WEIGHT DFYOUNG PDDTS <KGDM'HA>

•
•
•

GPDMTHPATEDFYOUNG POOTS <KGDM'HA.'S>
UGC'TFACCOUNTS FDP THE INFLUENCE DFWRTEPCONTENT ONTHE
PARTITIONING BETWEEN SHDDTANDPDDT

•
•

PP «INTGPL<IPP.GPPP)
CP «INT6PL<ICR»GPCP>
FP =INTGPL<:IFP.GPFP>
LP =INTGRL<ILP>GRLP>
MP =INTGRL<IMP.GRMP>
AP =INTGPL<IRP.GRRP>
AMOUNT DFPPDTEINS.CRRBOHYDRRTES.FATS?LIGNIN.MINERALS AND
ORGANIC ANIONS INTHEPDDT <KGDM'HA>

•
•

GRPP eGYP*FPP
GRCP =GYP*FCP
GPFP =GYR*FFP
GRLP =GYP*FLP
GRMP =GYP*FMP
GRAP =GYP*FAP
GROWTHRATEOFPRDTEINS.CARBOHYDRATES.FATS.LIGNIN.MINERALS AND
ORGANIC ANIONS INTHEROOT <KGDM'HA'S>

GYP

=RES*RCRS*AFGENaGTB.TS>«>AFGEN<WGRTB.PWCP>

FPP»INSW<FPS-0.l.FPS.FPS-0.02>

•
•
•

FCP=INSW<FPS-0.1.FCS'FCS^0.0£>
FFP=FFS
FLP=FLS
FMP=FMS
FAP=FAS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OFROOTMATERIAL GROWING. FRACTIONDF
PPDTEINS.CARBOHYDRATES.FATS.LIGN1N.MINERALS ANDORGANIC ANIONS
DERIVEDFROM THOSE INTHESHDDT

••••••••••••••••••••••••

SECTION 9

••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

•••••1.ACTUAL PLANT DATR
FUNCTION RMTB=0..0..8.•0..13.»70..100..70.
FUNCTION SPCTB=.7.1.E-4. .84.1.E-4..95.1.E-4.1...01429.1.5..01429
•
DEPENDENCE OFSTOMRTAL CONDUCTANCE <M'S> ONRWCP.FRDM
•
MAIZE PPETPERTED RTHIGH INTENSITIES INPHOTOSYNTHESISRODM
FUNCTION WPTTB=-1.•-200.. 0.5.-50.. 0.7.-17.. 0.8.-14.. 0.84.-12.5...
0.88.-10.. 0.9.-8.1. 1..0.. 1.5.40.5.2.5*200.
•
DEPENDENCE OFWRTEP POTENTIRLCROP <BRR> DNRWCP
FUNCTION ETPCTB=0..0.. 10..0.08.20..0.29.33..0.94.37..1.
•
EFFECT OFSOIL TEMPEPRTUPE ONROOT CONDUCTANCE
FUNCTION WSMTB =173..48.. 187..217.. 201..1082..208..3082
220..5681..229..6*47..241..10013..255^..12012.
•
DRYMATTER 1972MAIZE FLEVDLAND
FUNCTION LRITB=173..0.086. 187..0.409.201..2.034.208..3.943....
220..3.876.229..3.429.241.,3.444.255..3.2
•
LRI 1972MAIZE FLEVOLRND
FUNCTION FPTB =173...270. 187...270. 201...230. 208...220. ...
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220.,.165, 229.,.150, 241.,.130*
CRUDEPROTEIN 1972,MAIZEFLEVDLRND
FUNCTION FCTB =173.,.494, 187.,.494. 201.-.528,
220.,.581• 229.•.606, 241.,.634.
•
CRRBOHYDRRTE 1972.MAIZE FLEVDLRND
FUNCTIONFFTE =173...025. 255.,.025
•
FAT 1972.MHIZEFLEVDLRND
FUNCTION FLTB =173,,.050. 187.,.05Of 201...070,
220...lOu, 255.,.100
•
LIGNIN 1972ESTIMRTED.MAIZEFLEVDLRND
FUNCTION FMTB =173...0*5, 255...065
•
MINERRL 1972.MAIZE FLEVDLRND
FUNCTIDNFATB =173...09*. 187...096. 201...082,
220.».064, 229.».054. 241...046*
•
ORGANIC ANIONS 1972,MRIZEFLEVDLRND

255.,.110
208.,.531,
255...661

208.,.080.

208.•.079*
255.,.039

FUNCTION WGRTB=0..1., .8,1., .9,.85,.975,.5, l.,0.
•
RELRTIONBETWEENRELRTIVEWATER CONTENTRNDGROMTHRRTEDFROOT
FUNCTION WGSTB=0.,0.. .8.0.. .9..15,.975..5.l.,l.
•
RELRTION BETWEEN RELRTIVEWATER CONTENTRNDGROMTHOFTHESHOOT
FUNCTION TGTB=0.,0., 10.,0.» 25.,1., 35..1.* 40.,0.
•
RELRTION BETWEEN TEMPERRTURERNDGROMTH
2. METEORDLOGICRLDRTR
FUNCTION DFOVTB=0.,0.» 5.,6., 15.,26.,25.,45.,35.,64.,45.,80.,..
55.,94.,65.,105.,75.,112.» 90.,116.
FUNCTION DFCLTB=0..0.,5.,29., 15.,42.,25.,49., 35.,56.,45.,64.,.
55.,68.,65.,71.,75.,75.. 90.,77.
FUNCTION SUNDTB=0..0.» 5.,0., 15.,88.,25.,175.,35.,262.,45.,336.,
55.,402.,65.,452.» 75.,483..90.,504.
•
RRDIRTION VALUESFDR STANDARDSKIES
FUNCTIONMSTB = 140.

•

145,
150,
155,
160,
165,
170,
175,
180,
185,
190,
195,
200.
205.
210.
215.
220.
225.
230.
235.
240.
245.
250.
255.
260.
MIND SPEED

FUNCTIONMDPTTB' 140.
141.
146.
151.
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141,
146,
b.,
7.* 151,
4., 156,
6., 161,
3., 166,
6., 171,
6., 176,
4.. 181,
3.. 186,
4., 191,
2., 196.
4., 201.
2., 206.
4., 211.
2., 216,
3.,221.
4., 226.
5..231,
5..236.
2., 241.
3..246.
2., 251.
5.,256.
5.,261.
972

4.
8.
8.
4.
4.
4.
6.
3.
3.
5.
3.
2.
3.
3.
2.
5.
5.
3.
5.
2.
4.
4.
3.
3.
4.

142.,4. .143. .3. .144. .3.,...
147.,13 .148. .10 •149. .9.,...
jCt,r.

,153.«.3. .154.,. 2 . , . . .

157.,4. .158.<.3.1.159.,.4
162..3. ,163.<.4. .164.1.3
167..4. ,168.<.4.,.169.i. 2 . , . . .
172.,4. ,173.i» < •« .174.,.5.,...
177.,4. ,178.-.3...179.1.4
182.,3. ,183.!.4.1.184.,.5
187.,3. ,188.<.2.1.189... 4 . , . . .
192.,4. ,193.1.3.1.194...2
197..3. ,198.<
.199.1 5
202.,3. .203.<.3.1•204.,.4.,...
207.,3. .208.i•5.» •209.1»6.,...
212.,2. ,213.i»4.,.214.1.3.,...
217.,5. •218.i•5.i .219.1.4
222.>4. ,cci, i .3.1.224., 4.,...
227.,3. . 2 2 8 . i 4.i 229.i 3.,...
232.,5. .233.i.3.1.234.1 5.,...
237.,4. , 2 3 8 . i. 4 . ,.239.1>2.,...
242.,4. . 2 4 3 . i 5.i.244.1 5.,...
247.,4. , 2 4 8 .i 3 .i .249.1 2.,...
252.,2. . 2 5 3 . i 6.1 254.i 5
257.,2. • 2 5 8 . i 3.1 259.i 3
- i " t <-»

^6^.,2.

.263.« 3.i•264.1 2.

2.3*
...
8.1,142.,5.4.143..6.8,144.,10.7«145.,11.1,...
6.4,147., 4.5,148.,8.8,149.,'8.1.150..6.2,...
6.0.152..10.7,153..6.8,154.. 7.2,155.,11.1,...

1 5 6 . i 1 2 . 0 ' 1 5 7 . , 1 3 . 8« 1 5 8 .> 7.8<. 1 5 9 . ' 7 . 8 ' 1 6 0 . J 6 . 6 . . . .
1 6 1 . 1. 9 . 4 . . 1 6 £ . < . 7.4< . 1 6 3 . . . 7 . 8 * 1 6 4 . 1 . ?.6> . 1 6 5 . . . 8 . 7 » . . .
1 6 7 . . 9 . 2 . 1 6 8 . 1. 9 . 9 * 1 6 9 . 1 . 6 . 4 . 1 7 0 . 1 • 1 0 . 5 * . . .
.
1
l ? l . i » 5 . 6 1 7 £ . <. 5.8< . 1 7 3 . . i l l . 3 > 1 7 4 . 1. 1 1 . 1 . . 1 7 5 . 1 . 7 . £ » . . .
1 7 6 .• . 1 0 . 4 . . 1 7 7 . , . 1 6 . 4 . . 1 7 8 . . . 1 3 . 0 * 1 7 9 . . • 1 6 . 4 . 1 8 0 . . . 9 . £ > . . .
1 8 1 . - . 7 . 4 .. 1 8 2 . , . 9 . 9 . 1 8 3 . . . 1 1 . 0 * 184. . 1 0 . 4 . 1 8 5 . . 1 £ . 0 . . . .
1 8 6 . i »1 3 . 7 , . 1 8 7 . - . 1 5 . 3 . . 1 8 8 . 1 . 1 4 . 8 * 1 8 9 . « . 1 0 . 8 - . 1 9 0 . 1 . 1 4 . 5 . . . .
1 9 1 . i »15.6< . 1 9 £ . < . 6 . 4 . . 1 9 3 . . . 1 3 . £ < 1 9 4 . - . 6 . 0 . 1 9 5 . 1 . 1 £ . 0 . . . .
1 9 6 .• . 1 2 . 5 , . 1 9 7 . . . 1 3 . £ < . 1 9 8 . . . I 6 . 6 1 1 9 9 . - . £ 0 . 3 . £ 0 0 . < • £ £ . 1 > . . .
£01. . £ £ . l i.£0£. .£0.9 .£03...17.9' £04. .£0.3 .£05... 1 5 . 8 * . . .
£ 0 6 .• . 1 8 . 8 . £ 0 7 . . 1 3 . 6 . . £ 0 8 . <. 1 0 . £ < £ 0 9 . . 1 5 . 9 . £ 1 0 . - . 1 3 . 9 . . . .
£ 1 1 . . 1 3 . 0 » £ 1 £ . . 1 3 . 3 . £ 1 3 . <. 1 1 . 7 , . £ 1 4 . > 1 £ . 6 . £ 1 5 . <. 1 4 . 3 . . . .
£16. .1£.7 .£17. .10.£ .£18. . l £ . 9 i £19. .14.1 .££0. » 1 5 . 6 . . . .
£ £ 1 . . 1 6 . 9 .£££. . 1 0 . 4 .££3. .1£.5< ££4. . 1 0 . 0 .£25. . 9 . 0 . . . .
££6. . 1 7 . 1 . £ £ 7 . . 1 3 . £ . £ £ 8 . • 1 £ . 7 ,.££9. . 8 . 7 . £ 3 0 . . 1 3 . 4 . . . .
£31. . 8.8 .£32. .10.4 .£33. .10.5, £34. .11.9 .£35. . 9 . 9 . . . .
£ 3 6 . i . 9 . 4 . £ 3 7 . . 1 3 . 0 . £ 3 8 . 1. 1 4 . 5 * £ 3 9 . . 1 0 . 4 . £ 4 0 . . 1 £ . 5 « . . .
£ 4 1 . , . 9 . 2 ,. 2 4 2 . i. 8 . 5 .. £ 4 3 . . . 8 . 5 , £ 4 4 . . 9 . 4 . £ 4 5 . . 8 . 3 » . . .
£ 4 6 . <. 8 . 1 , . 2 4 7 . . 1 1 . 0 . £ 4 8 . <. 1 0 . 7 , £ 4 9 . . 8 . 7 . £ 5 0 . - . 1 1 . 6 * . . .
£ 5 1 . i. 1 3 . 9 ,. 2 5 2 . . 9 . 7 . £ 5 3 . . 1 4 . 8 , £ 5 4 . . 9 . £ . £ 5 5 . • 8 . 1 « . . .
£ 5 6 . 1 . 9 . 7 . . 2 5 7 . , . 6 . 4 . . £ 5 S . < . 7 . 0 * £ 5 9 . • 6 . £ . £ 6 0 . 1. 8 . 0 . . . .
£61.1. 6 . 8 . 2 6 2 . . 8 . 8 . £ 6 3 . i. 9 . £ , £ 6 4 . . 8 . 7 . £ 6 5 . . 7 . 0

HEWPOINT 197£
FUNCTION

1 4 0 . 1. 2 . 3 i
1 4 1 . . . 8 . I 1. 1 4 £ . , . 5 . 4 , . 1 4 3 . .
1 4 6 . ,. 6 . 4 .. 1 4 7 . 1 . 4 . 5 ,. 1 4 8 . .
1 5 1 . . . 6 . 0 < . 1 5 £ . , . 1 0 . 7 i . 1 5 3 .»
1 5 6 . i. 1 2 . 0 i . 1 5 7 . , • 1 3 . 8 . . 1 5 8 . .
1 6 1 . , . 9 . 4 i.162.1. 7 . 4 ,. 1 6 3 . »
167.,• 9 . 2 ,. 1 6 8 . *
1 7 1 . ,» 5 . 6 i. 1 7 2 . ,. 5 . 8 ,. 1 7 3 . *
1 7 6 . , . 1 0 . 4 ,. 1 7 7 . , • 1 6 . 4 ,. 1 7 8 . .
1 8 1 . 1. 7 . 4 i . 1 8 2 . , • 9 . 9 , . 1 8 3 . .
1 8 6 . , • 1 3 . 7 , . 1 8 7 . 1• 1 5 . 3 , . 1 8 8 . »
1 9 1 . i• 1 5 . 6 .. 1 9 2 . , . 6 . 4 ,. 1 9 3 . *
1 9 6 . , • 1 2 . 5 ,• 1 9 7 . ,. 1 3 . 2 , . 1 9 8 . »
£ 0 1 . «• £ £ . 1 , . 2 0 2 . 1 . 2 0 . 9 , . £ 0 3 . »
£ 0 6 . i . 1 8 . 8 , . £ 0 7 . «. 1 3 . 6 , . £ 0 8 . .
2 1 1 . i. 1 3 . 0 ,• 2 1 2 . ,. 1 3 . 3 , . £ 1 3 . .
2 1 6 . i. 1 2 . 7 ,. 2 1 7 . ,. 1 0 . 2 , . £ 1 8 . »
2 2 1 . , . 1 6 . 9 , . 2 2 2 . , . 1 0 . 4 , »££3.»
2 2 6 . ,. 1 7 . 1 ,. 2 2 7 . , . 1 3 . 2 ,.££8.>
2 3 1 . , • 8 . 8 ,• 2 3 2 . ,. 1 0 . 4 ..£33.>
2 3 6 . i• 9 . 4 ,. 2 3 7 . ,. 1 3 . 0 , . £ 3 8 . .
241.1. 9 . 2 ,. 2 4 2 . ,. 8 . 5 ,. £ 4 3 . »
2 4 6 . , . 8 . 1 '• 2 4 7 . ,. 1 1 . 0 ,. £ 4 8 . 9
2 5 1 . , • 1 3 . 9 '• 2 5 2 . ,. 9 . 7 ,. £ 5 3 . .
2 5 6 . , . 9 . 7 ,. 2 5 7 . , . 6 . 4 ,. 2 5 8 . >
2 6 1 . , > 6 . 8 ,. 2 6 2 . ,. 8 . 8 '. 2 6 3 . .

6 . 8 , . 1 4 4 . .. 1 0 . 7 , . 1 4 5 . . i l l . 1 » . . .
8.8, . 1 4 9 . ,. 8 . 1 '.150.,. 6 . £ . . . .
6 . 8 , . 1 5 4 . , . 7 . 2 ,. 1 5 5 . . . 1 1 . 1 * . . .
7 . 8 , . 1 5 9 . . . 7 . 8 - . 1 6 0 .- . 6 . 6 * . . .
7 . 8 , • 1 6 4 . .. 7 . 6 ,• 1 6 5 . .. 8 . 7 . . . .
9 . 9 , . 1 6 9 . , . 6 . 4 ,. 1 7 0 . , . 1 0 . 5 . . . .
1 1 . 3 ,. 1 7 4 . , . 1 1 . 1 , . 1 7 5 . .. 7 . £ . . . .
1 3 . 0 , . 1 7 9 . , • 1 6 . 4 , • 1 8 0 . 1. 9 . 2 > . . .
1 1 . 0 ,. 1 8 4 . , . 1 0 . 4 , . 1 8 5 . , . 1 £ . 0 > . . .
1 4 . 8 ,. 1 8 9 . ,• 1 0 . 8 , . 1 9 0 . , . 1 4 . 5 . . . .
1 3 . 2 ,. 1 9 4 . , . 6 . 0 ,. 1 9 5 . , . 1 £ . 0 . . . .
1 6 . 6 '. 1 9 9 . , . 2 0 . 3 , . 2 0 0 . ,• 2 2 . 1 « . . .
17.9,.204., . 2 0 . 3 ,.205.. • 1 5 . 8 » . . .
10.2,. 2 0 9 . ,. 1 5 . 9 ,. £ 1 0 . ,. 1 3 . 9 . . . .
1 1 . 7 ,. 2 1 4 . ,. 1 2 . 6 ,. £ 1 5 . , . 1 4 . 3 . . . .
12.9,. 2 1 9 . ,. 1 4 . 1 ,. £ £ 0 . ,. 1 5 . 6 . . . .
1 2 . 5 ,. 2 2 4 . . • 1 0 . 0 , . £ £ 5 . , . 9 . O . . . .
1 2 . 7 ,. 2 2 9 . 1 . 8.7< . £ 3 0 . <. 1 3 . 4 . . . .
10.5,.234.,.11.9,.£35... 9 . 9 . . . .
14.5,.239.,.10.4, .£40.,. 1 2 . 5 » . . .
8 . 5 - . 2 4 4 . , . 9 . 4 , . £ 4 5 . <. 8 . 3 » . . .
1 0 . 7 ,. 2 4 9 . , . 8 . 7 ,. £ 5 0 . ,. 1 1 . 6 » . . .
1 4 . 8 ,. 2 5 4 . , . 9 . 2 ,. £ 5 5 . . . 8 . 1 » . . .
7 . 0 , . 2 5 9 . , . 6 . 2 ,. £ 6 0 . ,. 8 . 0 » . . .
9 . 2 , . 2 6 4 . , . 8 . 7 ,. £ 6 5 . , . 7 . 0

DEW POINT 1972FLEVOLfiND
FUNCTION MNTT

140.,. 5 . 0 . 1 4 1 . ,. 5 . 1 i
145.,. 1 0 . 8 ,. 1 4 6 . , • 1 1 . 8 .
1 5 0 . ,. 1 0 . 2 ,. 1 5 1 . ,. 9 . 0 i
155.,. 1 1 . 1 '.156.,.12.2,
1 6 0 . , . l O . O i• 1 6 1 . , . 7 . 5 .
1 6 5 . , . 8 . 1 ,. 1 6 6 . , • 9 . 8 *
1 7 0 . ,. 9 . 9 ,. 1 7 1 . , . 1 2 . 0 '
1 7 5 . ,. 8 . 9 ,. 1 7 6 . , . 1 0 . 0 '
1 8 0 . .. 1 4 . 8 , . 1 8 1 . , . 1 2 . 8 *
1 8 5 . ,. 1 2 . 4 ,. 1 8 6 . , . 8 . 0 .
190.,•13.0,• 1 9 1 . ,. 1 4 . 5 .
1 9 5 . , . 8 . 1 ,. 1 9 6 . , . 8 . 8 *
2 0 0 . ,•12.0,. 2 0 1 . ,. 1 8 . 9 .
205.,.17.8,.206.,.15.8.

1 4 2 . ,. 7 . 5 ,. 1 4 3 . , . 7 . 5 .. 1 4 4 . ,. 1 0 . 9 . . . .
1 4 7 . ,• 1 1 . 2 ,. 1 4 8 . , . 8 . 9 ,.149.1. 9 . 8 . . . .
1 5 2 . ,. 9 . 3 ,. 1 5 3 . , . 7.5< . 1 5 4 . . . 4 . 7 » . . .
1 5 7 . , . 8.5< . 1 5 8 . , . 1 1 . 1 . . 1 5 9 . 1. 7 . 9 . . . .
1 6 2 . , . 9 . 9 ,. 1 6 3 . , . 7 . 8 ,• 1 6 4 . i. 7 . 8 > . . .
1 6 7 . , . 7 . 4 , . 1 6 8 . , • 8 . 9 . • 1 6 9 . 1. 5 . 6 * . . .
1 7 2 . ,. 7 . 0 .. 1 7 3 . , • 1 0 . 0 , • 1 7 4 . ,. 1 2 . 0 . . . .
1 7 7 . . . 1 3 . 0 . . 1 7 8 . , . 9 . 7 ,• 1 7 9 . ,• 1 4 . 4 . . . .
1 8 2 . , . 7 . 8 .. 1 8 3 . .. 1 0 . 1 , • 1 8 4 . ,• 1 1 . 5 . . . .
1 8 7 . ,. 1 3 . 7 , • 1 8 8 . ,. 1 6 . 0 , • 1 8 9 . ,• 1 1 . 0 . . . .
1 9 2 . , . 1 2 . 5 , . 1 9 3 . , . 1 0 . 1 , • 1 9 4 . ,. 7 . O . . . .
1 9 7 . ,. 8 . 6 ,. 1 9 8 . , • 1 4 . 8 ,. 1 9 9 . , • 1 6 . 0 . . . .
202.,.19.9..203.,.19.2,.204..• 1 6 . 8 . . . .
2 0 7 . , . 1 5 . 1 , . 2 0 8 . , . 1 4 . 0 , - 2 0 9 . ,• 1 3 . 5 » . . .

Ill

£10. 14.£,£11. 14
£1£.
£15. 10.6.216. 13.0* £17.
££0. 14.9,221. 13 .9- £££,
15 .0, ££7,
£30. 10.0.£1«1. 11 .0. 232.
£35.
x .9* £37,
£40. 8.0-£41. 11 .0. £4£,
£45. 9.8,£46.
.9, £47,
£50. 6.9*£51. 9 .6, £5£,
£55. 5.6-£56. 8 .1, C-Ji ,
£60. 8.£-£61.
.1, £6£.
MINTEMP 19?£FLEVDLRND

14.9,£13.
9.0, £18.
11.9, ££3.
15.8,££8.
lu.6,£33.
10.2, £38.
10.2. £43.
10.9, £48.
12.0. £53.
9.7, £58.
6.5, £63.

13.0,£14. ,1£. r,...
13.3,£19. ,11. 1 « . . .
9.0,££4. ,14. r ,•••
14.9,££9. ,1£.8,...
11.1,£34. ,13. 5,...
11.1,£39. ,13.£,...
10.8,£44. ,10. 5,...
8.0,£49. ,8. r,•••
13.3,£54. ,11.4,...
8.7,£59.
8,...
(.c!»c:*4. ,4. 8
•^

'".

•"*." 4

140 14.3 .141. .16.5 .14£. .17.9 .143. .17.0 .144. .££.0,...
145 24.1*»146. .14.1 .147. .15.7*.148. .16.1 .149. .13.5,...
150 13.9 .151.*•14.6*.15£.<.15.1*.153.).14.0 .154...14.9....
155 16.9 .156. .15.3 .157. .£1.1).158. •£1.£ .159. .16.C
160 £0.0 .161. .17.0 .16£. .17.1*.163.*.15.8*.164. . 1 6 . 1 . . . .
165 17.7*.166.*.18.£ .167. .18.6*.168.).17.8..169.).16.£,...
170 20.0*.171.*.£1.£).17£.)•17.£).173.*.17.9).174.).17.0,...
175 13.8 .176.*.15.0 .177. .16.0..178.*.£0.1 .179..•£5.£,...
180 24.3*.181.*.17.£*.18£.).17.9).183.*.14.0..184.).14.8....
185 17.5*.186.).17.8*.187.*.£0.£).188.*•£6.9*•189.)•19.0....
190 19.0*.191.).16.5).19£. .17.3*.193.*•17.£)•194.*.18.5,...
195 19.0*.196.*.19.9).197.).£0.0*.193.).£1.7).199.).£4.1....
£00 £4.£,.£01.*.£8.5*•£0£.).30.0*.£03.*.£9.8).£04.).£9.8,...
£05 £7.3*.£06.5 .£1.1*.£07.*.£1.1).£08.*•19.0)•£09.*.17.0....
£10 18.0*.£11.*.19.£*.£1£.<•19.£) £13.)-£0.9*.£14.,.19.0,...
£15 £0.9*.£16.).19.1*.£17.*.18.0*.£18.).18.8).£19.)•19.£,...
££0 £4.1*.££1.*.£7.0*.£££.<•£4.£).££3.*•£0.£*.££4.1.£1.1,...
££5 19.0*>££6.*.££.£).££7.<.£0.9*.££8.).19.8*.££9.).£0.0,...
£30 18.0* £31.*.£0.1*.£3£.<-16.5* £33.*.17.£*.£34.).18.5,...
£35 17.1*.£36.*.17.1).237.).17.6*.£38.*•18.8).£39.).17.£,...
£40
19.1*.£41.*.21.2'.£4£.'•£1.£) £43.*.£1.9).£44.*.£1.5,...
£45 £1.5*.£46.*.19.7*.£47.).18.7*.£48.).19.8).£49.).17.£....
£50 18.0*.£51.).20.1*•£5£.«.£1.1*.£53.).18.0*.£54.,.£1.5,...
£55 14.8*.£56.s.15.8*.£57.*.14.9* £58.).15.0*.£59.)•16.£,...
£60 14.9*.£61.).14.0).£6£.).15.0* £63.)•15.0*.£64.).19.£
TEMP
197£FLEVDLftND
MAX

FUNCTIONMXTT

FUNCTIDNDTPT *

140
141
145
149
153
157
161
165
169
173
177
181
185
189
193
197
£01
£05
£09
£13
£17

££1
££5
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10034.
10583. ,14£.,
£66£. ,146.,
5434. ,150.,
8180. ,154.,
6£44. ,158.,
7211. ,16£.»
9854. »166.,
98£9. ,170.,
41££. ,174.,
645£. .178.,
8054. ,18£.»
713£. ,186.,
7155. ,190.,
7386. ,194.,
10£0£. ,198.,
8579. ,£0£.,
5944. .£06.,
3401. ,£10.,
6498. ,£14.,
5833. ,£18.,
4706. ,£££.,
8185. ,££6.,
6819. ,£30.,

8££3.<.143.*•10095. ,144..
9088.<.147.). 8632. ,148..
5473.*.151. .6951. ,152.,
7898.'.155.). 4536. ,156.,
3196.).159.*•8716. ,160.,
8403.).163.). 8433. ,164..
87£0.).167.<• 7409. ,168.,
5945.).171.). 9756. ,172.,
3188.'.175.). 6309. .176.,
0001.*.179.). 6645. ,180.,
£518.*•183.). £477. ,184.,
4808.).187.). 9573. ,188.,
£379.).191.). £006. ,192.,
9491.*.195.).10599. ,196.,
9833.).199.).6313. ,200.,
6547.).£03.'.8701. ,204.,
5360.).£07.). 4277. ,208.,
4£44.*.£11.). 5992. ,212.,
7714.*.£15.).4261. ,216.,
4536.*.£19.).9107. ,220.,
7£80.).££3.). 7446. ,224.,
3140.).££7.i. 5450. ,228..
4163.).231.). 6520. ,232.,

8811.
5504.
6598.
8510.
8344.
7938.
6710.
7865.
5322.
8618.
3506.
5032.
9228.
8532.
8191.
8431.
3547.
5837.
4048.
6727.
8385.
4920.
7917.

233.1»8141.,234.. •6016.
237.)»5678.,238.. .4581.
241..»7770.,242.i .7603.
245.i•6434.,246.i »6570.
249.1»5050.,250.1 •6405.
253.i»3940.,254.i .2939.
257.i•3663.,258.i .4192.
261.i. 3929.,262.1 •4471.
2€>5.i»4822.,266.. .3321.
PRDIRTIQN FLEVOLRND 1972
PRPRM PRDCV«2395.
RRDIRTION CONVERTED TOJ/M<
••2

,235.1•5730.
,239.i»4240.
,243..»7864.
,247..»t>12t«.
,251..• 4785.
,255.1»4020.
,259.i. 4700.
,263.i• 4923.
,267..»5898.

,236..• 5836.
•240.1. 5151.
,244.1. 7419.
,248...3711.
,252.i.3442.
,256.i.3061.
,260.1•3607.
,264.1• 3263.
,268.1• 5178.

3.OUTPUT
PPINT

RVISC
RNIPC,
RVTCP*
Tfl.
RNCPL,
MPR,
WPC,
WSC,
PES,
NCRS,
NCRSC,
TTPCC,

RNETP,
NETPS,
DNETRS,
CPRD,
TPC,
PN03,
GYR,
GS,
WSM.
HDUP,
TRY,
WYP,

DTL».iP,
DTRBP,
FOV,
PH,
TC,
DPL,
SP,

ss,
GPP,
WCP,
DTTPC,
TUT

OUTPUT WSCWSM
PRGEGPOUP
•••••4. PUN CONTPOL
$

V «-'»c.

TEHL.
TSHL,
PWCP,
PDPF,
SPW,
RCPS,
SPGS,
SPMS,
DP.
MCF,
TUS,

>f

xi"

TIMER DELT«3600., FINTIM*6998400.» PPDEL*43200.• OUTDEL-43200.
•
TIME ISEXPRESSED IN SECONDS
FINISH PDPF«0.01
METHOD PECT
END
STOP
ENDJOB
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Appendix B- PHOTON: Simulation of daily photosynthesis and transpiration

TITLESIMULATION DF DAILY PHOTOSYNTHESISHMD TRANSPIRATION
/
DIMEMSION Z<9*10>* S<.9*10>
• Z:D I S T R I B U T I O N OFTHEL E A V E S M I T H PESPECT TO INCOMING S U N P A Y S
FOP E A C H R U NTHEF O L L O W I N G INPUT DATA A P ER E Q U I R E D
MAIZE FLEVOLAND 1973
••
CLIMATE DATA
•
CPADTB INTENSITY OF SOLAPRADIATION INCAL/CM**2/MIN
•
TATD TEMPERATURE OF THEAIR INDEGREES CENTIGRADE
•
DPTTD DEM POINT TEMPERATURE* INDEGREES CENTIGRADE
FUNCTION MSTB=0.*1.>1000.*1.
•
MINDSPEED INTHEENCLOSURE? M'S
••
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
PAPAM IM> 1£645.
•
SHOOT MEIGHT INKG DRYMATTER/HA
PAPAM RESPI«0.03
•
INITIAL RESERVE PERCENTAGE* DEPENDING ONPPETREATMENT
PAPAM FPS=.22* FCS=.53.FFS=.025* FLS-.03* FMS=.065* FAS=.03
PAPAM FPP=.20* FCF-.55* FFR=.025* FLR=.08* FMP=.065* FAR*.03
•
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OFPLANT MATERIAL GROWN ON THISDATE
•
PROTEINS CARBOHYDRATES* LIPIDS'LIGNIN* MINERALS* ORGANIC ANIONS
PAPAM LAI* 5.3
•
LEAF AREA INDEX
•
F
LEAF ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
PAPAM RESCM=2000.
•
CUTICULAR RESISTANCE TOMATER. INS'M
FUNCTION SRCTB=.7*l.E-4. .84.l.E-4* .95*1.E-4*
1...01429* 1.5*.01429
•
DEPENDENCE OF STOMATAL CONDUCTANCE <M'S> ONRWCR.FROM
•
MAIZE PRETPEATEDAT HIGH INTENSITIES INPHOTOSYNTHESISROOM
PAPAM MDL =0.05
•
MIDTHOF THELEAVES INM
FUNCTION TGTB=0.*0.* 10.*0.» 25.»1.* 35.*1.* 40.*0.
•
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ONGROWTH
FUNCTION WPTTD =.5*-50.* ,7*-17.* .8*-14.* ,84*-12.5* .88*-10
.90*-8.1* l.*0.* 1.5*40.5
•
DEPENDENCE OFWATER POTENTIAL CROP <BAR)ONPEL.MATEP CONTENT
FUNCTION ETRCTB=0.•0.* 10.*0.03* 20.>0.29* 33.* 0.94* 37.*1.
•
EFFECT OF SOIL TEMPERATURE ONROOT CONDUCTANCE*
•
FROM MAIZE TRANSPIRATION DATA INPHOTOSYNTHESISROOM
•
TPCMTBTRANSPIRATION RATE INGMATEP'M2/H
PARAM C02C =10.
PAPAM PC02IM=120.. PIEC02=0.6
FUNCTION AMTB=0..0.» 3..0.* 13.*70.* 100..70.
••
ASSIMILATION CHAMBER DATA
•
VPMOTBCONCENTRATION OF THEOUTGOING C02 INVPPM
•
VPMITBCONCENTRATION OF THE INCOMING C02 INVPPM
•
LTAITB FLOW PATEOF THEAIR INCHAMBER INLITPES'H
PAPAM AB=10000.• AC=2.8
•
LENGTHOF SIDEOFENCLOSURE* ANDHEIGHT OF THECROP*
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•
UHEN ENCLOSURE IS SURROUNDED BY A CROP. AB SHOULD HAVE VALUE 1.E4
PAPAM BAKOPP= 0.*4
•
AREA DF THE ASSIMILATION CHAMBER
••
PUN CONTROL DATA
PAPAM STDAY =526.
•
NUMBER OF CALENDAR DAY
PAPAM BEGIN =11.
••
HOUR AT WHICH THE SIMULATION STARTS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

SECTION

1

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF CANOPY, SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT LOSS

MACPD TEHL.TSHL.AVTCP.NCPL>AV1S.ANIP=TPFH<VIS.NIR.AREA>
ABSRAD=VIS*NIP
EVA
=AMIN1«EFF*VISvAMAX.4*.>
•
PREVENTS UNDERFLOW
N C R i L =<AMA:>DPL>• < 1 . - E X P • -EVA> >-DPL
SRESL »•£8.4#»VPMOC-PCOc'I>•AMAX1<0.001.NCPIL>-PA*1.32>•1.**

IF <SRESL.GT.SRW .OP. SPESL.LT. O.> GO TO TOO
SRESL =SRW
NCP I L = * & . 4 ^ <VPMOC-PCOc"I > s-i SRW*1 . **«>RA* 1 . 3£>
7 0 0 SRES =ANIN1<RESCW.SPESL>
ENP
=0.3*NCPIL
EHL
= < SLOPE* l A B S R A D - E N F o + D R Y P ^ ' P S C H ^ R A ^ O . ^ + S R E S ^ P A + S L O P E ^

SHL =ABSRAD-EHL-ENP
TL
=TA*:HL*RP
TEHL =TEHL •AREA^EHL
TSHL =TSHL •APEA^SHL
AVTCP =AVTCP+APEA*TL
NCPL *NCPL •AREA*NCRIL
AVIS =AVIS •AREA*VIS
ANIP sANIP •AREA*NIR
ENDMAC
CONST PSCH=0.*7
•
PSYCHROMETRIC CONSTANT IN MBAP PEP KELVIN

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

SECTION

z

•••••••••••••••••••••••••<

•
INITIALIZATION
INITIAL
FIXED I«J»h'«L»N«IL.IS.ISUN.SN
STORAGE F***. DAV<9>
• OAV: AVERAGE PROJECTION OF THE LEAVES IN THE DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
TABLE F<l-?>=.015..045..074..0**..lc*4..143..15*..lt*«.174
•
LEAF ANGLE DISTRIBUTION. NOT CUMULATIVE. SUMMING TO UNITY
PI s4.*ATAN<l.>
RAD=PI'1&0.
1. EXPOSITION OF LEAVES TO THE SUN
PROCEDURE SUMF.ZISSN=GEOMET<RAin
SUMF=F<1)+F<£>+F•3>>F«4>^F«T'^^F<*• +F•7)+F<A^>F<."?>
IF <SUMF.NE.0.> GO TO 10
•
WHEN NO LEAF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS PROVIDED
•
A SPHERICAL LEAF ANGLE DISTRIBUTION IS ASSUMED
ZISSN=0.1
DO 1£ IS=1.*
1£
OAV<IS>=0.5
GO TO 11
10
DO dO I S = L 9
FIs<10*IS-^*PAD
SI=SIN'FI>
CO=COS«FI>
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D»=0.
DD £1 I L » 1 > 9
FL«<10*IL-5>*RRD
RR=SI*COS<FL>
BB=CO*SIN<FL>
COfift
I F < I S . G E . I L > GD TD ££
SO-10PJ <BB*BB-RR*RR>
C O £ . • <RR*RTRN'RR^SO>•SCO
DD*DB«-COF<IL>
DD £3 SN=1»9
FN*SN'10.
FR=FN-RR
COl.
I F < 1 S . L T . I L > GD TD £4
I F <FN-BB.GE.RR> GD TD
I F <FN*BB.GT.RR> GD TD
COO.
GD TD £3
S0*S0RT <BB*BB-FR#FR>
CORTRN<FR'S0> ' P I - K i J f .
GD TD £3
I F <FN-RR.GE.BB> GD TD
I F <FN*RR.GE.BB> GD TD
S0=S0RT <BB»BB-FR*FR>
CORTRN<FR'S0>
FR=FN*RR
S0=S0PT <BB*BB-FR*FR>
CO<RTRN<FR/S0>*CC> ' P I
S<IL»:N*=CC
S<IL»10>«1.
EE=0.
DD £6 S N M » 1 0

££

£5
£4

£3
£1

•PI

£3
£5

£3
£5

coo.

£7
£*
£0
11
ENDPPO

DO £7 I O L 9
COCOF«IL>*S<IL«SN>
Z'IS»SN>=CC-EE
EE=CC
DRV<IS>=DD
CONTINUE
£ . PEFLECTIDN RND EXTINCTION

PROCEDURE EDIFDB.EDIFDV*EDIFDN.KBL»KDFV.*DFN=EXTINC<SUMF.LRID>
STDRRGEB<9>* RFV<11>« RFN<11>» KDNUT** KDV<11>.KDIR<11>
TRBLEB<l-9>=.030*.087..133*.163«.174..163«.133*.087..030
•
DISTRIBUTION OF INCIDENT FLUXESDVER 9ZONES OFTHESKY <UOC>
SOVI=SORT<l.-SCV>
PRPRM SCV *0.£
•
SCRTTERINGCOEFFICIENT OF THELERVES INVISIBLE REGION
SONI=SORT<l.-SCN>
PRPRM SCN «0.85
•
SCRTTERING COEFFICIENT OF THELERVES INNERR-INFRRREDREGION
REFV =<1.-SOVI>•(1.•SOVI>
REFN =<1.-SONI>•<1.•SON!>
DD£8 IS*1«9
K D I R < n ^ l > = D R V < I S > / S I N < < 1 0 * I S - 5 > •RRD)
KDN < I S * 1> =KD I R <I S * 1> •SON1 * 0 . 9 4 * £ 3 * 0 . 0 3 5 3 3
£8
¥DV <IS*l>*KDIR
<IS*l >•SOVI*0.94*£3*0.0
KDIR< 1 ) « K D I P < £>
KDIR<11>=KDIR<10>
KDV < P * H i V < £>
KDV <11>=KDV <10»
KDN < 1 > S K D N

< £>

KDN ' l l ) * K I i M <10>
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•

•

DIRECTPRDIRTION
DO29IS=1*11
KDIPIS«2.*KIHPOS>'«KDIP<IS>'M.>
RFV<IS>=RMRX1<0..1.117*<1.-EXP<-REFV#KDIPIS> >-0.0111>
29 RFNcIS>«RMRX1<0.•1.117*<1.-EXP<-PEFfHKDIRIS> >-0.0111>
DIFFUSE PRDIRTION
PFDVV «0.
RFOVN «0.
EDIFDB-0.
EDIFDV-0.
EDIFDN-0.
DO30J*1.9
PFDVV «RFOVV •B<J>*PFV<J*1>
PFDVN «PFOVN • B e J > * P F N < J * l >
EDIFDB*EDIFDB+B<J>*EXP<-kDIP<J+l>*LRIB>
EDlFDV«EDIFDV>B<J)*EXPt-KDV <J*1>*LRID>
30
EDIFDN*EDIFDN*BU>«€XP<-KDN <J*1>*LRID>
KBL
=-RLOG<EDIFDB>'LRID

KDFV «-RLOG<EDIFDV>'LRID
KDFN «-RLDG<EDIFDM>/LRID
EDIFIN*EXP<-KDFN*LRI>
EDIFIV*EXP<-KDFV*LRI>
ENDPPD
•••••3.SITERNDSTRTEDFCPDP
CSLT=COS<PRD*LRT>
SNLT=SIN<PRD*LRT>
PRPRM LRT =52.
•
LRTITUDEDFSITE
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

IWCP>7.68*<.IMS+IUP>
IMITIRLWRTEPCONTENT DFPLRNT.EIGHT TIMES DPYMRTTER. TIMES .985
IMP *IWOP*IWYP
INITIRLWEIGHT DF THEPDDTS
IWOP*IWS/7.-IWYP
IWYP>600.#<1.-EXP<-IUS^4200.>>
IWYP«0.£5*IWS
IWDP«0.25*IWS
PDOT INITIRLIZRTIONFDPYOUNGPLRNTS
IPES-<IWS*IWP>*PESPI*'U.-PESPI>
IPS*FPS*IWS
ICS*FCS*IWS
IFS*FFS*IWS
ILS«FLS*IWS
IMS-FMS*IWS
IRS«FRSMWS
IPR«FPP*IWP
ICR«FCPMWP
IFP«FFP*IWP
ILR*FLP«>IWR
IMP«FMP*IWP
IRRs=FRP*IWP
INITIRL RMOUNTS INSHOOT RNDPDDTS*RESPECTIVELY
PROTEINS* CRPBOHYDRRTES* LIPIDS* LIGNIN.MINERRLS* DPGRNICRHIONS
IRNCPL=IRMRS*1.629*29'86400.
INITIRL VRLUEDFFIRSTDPDEP RVERRGE OFCOSRSS1MILRTION
PRTE <KGC02/HR'S>
IRMRS eRMINl(IUSV3U00.?l.>*200.
INITIRL RVERRGE METRBOLICRCTIVITYOF THESHOOT* DEPENDENT
ONSHOOT WEIGHT <>GSTRPCH'HR/DRY>
IRMRP*IWP/IWS*200.
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INITIALAVERAGE METABOLIC ACTIVITY IMTHEPDDT 'KGSTAPCH/HA'DAY)
LAID=AMIN1«LFiI*3.>
PLAI =LAI-LAID
PELPP0=1.•£.•AC'AB
GEOMETRY FACTOR ACCOUNTING FDPPROJECTION BECAUSE OFSII'E
ILLUMINATION BYDIFFUSE LIGHT IHABSENCE OF DIRECTLIGHT
DAY =STDAY
IVPMD^AFGENtVPMOTB.BEGIN•
INITIAL VALUE DFVPMO
ITS =AFGEN<TATB.BEGIN*
INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF THE 'OIL.EQUAL TO THEAIR TEMPERATURE

DYNAMIC
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

SECTION

TIMER VARIABLES
HOUR =TIME'3*00.+AINT<BEGIN>

•
•

BEGIN ONWHOLE HOURS. IFUSING MACRO FOR HOUR TOTALS
CLIMATE

•••••1.WEATHER
PROCEDURE SNHSS.TA.TS.DPT.SVP,SLOPE.PH.WS.PA.PR.DPYP=WEATH<DAY.HOUP>
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIRECTIONOFTHESUN
DEC =-23.4*C0S<2.•PI*<DAY*10.>'3*5.>
SNDC =SIN<RAD*DEC>
CSDC =COS<RAD*DEC>
SNHSS=SNLT*SNDC*CSLT*CSDC*C0S<PI*<H0UP*11.33>'12.)
SINEHEIGHT SUN. TEN DEGREES WEST OF TIME MERIDIAN
TEMPERATURE
TA =AFGEN<TATB»HOUR>
TEMPERATURE DF THEAIR INDEGREES CENTIGRADE
TS =INTGPL<ITS.<TA-TS>'14400.)
SOIL TEMPERATURE. FOLLOWS AIR TEMPERATURE WITH DELAY OF4HDUR
AIR HUMIDITY
DPT =AFGEN<DPTTB.HOUP>
AVP =<&.ll*EXRfl7.4#DPT/<£39.*DPT))
ACTUAL WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE. INMBAR
SVP =*.11*EXPU7.4*TA/<23='.^TA>>
SATURATION VAPOUR PRESSURE» INMBAR
SL0PE=4158.t.*SVP/<.TA*£3?'.>**£
DERIVATIVE OF SATURATION PRESSURE WITHRESPECT TO TEMPERATURE
PH =AVP/SVP
RELATIVE HUMIDITY

WINDSPEEDANDRELATED RESISTANCE
WS =AFGEN<WSTB.HOUR>
•
WINDSPEED INTHEENCLOSURE.M'S
PA =PARL*SC'PT<WDL'WS>•O.5
•
DIFFUSION RESISTANCE OF THELAMINAR LAYER INS'M.
•
FACTOR 0.5 ACCOUNTS FOR BOTHSIDESOF THELEAF
PAPAM PAPL=185.
PR spA'PHOCP
PAPAM PHOCP*1200.
•
HEAT CAPACITY OF THEAIR INJ^M**3PEPKELVIN
DPYP =<SVP-AVP>/PP
ENDPPO
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2. PADIATIDN
PROCEDURE DIFDV.DIFCL»SUNDCL»CPC.CPO.FOV.LFOV.LFCL*CPAD*DPAI
SNHSfPPOJ«HSUN.lS=INRAD<LAI<.LAID.SNHSS>
SNHS =RMRX1<0.•SNHSS>
HSUN =RTRN<SNH:'SC'PT<1.-SNHS*SNHS> > ^ P H D
DIFDV =AFGEN<DFDVTI:.HSUN>
DIFDH =0.7*DIFOV
DIFCL =HFGEH<IiFCLTI:.H:UH>
SUNDCL=AFGEN<; S U N D T B «HSUN>
FUNCTION DFOVTE=0..0.. 5..8.. 15..£8.<- £5.«45.. 35..84.. 45..80.* ...
55.*94.. 85.>105.. 75.>11£.» 90..118.
FUNCTION DFCLTF=0..0.. 5..£9.» 15..42., £5..49.. 35..58.. 45..84.. ..
55.»88.» 85..71.» 75.?75.. 90.»77.
FUNCTION SUNDTF=0..0.. 5-•0.> 15.•88..£5.»175.» 35..£82.» 45.•358..
55..402.. 85..45c!.• 75.»483.. 90..504.
•
RADIATION VALUES FOP STANDARD SKIES

•
•

•

CPC
*<SUNDCL«-DIFCL>*i?.
CPO
= DIFOV •DIFON
CPflD =AFGEN<CRADTF.HOUR>*700.
CRAD =AFGEN<CRADTF.HOUR>
DRRD =INTGPL<0..CRRI»
CUMULATIVE RADIATION* J'M**£
FOV
=<CPC-CPRP>/<NOT<CRC-CRO>•CRC-CPO>
LFOV =LIMIT<0..l.*FOV>
LFCL =l.-LFOV
IF <SNHS.EO.0.> GO TO 120
DISTRIBUTION
IS
=<HSUN+10.>/10.
FISUN =<HSUN*15.>/10.
ISUtl =F1SUN
FI
=FISUN-1SUN
KDP
sK.DIP<ISUN>•c1.-FI>+FI•*DIP<ISUN*1>
KV
=KDV < I S U N > * < 1 . - F I > * F I * K D V
KN
=KDN < I S U N > * < 1 . - F I > * F I * K D N
PV
=RFV < I S U N « * < 1 . - F I ) * F I * P F V
PN
=PFN < I S U N > * < 1 . - F I > « - F I * P F N
CSHS =SC'RT<1.-SNHS*SNHS>
PROJ =SNHS*RC*CSHS/RF
E P I D =EXP *-K D P * L R I D*SNHS' PROJ>
EFPIDV=EXPOKV •LRID*SNHS'PROJ>
EFPIDN»E>:P<-KN • L R I D ^ S N H S ' P R O . O
EPI
* E X P < - K D P * L A I •SNHS>PROJ>

<ISUN«M>
HS-UN-M)
<ISUN*1>
<ISUN*1>

EFPIV =EXP<-KV *LRI •SNHSvpROJ>
EFPIN =EXP<-KN *LRI •SNHS'PROJ>
•
EXTINCTION OF RLL TYPES ASSUMED EXPONENTIAL
120 CONTINUE
ENDFRO

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

SECTION 4

•••••••••••••••••••••

ENERGY FALANCE

PROCEDURE TEHL.TSHL.RVTCP.NCRL.NCRLO.NCRLC.RVIS.RNlP.NETR= ...
ENERGYiSRM.SNHS.AMAX>
TEHLO =0.
TEHLC =0.
TSHLO =0.
TSHLC =0.
AVTCPO=0.
AVTCPC*0.
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NCPLO «0.
NCPLC *0.
RVISO «0.
RVISC *0.
RNIPO *0.
HNIPC=0
IF <CPRI»!NE.0.> GO TO 108

TEHL
TSHL

«DPYP*LRI/<PSCH*<0.93*PR*PESCl.l>'PR+SLOPE>
=-TEHL

RVTCP*TR+TSHL*PP/LRI
NCPL =-DPL*LRI/3600.
60TO103
108 IF (SNHS.NE.O.)GOTO109
101SUNPEP«0.
LFCL -0.
LFOV »1.
VISDF0=0.8*<1.-PFOVV)•CPRD*(1.-EDIFDV>•PELPFO'<LRID*1.7>
NIPDFO=*0.8*<1.-PFOVN>•CPflD*<1.-EDIFDN)•PELPPO'<LRID*1.7>*0.7
GOTO102
109SLLR sRMINl<PPOJ*a.-EPI>/<SHHi*KIiP>>LRID)
SHLR *=LRID-SLLR
CPRDF =FCHSM<LFOV-FOVfCPRD/CPO»1.»CPRI»/CPC>*0.8
PRP «CPRDF*PELPPO*DIFOV/LRIIi
VISDFD*a.-PFOVV>*<l.-EDIFDV)*PRP
MIPDFD-<1.-PFOVro +

<1.-EDIFDN)•PRP^O.7

VIST *SUNDCL*<1.-PV>*<1.-EFPIDV>
NIPT «SUNDCL*U.-PN>*<1.-EFRII»M>
VISD =SUNDCL*<1.-SCV>*U.-EPID )
NIPD =SUNDCL*a.-SCN>*<l.-EPID )
VISDFC*VISDFO*DIFCL/DIFQV+<VIST-VISD>*CPRDF*PPOJ/<SNHS*LRID>
NIPDFC*NIPDFO*DIFCL/DIFON+<NIPT-NIPri>*CPRDF*PPOJ/<SNHS*LRID>
SUNPEP-SUNDCL/SNHS
102CONTINUE
OVEPCRST SKY
TEHLO»TSHLO»RVTCPO>NCPLOfRVISO»RNIPO=TPPH<VISriFO»NIPDFOfLRIIi>
IF (PLRI.EQ.O.)GOTO104
VISDFO=VISDFO*<EDIFDV-EDIFIV>*LRID/<PLRI*<l.-EDIFDV>>
NIPDFO=NIPDFO*«EDIFDN-EDIFIN>*LRID'<PLRI*<l.-EDIFDN>>
TEHLO<TSHLO»RVTCPOfNCPLO»RVISO»RNIPO-TPPH<VISriFO.NIPriFO»PLRI>
CLERP^KY
104 IF <LFDV.EO.l.> GOTO 107
TEHLC»TSHLCRVTCPC>NCPLC*RVISC*RNIPC*TPPH<VISDFCtNIPDFC.SHLR)
DO 106SN=1»10
IF 'SUflF.NE.O.)ZISSN=Z<IS»SN)
RPER=SLLR*ZISSN
BLM *<.0.l*SN-0.05)•SUNPEP*CPRDF
VIS«VISDFOBLM*<l.-SCV>
NIP=NIPDFC*BLM*<1.-SCN)
TEHLC»TSHLC*RVTCPC»NCPLC*RVISC»RNIPC*TPPH<VIS.NIP.RPER)
106 CONTINUE
105 IF (PLRI.EO.O.)GOTO 107
VIST «SUNDCL*<1.-PV>*<EFPIDV-EFPIV>
NIPT *SUNDCL*<1.-PN)•<EFPIDN-EFPIN>
VISD =SUNDCL*<1.-SCV)*<EPID -EPI >
NIPD =SUNDCL*<1.-SCN)*<EPID -EPI )
VISDFC«VISDFO*DIFCL/DIFQV*<VIST-VISD)#CPRDF*PPaj/<:SNHS*PLRI)
NIPDFC*NIPDFO*DIFCL/DIFON-»-<NIPT-NIPD)*CPflDF*PPOJ/<SNHS*PLRI)
TEHLC*TSHLC»RVTCPC»NCPLC*RVISC*RNIPC*TPPH<VISDFC*NIPDFC*PLRI>
107TEHL -LFOVoTEHLO-M-FCL*TEHLC
TSHL «LFDV^TSHLO*LFCL*TSHLC
RVTCP =<LFOV*RVTCPO*LFCL*RVTCPC)/LRI
NCPL =<LFOV*NCPLO•LFCL*NCPLC>'3600.
103RVIS »LFOV*RVISO •LFCL^RVISC
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ANIP «LFOV«>ANIPO
NETP =AVIS+ANIP

•LFCL*ANIRC

ENDPPD
SECTION 5
WATER BALANCE
•
•

PWCP a O.1£5*MCPL/'<'MSC«"WPC>
PEL.MATER CONTENTDFCRMDPY
WCPL•INTGPL<1WCP•<MUR-TPC)•10.)
MATEP CONTENT PLANT 1MKGMRTER'HA
SECTION b

•

CPOPMRTEP STATUS

SPM *1./RFGEN<SRCTB*PMCP>
TPCMH*RFGENCTRCMTB*HOUR)•FLRG
•
TPRNSPIPRTION PRTEOFCRNOPY MERSUPED
<GURTEP/M**2'H>
FUNCTION TPCMTB*0.»0.» 100.*0.
MERSUPED TPRNSPIPRTION PRTE TRBLE
FLRG«IMPULS<0.»3600.>*KEEP
TPCCH=aTPCC-ZHOLD<IMPULS<DELT»3600.>*KEEP»TTPCC)>*FLRG
TPRNSPIPRTION PRTEOFCRNOPY CALCULATED* GMRTEP'M**2'H
TTRCC*INTGRL <0. . T P O

TOTRL TPRNSPIPRTION OFCRNOPY <GMRTEP'M**2>
TPC •TEHL'VAPHT
•
TPRNSPIPRTION PRTEOFCRNOPY ING'M**2/S
CONST VAPHT*2390.
TMUR «=INTGPL<0.*MUR>
•

MUP s(MPTSL-MPTC)/<MRESPL*l.'RCRS>
WUR »<MPTSL-MPTO*RCPS

•
MRTEPUPTRKEBYTHEROOTS ING'M**2'S
PRPRM MPTSL—0.1
•
MATER POTENTIRL DFTHESOIL* 0.1 CORRESPONDS WITHFIELDCRPRCITY
MPTC *RFGEN<MPTTB*RWCP>
•
MRTEP POTENTIRL CROP INBRP
RCPS«<MYP+0.3*MQR>•RFGEN<ETPCTB*TS>^MCPP
•
RCTURLCONDUCTANCE DFROOT SYSTEM* GWRIER'M**2/BAR/S
PRPRM MCPP*2500.
•
MEIGHT/CONDUCTRNCEPRTIOOFROOT SYSTEM
SECTION 7
•••••1.PHOTOSYNTHESIS
PRPRM EFF«0.50
EFFICIENCY RTLQMLIGHT INTENSITIES* KGCOS/'HR'HPEPJ/M**2/S.
PMES*cPC02IM-C0£C)*68.4/^RMRXl<0.001»RM300> •REDFRL)
•
AMAX1 PREVENTS DIVIDECHECK
AM300=AFGEN<AMTB*TA>
REDFPL=AFGENcREDFPT»PESL>
•
REDUCTION FACTOR ACCOUNTING FDR FEEDBACK OFRESERVE LEVEL
•
TOPHOTOSYNTHESIS
FUNCTION PEDFRT«0.»1.. .20.1.* .25*.0001* 1.*.0001
RHAX*<PC02I-C02C>*»S8.4'PMES
PCD21«AMIN1<PC021M.PIEC02*VPM0C>
DPL -0.11*ANCPL'LAI*3600.
•
DISSIMILATION INPHOTOSYNTHESIZINGLEAVES <KGC02'HALEAF/S>
•
USED INSTDMATA REGULATION
ANCPL=INTGPL<IANCRL»<AMAX1<.0..NCPL>-ANCPL>/<43200.>>
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•

FIRSTDRDERAVERAGEDFMETC02-ASSIMRRTI0N

•

NCRSC=NCRS*3*00.
METCDSASSIMILATIONSHDDTCRLCULRTED INKGC02'HA'H
MORS=NCRL-GRS-MPS
METC02-ASSIMRATION PRTE SHOOT INKGC02'HA/S

•

•••••2.RESERVES
RESL =RES/ <PES*MSOMPC>

•
•
•

RESERVELEVEL
RES «IMTGPL<IPES«NCPL/1.629«>29-UPES>
AMOUNT OFRESERVES <KGSTARCH'HA).
UPES=SR*SS+SRSOR*SRDQR
USEOFRESERVES

•••••3.EFFICIENCY OFGROWTH
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SHOOT
SS
=SRGS*SPMS+SRGSRS*SRTPRS
STRRCHREQUIREMENT OFTHESHOOT <*GSTRRCH'HR/S>
SRGS =SRGPS+SRGCS+SRGFS+SRGMS+SPGLS
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOPGROMTHOFTHESHOOT <KGSTRRCH'HR'S)
SPGPS=GRPS*0.517909
SRGCS=GRCS*1.12
SPGFS=6RFS*2.73
SRGLS«=GRLS*1.94
SPGMS=GRMS*0.fH84
STRRCHREQUIREMENT FOPCONVERSION ANDTRANSLOCATIONOF
PROTEINS*CARBOHYDRATES.FATS*LIGNINANDMINERALS INTHE
SHOOT <KGSTARCH'HA^S>
SRGSAS=6RPS*1.25
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPFORMATION OFSKELETONSOFAMINOACIDS
FOPSHOOTPROTEINS <KGSTARCH'HA/S)
SRTPAS=GS*FAS*0.0391
STARCHREQUIREMENT FDRTRANSPORT OF ORGANICANIONS INTHE
SHOOT O G STARCH'HA/S>
ROOT
SRGPP=GRPR*0.517909
SPGCP=GRCR*1.12
SRGFP=GPFP*2.73
SRGLP=GRLP*1.94
SRGMP=GRMP*0.0184
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPCONVERSION ANDTRANSLOCATIONOF
PROTEINS*CARBOHYDRATES*FATS*LIGNINANDMINERALS INTHE
ROOT <KGSTARCH'HA/S>
SP
sSPGP+SPMP+SRGSAPJ-SMU+SRTPAP
TOTAL STARCHREQUIREMENT OF THEROOT <KGSTAPCH/HA/S)
SRGP =SRGRR+SRGCP+SRGFR+SRGLR+SRGMR
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOR GROWTHOFTHEROOT
SRGSARS^RPR*1•25
STARCHREQUIREMENTFOPTHEFORMATION OFSKELETONSOF
AMINOACIDSFORRDOTPROTEINS »KGSTARCH'HA'S)
SRTRAR=GRAR*.0391
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPTRANSPORT OFORGANICANIONS INTHEROOT
<KGSTARCH'HA'S>
SMU -0.035*<GRMS*GRMR*RN03>
STARCHREQUIREMENT FOPTHEUPTAKEOFMINERALSANDNITRATE
<KGSTARCH'HA'S>
SPJOft»<PfiF-TPPT>•0.8916
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•
•
•

STRPCHPEC'UIPEMENTFDPFDFMRTIONDF SKELETONSOFOPGRNICRNIONS
SPDOR=TPPT*0.366341
STRPCHLOST FYCO£EVOLUTION DUPINGDECRPFOXYLRTIDN
• DFOPGRNICRNION'

•••••4.MAINTENANCE
SPMS =<<PS*0.0££5*NS*0.03>•FNRTS*RMRS*0.04>•TEFS>86400.
STRPCHPEC'UIFEMENTFDPMAINTENANCE DFTHESHOOT <KGSTRPCHVHA'S>
FN
ATS=1.-ANIN1<1.»750.*LAI/WSO
AMAS =If<TGPL<IFtMFtS•<SS-AMAS/86400.>•£.>
•
AVEPAGEMETAFOLIC ACTIVITY SHDOT <H3STRPCHPFODUCED RNDUSEDVDRY)
TEFS =O10**<0.l*RVTCP-£.5>
PRPRM 010*£.
SPMP =<PP*0.0££5*MP*0.03+RMAP^O.04)•TEFP^St.400.
•

•

STAPCH PEC'UIPEMENT FDP MAINTENANCE DF THE PDDT 'KG STAPCH'HA'S>
RMRP =INTGPL < IAMAP* <SP-AMAFv8*40 0 . > • £ .>
TEFP = C ' 1 0 * * * 0 . 1 * T S - £ . 5 >

5.CO£EVOLUTION
GPS

=GPPS*0.844«M3PCS*0.175*GPFS*1.6I8*GPLS*0.6£*6PMS*0.03...
•SPTPRS*1.6£96£9
CD£EVDLUTIDN PESULTING FPDM GPOMTHDFTHE SHOOT <KGC0£/HA'S>
MPS =SFMS*1.6£96£9
CD£EVDLUTIDN PESULTING FPDM MAINTENANCE DFTHESHOOT<KGCD£vHR<S>
DP
=GPP*MPP*PUPT*DDR
TDTRLCD£-EVDLUTIDN INTHEPDDT <KGCO£/HA'S>
GPR =GFPP«-0.844*GPCP*0.175«-GPFP*l.t.l8+GPLP*0.6£fGFMP*0.03...
•SPTPAP*1.6£9*£9
CD£EVOLUTION PESULTING FPDMGPOMTHDF THEPDDT <KGCO£/HA>-S>
MPP =SPMP*1.*£9*£9
CO£EVDLUTIDN PESULTING FPDM MRINTENRNCE DFTHEPDOTOGCO£/HA/S>
PUPT =SMU*1.*£9*£9
CO£EVDLUTIDN PESULTING FPDM THEUPTAKEDFMINEPRLS
DDR =TPPT*.597
CD£EVOLUTION PESULTINGFPDM DECAPFOXYLATIDNDFDPGRNICANIONS
*.CRPFDNFRLRNCE
PDPF «(I.irp-I.ICF>s<NDT<WCP>+WCP>
WCP =<<PS-IPS>+<PP-IFF)>•.55555*...
<<CS-ICS>+>'CP-ICP>>*.45005+...
<<FS-IFS >*<FP-IFP>>*.7720A*...
OLS-ILS>*<LP-ILP>>*.69313+ . . .
< <A S - 1 R S ) • < A P - 1 R P ) ) • . 3 9 * £ 7

•
•
•

MCF *TNCRP*.£7£7£7«-<IPES-PES>•.444444
MCPRNDMCF INKGCRPFDN'HR.THEDIFFEPENCEBETWEEN FDTHMUST FE
SMRLLEP THRN 0.01 TIMESTHEIPVRLUE
TNCAP=INTGPL<0.,NCAS-DP>
TDTRLNETCO£-ASSIMILATIDMPLRNT »KGCO£'HA>
SECTION 8
1.CPOPGPDMTH
TUT =WSC*WPC*PES
TOTRLDPYWEIGHT <KG'HA>
TMS sMSOPES
TDTRLWEIGHTSHDOT
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2. SHOOT
MSC =PS+CS+FS*LS+MS+RS
WEIGHT SHOOT CALCULATED
INTGRL(IPS»GRPS)
PS
INTGPL(ICS«GRCS)
CS
FS
«1NTGRL(IFS»GPFS)
LS
=INTGRL(ILS»GRLS)
MS
*1NTGRL(IMS»GRMS)
AS
-INTGRLdRS.GRRS)
WEIGHT OFPPOTEINS>CRRBOHYDRRTES»FRTS»LIGMN.MINERRLS RND
ORGRNICRNIDNS INTHESHODT <KG/HR)

•
•

GPPS=GS*FPS.
GPCS«GS«>FCS
GPFS=GS*FFS
GRLS«GS*FLS
GRMS*GS«>FMS
GPRS«GS*FRS
GROWTHPRTEOFPROTEINS»CRRBOHYDRRTES»FRTS»LIGNIN.MINERRLSRND
OPGRNIC RNIDNS INTHESHOOT (kG/HA'S)

GS =PES*RCRS*RFGEN(TGTB>RVTCP)•RFGEN(WGSTB>PMCP>
•
GPOWTHPRTEOF THESHOOT <KGDM/HR/S)
PRPRM RCRS-1.3E-5
•
PELRTIVE CONSUMPTION PRTEOFTHE PESEPVES
•
TGTBPEPPESENTS INFLUENCEOFTEMPEPRTUPE ONGPOWTH (SPECIES DEPEND
ENT>
FUNCTION WGSTB*0.»O.» .8»0.» .9..15* .975*.5» l.»l.
•
WGSTBACCOUNTS FOPCHRNGES INPRPTITIONINGOFPESEPVES BETWEEN
•
SHOOT RNDPOOTf UNDER INFLUENCE OFWRTEP CONTENT
PRF

BRNO3*1.0&

PRTEOFFORMRTION DFOPGRNIC RNIONS*CONCURRENT WITH
PRTEDFNITPRTEREDUCTION
PN03=(GS*FPS+GYR*FPR)•0.652
PRTEOFNITPRTE REDUCTION* RSSUMING THRT RLLPROTEIN NOPIGINRTES
FROM NITRRTES (KGN03'HR/S)
TPRT*RRF-GS*FRS-GYR*FRR
PRTEOFTPRNSPDPTOFOPGRNIC RNIONSTOTHEROOTFOR
DECRRBOXYLRTION OG^HR'S)
3.ROOT
WRC eWOR+WYP
WEIGHT DFROOTS CRLCULRTED
WOR »INTGRL<IWOP*SYR-WOP'ROTC)
•
WEIGHT DFDLDROOTS (SUBEPIZED)
SYR *WYP*RFGEN<ETPCTB»TS)/SUBC
•
SUBERIZRTIONPRTEDFYDUNGROOT
<KG^HR/S>
PRPRM SUBC*4.50E5
•
TIMECONSTRNT FDR SUBERIZRTION OF
YOUNG ROOTS <»
5DRYS>
•
ETPCTBRCCOUNTSFDR THE INFLUENCE
OF TEMPEPRTUPE ON THEPRTE
•
DF SUBERIZRTION
PRPRM ROTC=30.E6
•
TIMECONSTRNT FOR ROTTING OFDLDROOTS
(RBOUTONEYERP.SO
•
INEFFECTIVE HERE)
WYP •INTGRL(IWYR»GYP-SYR)
•
WEIGHT OFYOUNG ROOTS <KGDM'HR)
GYP =PES*RCRS*RFGEN(TGTB«TS)*RFGEN<WGRTB»RWCP)
•
GROWTH PRTEDFYDUNG ROOTS <KGDM/HR/S)
FUNCTION WGPTB*0.»1.» .8*1.• .9«.85» .975..5> l.»0.
•
WGPTB RCCOUNTS FDR THE INFLUENCEDFWRTEP CONTENT ONTHE
•
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PARTITIONING BETWEEN SHOOTRHDROOT
PR sINTGRL<IPP«GRPP>
CR «INTGRL(ICR»GRCR>
FR «INTGRL<IFR.GRFR>
LR «INTGRLaLR.GRLR>
MR *INTGRL<IMR»GRMR>
RP «INTGRL<IRR»GRRR>
RMOUNT DFPROTEINS.CRRBOHYDRRTES»FRTS«LIGNIN«MINERRL
ORGRNICRNIONS INTHEROOT <KGDM'HR>

RND

GRPP *GYR*FPR
GRCR «GYR*FCP
GPFP *GYP*FFP
GRLP *GYR*FLR
GPMR *GYR*FMR
GRRR =GYR*FRR
PROTEINS*C R R B O H Y D R H T E S . F R T S « L I G N I N , MINERRLS
GROWTH RRTEOF
ORGRNIC RNIONS INTHEROOT <>GDM'HR/S>

RND

SECTION 9
1.DRTR FROM RSSIMILRTIOM CHRMBER
•
•
•
•
•
•

VPMOC«INTGRL<,30C«.fLTRIP*<VPMI-VPMOC>*0.001-rCRS*BRKOPP*?4.54545>
OVERRLLC02COHCENTRRTIONCRLCULRTED INVPPM
LTRIR«RFGEN<LTRITB»HOUR>'3600.
LITRESOFRIP SUPPLIEDPER SECOND
VPMI=RFGEN<VPMITB.HOUR>
NCRSM»0.066*LTRIR*^VPMI-VPMOM>xBRKOPP
NETC02-RSSIMILRTI0N SHOOTMERSURED INKGC02'HR'H
VPMOM«RFGEN<VPMOTB*HOUR)
RELPR0=1.*2.*RC'RB
GEOMETRY FRCTOR RCCOUNTINGFOR PROJECTION BECRUSEOFSIDE
ILLUMINRTION BYDIFFUSELIGHT INRBSENCEOF DIRECTLIGHT
2.OUTPUT

NOSORT
CRLLDEBUG<2»0.>
IF <KEEP.LT.0.5> GOTO200
TTRCM»TTRCM«-TRCMH
IF <TIME.EG.0.> TTRCM=0.
200TELLER-TELLER+1.
IF <TIME.EO.0.> TELLER*0.
PRINT

DRY .
DRRD< »
HOUR»
CRRDi
TRC •
RNIRi
WUR »
RVIS< »
TEHL»
NETR1
TSHL»
TR 1 .
TTRCC*
FOV <
TTRCM*
PDPF!
RVTCP»
SNHSi
VPMQM*
VPMI1
TPCMHi
TRCCH.
OUTPUT NCRSM.NCRSC »CRRD
PRGEGROUP*2

NCRL»
RMRS•
NCRS»
RNCRL*
NCRLO.
NCPLC*
DPL •
GS »
DP »
NCRSC*
RC02I

RWCP
SRW
PR
RCRS
WSC
WRC
WYR
RES
VPMOC
NCRSM

ni

FINISHTELLEP«6000..ftVTCP»-l..ftVTCP-IOu..MCf»S»-100.»RDPF«0.01
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TIMERFINTIM=86400..PRDEL=1800..QUTDEL
•
TIME ISEXPRESSED 1MSECONDS
METHODPKS

=900,

•••••4.EXCHANGEABLEDRTfl
FUNCTION LTHITD=11.000.
9.2477E3...
•11.167. 9.2477E3*11.500. 13.8793E3*11.667* 13.8793E3«•11.883 »21.0514E3 ...
.12.050.21.0514E3.12.233.28.7219E3*12.400.28.7219E3*.12.500 *28.7219E3 ...
•12.667* 28.7219E3.13.083* 28.7219E3*13.250* 28.7219E3«.13.333 »28.7219E3 ...
.13.500.28.7219E3.13.833.28.7219E3.14.000.28.7219E3*•14.500 .28.7219E3 ...
.14.667* 28.7219E3.15.333* 28.7219E3.15.500.28.7219E3..16.333 .28.7219E3 ...
•16.500. 28.7219E3.17.333.28.7219E3*17.500. 28.7219E3..18.333 .28.7219E3 ...
.18.500.28.7219E3.20.333.28.9809E3.20.500.28.9809E3..21.833 .28.9809E3 ...
.£2.000? 28.9809E3.23.833.28.9809E3.24.000.28.9809E3'.25.833 .28.9809E3 ...
.26.000.28.9809E3.27.833.28.9809E3.28.000.28.9309E3.•30.333 *28.9809E3 ...
.30.500.28.9809E3.31.833* 28.9809E3.32.000.28.9809E3?.32.333 »28.9809E3 ...
.32.500.28.9809E3
FUNCTION CPRDTB=11.000*
0.9834EO...
*11.167> 0.9834E0*11.500* 1.0132E0.11.667. 1.0132E0.•11.883 * 1.0579E0 ...
.12.050. 1.0579E0.12.233* 1.0302EO*12.400. 1.0802E0. .12.500 * 1.0302E0.
.12.667* 1.0802E0.13.083. 1.0802E0.13.250. 1.0802E0,.13.333 • 1.0802E0.
.13.500* 1.0802E0.13.833. 1.0653E0.14.000* 1.0653E0*.14.500 . 1.0058E0,
.14.667> 1.0058E0.15.333* 0.8791E0*15.500. 0.8791E0<.16.333 . 0.6929E0.
•16.500. 0.6929E0.17.333. 0.4619E0.17.500. 0.4619E0, 18.333 • 0.2309E0.
.18.500. 0.2309E0.20.333. 0.0000E0.20.500. 0.0000E0, 21.833 . 0.0000E0,
0.0000E0, 25.833 * O.OO00EO.
.22.000. 0.0000E0.23.833* 0.000OE0.24.000.
•26.000. 0.0000E0*27.833. 0.OOO0EO»28.000. 0.0000E0, 30"<"<"< . 0.0820E0,
.30.500. 0.032OE0.31.833. 0.3800E0.32.000. 0.3800EO, 32.333 * 0.4917E0.
.32.500. 0.4917EO
2.4375E1 ...
FUNCTION TRTE = 11.000.
.11.167* 2.4375E1*11.500* 2.5313E1.11.667* 2.5313E1, 11.883 »2.6250E1 ...
.12.050. 2.6250E1*12.233* 2.6250E1*12.400. 2.6250E1, 12.500 . 2.6563E1 ...
.12.667. 2.6563E1*13.083. 2.7813E1.13.250. 2.7813E1, 13.333 • 2.7188E1 ...
.13.500. 2.7188E1.13.833* 2.7813E1*14.000. 2.7813E1, 14.500 • 2.7813E1 ...
•14.667. 2.7813E1»15.333* 2.8125E1.15.500. 2.8125E1* 16.333 »2.7188E1 ...
.16.500. 2.7188E1.17.333* 2.6875E1.17.500. 2.6875E1, 18.333 »2.5625E1 ...
.18.500. 2.5625E1*20.333» 2.1250E1.20.500. 2.1250E1* 21.833 • 2.0000E1 ...
.22.000. 2.0000E1*23.833» 2.0000E1.24.000. 2.0000E1* 25.833 »1.8062E1 ...
•26.000. 1.8062E1*27.833* 1.6937E1.28.000* 1.6937E1* 30.333 »1.3750E1 ...
•30.500. 1.375OE1*31.833* 1.6563E1*32.000. 1.6563E1* 32.333-• 1.8750E1 ...
•32.500. 1.8750E1
1.1819E2 ...
FUNCTION VPMOTB=11.000*
*11.167* 1.1819E2.11.500* 1.6139E2.11.667* 1.6139E2* 11.883.»2.0126E2 ...
•12.050. 2.0126E2*12.233* 2.2710E2*12.400. 2.2710E2* 12.500-»2.6955E2 ...
.12.667. 2.6955E2»13.083. 3.2419E2.13.250. 3.2419E2* 13.333.. 3.1746E2 ...
*13.500. 3.1746E2*13.833* 3.8660E2*14.000* 3.8660E2* 14.500.»4.3301E2 ...
.14.667* 4.3301E2*15.333. 4.3396E2*15.500. 4.3396E2* 16.333.•4.5053E2 ...
•16.500. 4.5053E2.17.333* 4.7421E2*17.500. 4.7421E2* 18.333.»5.U15E2 ...
.18.500* 5.1115E2»20.333. 3.2930E2»20.500* 3.2930E2* 21.833..3.2788E2 ...
•22.000* 3.2788E2.23.833* 3.3545E2»24.000» 3.3545E2* 25.833<.3.3924E2 ...
•26.000* 3.3924E2*27.833» 3.4019E2*28.000. 3.4019E2* 30.333i.3.3640E2 ...
•30.500* 3.3640E2.31.833* 5.1351E2»32.000* 5.1351E2* 32.333i.5.0262E2 ...
•32.500* 5.0262E2
3.1201E2 ...
FUNCTION VPMITB= 11.000.
.11.167* 3.1201E2.11.500* 3.1016E2*11.667* 3.1016E2* 11.8835.3.0331E2 ...
.12.050* 3.0831E2.12.233. 3.0721E2*12.400* 3.0721E2. 12.500i.3.5261E2 ...
.12.667* 3.5261E2.13.083* 4.0762E2*13.250. 4.0762E2* 13.333*.4.0744E2 ...
.13.500* 4.0744E2*13.833* 4.7421E2*14.000* 4.7421E2* 14.500,.5.2346E2 ...
•14.667* 5.2346E2*15.333. 5.2299E2*15.500. 5.2299E2* 16.333, 5.2299E2 ...
.16.500. 5.2299E2.17.333* 5.2299E2.17.500. 5.2299E2. 18.333, 5.3814E2 ...
•18.500. 5.3814E2»20.333* 3.1699E2.20.500. 3.1699E2* 21.833, 3.1888E2 ...
.22.000. 3.1888E2*23.833* 3.2646E2.24.000. 3.2646E2* 25.833, 3.3119E2 ...
•26.000* 3.3119E2»27.833* 3.3356E2*28.000. 3.3356E2* 30.333, 3.3377E2 ...
•30.500* 3.3877E2*31.833* 5.4856E2»32.000. 5.4856E2*•32.333, 5.4524E2 ...
.32.500. 5.4524E2
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11.66*16.00 * 12.05.15.00
11.16*16.50
FUNCTIONDPTTB=
13.25*13.50 * 13.50*13.00
12.66*13.50
12.40fl4.00
14.66*13.50
15.50*14.00 * 16.50*12.00
14.00*13.00
18.50*14.00
17.50*16.50
20.50*12.00 * 22.00-10.00
24.00f10.00
26.00* 8.50
28.00« 8.00 » 30.50. 6.50
32.00*7.00
32.50* 8.00
FUNCTIONTPCMTB=
11.tO.*12.*604.9*13..740.4.14.*581.0*15.*520.8*
16.»498.1»17 »460.4*18.*454.5*19.*351.2.20.*218.5*21.*122.0*
22.•67.2*23.»96.6*24.»96.6*25.»86.6*26.»77.1»27.»68.7*28.*69.2*
29.*25.8*30.*38.4*31.*40.1.32.*91.8
•
EXPERIMENTPPN346
END
STOP
ENDJOB
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Appendix C-List of abbreviations

NAME

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

AA
AB
ABSRAD
RC
ACRS
ALWR
ALMRO
RLWRC
AM300
AMAR
AMAS
AMAX
AMRX1
RMTB
RNCPL
RNETR
RNETRC
RNETPO
RNIR
ANIRC
RNIRO

INTERMEDIRTEVRRIRBLE
SIDEENCLOSURE
TOTRLRBSORBEDRRDIRTIVE
ENERGYPERLERFRRER
HEIGHT CRNDPY
RCTUALCDNItUCTRNCEOFTHERDDTSYSTEM
LONGMRVEDPTHERMRLRRDIRTION RBSORBED
BYCRNDPY
BYCRNDPY
THERMRL'RRDIRTIONOVERCAST SKYRBSORBED
CRNDPY
THERMALRRDIRTION CLERR SKYRBSORBEDBY
MRXIMUMPHDTDSYNTHESISRT300VPPM
RVEPRGEMETRBOLICRCTIVITYRDDT
RVERRGEMETABOLICACTIVITY SHODT
COSASSIMILATIONRATEOFALEAFATLIGHT SATURATION
CSMPFUNCTIONTAKESTHEGREATESTOFTHETWOARGUMENTS
TABLEDFRMRXVERSUSAIRTEMPERATUREAT300VPPMC02
FIRSTDRDERAVERAGEDFNETC02-RSSIMILRTI0N
NETRADIATIONABSORBEDBYCANOPY
NETRADIATIONABSORBEDBYCANOPYUNDER CLEAR SKY
NETRADIATIONABSORBEDBYCANOPYUNDER OVERCASTSKY
NEAR-INFRAREDRADIATION.ABSORBEDBYCANOPY.PERGROUND
ABSORBEDNEAR-INFRAREDUNDERACLEAR SKY
ABSORBEDNEAR-INFRAREDUNDER ANOVERCAST SKY
AMOUNTOFDRGANICANIONS INROOTS
RRER
AREADFLEAVES INACERTAIN IRRADIATION CLASS
AMOUNTOFORGANICANIDNS INSHDDT
RS
RVIS
VISIBLERADIATION.ABSORBEDBYCANOPY.PERGROUNDAREA
RVISC ABSORBEDVISIBLERADIATIONUNDER
ACLEAR SKY
RVISQ ABSORBEDVISIBLERADIATIONUNDER
ANOVERCASTSKY
ACTUALMATERVAPOUR PRESSURE
PiVP
RVTCP AVERAGETEMPERATUREOFALLLEAVESRVTCPC AVERAGETEMPERATURECANOPYUNDERCLEAR SKY
RVTCPO AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CANOPYUNDEROVERCASTSKY
B

RELATIVECONTRIBUTIONOFNINEZONESDFUNIFORM

BAKOPP
BB
BEGIN
BLM
BOWRAT

GROUNDAREAOFENCLOSURE
INTERMEDIATEVARIABLE
HOURMHENSIMULATIONBEGINS
INTERMEDIATENAMEFOR SINEOF
BOMEN'SRATID

K6/HA/S
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
AREA
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
KG/HA
M2(LEAF)/M2(GROW
KG/HA
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
MBAR
DEGREE(C
DEGREE(C
DEGREE(C

OVERCASTSKY
(ISOTROPIC)
M2
H

INCIDENCEDFSUNLIGHTONLEAF

CD
INTERMEDIATENAMEFDRCOSINEOFLEAF
INCLINRTIDN
C02C C02COMPENSATIONPOINT
CR
AMOUNTOF CARBOHYDRATES
INRDDTS
CRAD CURRENTGLOBAL RADIATION
CRADF CURRENTGLOBAL RADIATION
RELRTEDTDCRCRNDCRD
CRADTBTABLEOFMEASUREDGLOBAL
RRDIRTION RSFUNCTION OFTIME
CRC
CURRENT6LDBRLRRDIRTION
CLERR
CRD
CURRENTGLDBRLRRDIRTION
DVERCRST
CS
RMDUNTDF CRRBOHYDRRTES
INSHDDT
CSDC COSINEOFDECLINRTION
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M
J/M2/S
M
G(H20)/M2/BRR/
J'M2/S
J/M2/S
J/M2/S
KG<C02)/HA<LEAF)
KG(STARCH)/HA/I
KG(STARCH)/HA/I
KG<C02>/HA<LEAF>

VPPM
KG/HA
J/M2/S
-

~J/M2/S
J/M2/S
KG/HA

NAME
CSHS
CSLT
DRY
.DDR

DESCRIPTION
COSINE OF SUN HEIGHT
CONINE OF LRTITUDE
NUMBER OF DRY IN THE YERP FPOM 1ST OF JRNURPY
COS EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM DECRPBOXYLRTIDN DF OPGRNIC

DEC
DELT
DFCLTB
DFOVTB
I'IFCL
DIFF
DIFF1

DECLINRTION OF SUN WITH RESPECT TO THE EOURTOP
TIME STEP OF INTEGPRTION
DIFFUSE VISIBLE PRDIRTION STRNDRPD SKY CLERP TRBLE
DIFFUSE VISIBLE PRDIRTION STRNDRPD SKY OVERCAST TABLE
DIFFUSE VISIBLE PRDIRTION STRNDRPD SKY CLERP
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TPRNSPIPRTION OF CRNOPY
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TPRNSPIPRTION OF CRNOPY RND MRTEP UPTRKE
PRTE
I»IFON DIFFUSE NERP-INFPRPED RRDIRTIDN STRNDRPD SKY OVEPCRST
DIFOV DIFFUSE VISIBLE PRDIRTION STRNDRPD SKY OVEPCRST
BLYTOT NRME OF MRCRO TO CRLCULRTE DRILY TOTRL
DNETPS DRILY TOTRL OF NETPS
LERVES THRT
DISSIMILRTION PRTE OF
FHOTDSYNTHESIZE IN
DPL
DPT
DPTC
DPTTB
DP
DPC
DPCI
DPCP
DPRD
DPO
DPOI
DPDP
DPYP
DTRBP
DTGSC
I'TGSM
DTLWP
DTOTI
DTOT
DTOT1
DTP
DTPT
DTTPC
EC02C
EDIFB
EDIFDB
EDIFDN
EDIFDV
EDIFIN
EDIFIV
EDIFN
EDIFV
EDPTTB
EFF

UNIT

DRY

RNIONSK G<CO£>/HR'S
DEGREE
S
J'M2^S
G<H£0)/HR/S
G<H£0>'HR'S
J/M£'S
J/M2/S
J'M2/DRY
DRYTIME
KG<C02> sMH<LERF)/S

DEGREE<C>
DEW POINT TEMPEPRTUPE
DEGREECO
DEW POINT TEMPEPRTUPE
TRBLE OF DEW POINT TEMPEPRTUPER
R FUNCTION OF TIME
TOTRL C02-EV0LUTI0N OF THE ROOT
KGcCO^/HR'S
DRILY TOTRL GLOBRL PRDIRTION CLERP
J'M2
J'M2
INITIRL VRLUE OF DPC
J'M2
DPC ON PREVIOUS DRY
J'M2
RCCUMULRTED GLOBRL PRDIRTION
J'M£
DRILY TOTRL GLOBRL PRDIRTION OVEPCRST
J/M2
INITIRL VRLUE DF DPO
J/M2
DPO ON PREVIOUS DRY
MBRP
J^M2/S/DEGPEE<C>
DRYING POWER OF RIP
J'M2/DRY
DRILY TOTRL PRDIRTION RBSOPBED BY CRNOPY
KG'HR'DRY
DRILY TOTRL GROWTH SHOOT CRLCULRTED
KG'HR'DRY
DRILY TOTRL GROWTH SHOOT MERSURED
J'M^vDRY
DRILY TOTRL LONG WAVE PRDIRTION
CRLCULRTE DRILY TOTRL
INTEPMEDIRTE VRPIRBLE INMRCRO TO
CRLCULRTE DRILY TOTRL
INTEPMED1RTE VRPIRBLE INMRCRO TO
CRLCULRTE DRILY TOTRL
INTEPMEDIRTE VRPIRBLE IN MRCRO TO
J>M2/DRY
DRILY TOTRL GLOBRL PRDIRTION MERSURED
J'M2'DRY
DRILY TOTRL MERSURED GLOBRL PRDIRTION FUNCTION VERSUS TIME
<OTHEP DIMENSIONS LIKE CRL>-CM2OP COUNTS RPE RLSO POSSIBLE)
CRLCULRTED DRILY TOTRL OF TPRNSPIPRTION
MM OP KG<H£D>/M2/DRY

EXTEPNRL C02-C0NCENTPRTIDN
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE BLRCK INFPRPED
TPRNSMITTED -BLRCK-DIFFUSE PRDIRTION
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE NERP-INFPRPED
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE VISIBLEPRDIRTION
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE NERP-INFPRPED
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE VISIBLEPRDIRTION
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE NERP-;NFPRRED
TPRNSMITTED DIFFUSE VISIBLEPRDIRTION
TIME
DEW RDINT TEMPERRTURERT SUN PISE VERSU
EFFICIENCY OF C02*RSSIMILRTION
I'EPIVRTIVE OF CO£ RSSIMILRTION VEPSU
RBSOPBED VISIBLE
PRDIRTIDN RT LOW LIGHT INTENSITY
EFPIDN TPRNSMITTED NERP-INFPRPED PRDIRTION <DIRECT>
EFRIDV TPRNSMITTED VISIBLE RRDIRTIDN (DIRECT)
EFPIN TPRNSMITTED NERP-INFPRPED PRDIRTION <DIRECT)

VPPM

KG<COc>>'J>'HR'H M2S
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MftME

UNIT

DESCRIPTION

EFPIV
EHL
ENP
EPI
EP.ID
EPPQP

TRANSMITTED VISIBLEPRDIRTIDN <DIRECT)
EVRPOPRTIVE HERTLOSSDFLERVESPEPLERFRPER
EMEPGYUSED FDPCOSRSSIMILRT10NPEPLERF RPER
TPRNSMITTED DIPECTPRDIRTIDN
TPRNSMITTED DIRECTPRDIRTIDN
RCCEPTED DIFFERENCEBETWEENTRRNSPIRRTIDNPRTERND
WRTEPUPTRKE IN ITEPRTIDNPPDCEDUPE
EFFECT
DFTSDNCDNDUCTRNCEDFPDDTSYSTEM TRBLE
ETPCTB
EVR
1NTEPMEDIRTEVRPIRBLECOMPRISINGEFFICIENCYDF INCOMING
PRDIRTIDNRNDMRXIMUMC02-RSSIMILRTIDN
LERFRNGLE DISTRIBUTION
FRRCTIDNDFDPGRNICRNIONS
INROOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
RNIONS INSHOOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FPRCTIDNDFDPGRNIC
RNIONS
TRBLEVERSUSTIME
FPRCTIONOFDPGRNIC
THRTSKY ISCLERR
FPRCTIDNDFDFTIME
CSMPFUNCTION
FPRCTIDNDFSTPUCTUPRLCRPBDHYDPRTES INROOTS
CURRENTLY
SYNTHESIZED
FCS
FPRCTIONDFSTPUCTUPRLCRPBDHYDPRTES INSHDDTSCURRENTLY
SYNTHESIZED
FCTB
FRRCTIDNDF CRPBDHYDPRTESTRBLEVERSUSTIME
FPRCTIDNDF FRTS INPDDTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FFR
FPRCTIONOF FRTS INSHOOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FFS
FPRCTIONOF FRTSTRBLEVERSUSTIME
FFTB
IMILRTING
FRRCTIDN
DF
•HOOTGROMTHOCCURRING INNON-RS
FGNS
SHDOTPRRTS
FI
RNGLEDF INCOMING SUNRRYS
FPRCTION DFPLRNT CONSTITUENTSIN MRCPD INCREMENT
FIC
FINTIM TOTRLDURRTIONOF
SIMULRTIONRUN
SUNRRYS
FISUN RNGLEOF INCOMING
CONTROL
VRPIRBLE
FLRG
FPRCTIONDFLIGNIN
INROOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FLP
FPRCTION DF LIGNIN INSHOOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FLS
DF LIGNIN TRBLEVERSUSTIME
FPRCTION
FLTB
FPRCTION OF MINERRLS INROOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FMR
FPRCTION OF MINEPRLS INSHOOTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FMS
FPRCTION OF MINERRLSTRBLEVERSUSTIME
FMTB
FNRTS FPRCTION OF NON-RSSIMILRTINGTISSUE
FPRCTION DF TIMETHRTSKY ISDVERCRST
FDV
FPRCTION DF PROTEINS INRODTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FPR
FPRCTIDN OF PROTEINS INSHDDTSCURRENTLY SYNTHESIZED
FPS
FPRCTIDN PROTEINSTRBLEVERSUSTIME
FPTB
RMDUNTDF FRTS INPDDTS
FR
RMDUNTOF FRTS INSHDOT
FS
FRRCTIDN
FT

J/M2CLERF)
J/Ma(LERF)

F
FRR
FRS
FRTB
FCL
FCNSW
FCR

GPRR
GPRS
GPCP
GRCS
GPFR
GPFS
GPLR
GRLS
GPMP
GPMS
GPPP
GRPS
GPP
GPS
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GROWTHPRTEOF
GROWTHPRTEOF
GROWTHPRTEOF
GRDWTHPRTEDF
GRDWTHPRTEDF
GROWTHPRTEOF
GROWTHPRTEOF
GRDWTHPRTEDF
GRDWTHPRTEDF
GROWTHPRTEOF
GROWTHPRTEOF
GROWTHPRTEOF
COSEVOLUTIONR
C02EVOLUTIONP

DPGRNICRNIONS INTHEROOT
DPGRNICRNIDNS INTHESHDDT
CRPBDHYDPRTES INTHEROOT
CRPBDHYDPRTES INTHESHDOT
FRTS INTHERDOT
FRTS INTHESHDDT
LIGNIN INTHERDOT
LIGNIN INTHESHDOT
MINERRLS INTHEROOT
MINERRLS INTHESHOOT
PROTEIN INTHEROOT
PROTEINS INTHESHOOT
EXULTINGFRDMGRDWTHDF
THEROOT
ESULTINGFROMGROWTHOF
THESHODT

DEGREE
DEGREE

KG/HR
KG/HR

KG'HR/S
KG/HR'S
KG'HR^
KG'HR/t
KG/HR/:!
KG'HR/*
KG'HR/<
KG'HR^
KG'HR/;
KG'HR/:
kG/HR/
KG'HR'
KG'HR/
KG'HR'

NAME

UMIT

DESCRIPTION

GS
GSM
GYP

GROWTH SHOOT (UNADJUSTED)
GPOMTH SHOOT MEASURED
GROWTH PRTEOFYOUNG ROOTS

HOUR
HSUN

TIMEOFTHEDRY INHOURS
HEIGHT OFTHESUN

KG'HR'S
KG'HA'S
KG'HA'S

<UNADJUSTED)

H
DEGREE

RUNNER INIiQLOOP
IN SHOOT ANDROOT
INITIRL AMOUNT DFORGRNIC ACIDS
A
INITIRL VRLUE DF RMRR
AMAP
INITIRL VRLUEOF
AMAS
AMAS
ANCPL
ANCPL INITIRL VRLUEDF
INITIRL
VRLUE
OF
RP
RP
INITIRL
VRLUE
OF
AS
AS
INITIRL
VRLUE
OF
CP
CP
INITIRL VRLUEOF
CS
cs
INITIRL
VRLUE
OF
FP
FP
INITIRL VRLUEOF
FS
FS
NUMBER DF INCLINATION CLASS OF LERF
L
INITIRL VRLUE OFLP
LP
INITIRL VRLUE OF LS
LS
INITIRL VRLUE OF MP
MP
INITIRL
VRLUE DF MS
MS
INITIRL VRLUE OF PP
PP
INITIRL VRLUE OF PS
PS
INITIRL OFRES
PES
NUMBER OF INCLINRTION CLRSS OF SUN
sun NUMBER OF INCLINRTION
CLASS OF SUN.SHIFTED 5 DEGREES
TS
INITIRL VRLUE OFTS
VPMD INITIRL VRLUE OF VPMOC
MCP
INITIRL VRLUE OFWCPL
UDP
INITIRL VRLUE OFWDR
Wp
INITIRL VRLUE OFWRC
US
INITIRL VRLUE OFWSC
INITIRL VRLUE OFMYP
MYP

KG'HA
KG*STARCH*• HA'D*
KG'STARCH' / H R ' D f
KG'HA'S
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG-HA
KG'HA
KG-HA
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG'HA
KG<STAPCH>'I

DEGREE<.C>
VPPM
KG«H£D>'Hi
K.G<DN>'HA
KG<DM" H A
KG<DM"HA
KG<DM>'HA

J

RUNNER INDOLODP

K
kBL
kDFN
KDFV
KDIP
kDlPIs
kDN
KDP
kDV
KEEP
kN
kV

EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT U N GENERRL>
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOP DIFFUSE RRDIRTIDN AND BLACK LERVES
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTFOR DIFFUSE NEAP-INFRARED
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOP DIFFUSEVISIBLE RADIATION
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOP DIRECT RADIATION AND BLACK LEAVES
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOP DIRECT RADIATION INCANOPY
WITHHOPI ONTRL LERVES
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT UNDER DIRECT IRRADIATION NEAR-INFRARED
EXTINCTIONCOEFFIENT FOP DIFFUSE DIRECT RADIATION
EXTINCTIONCOEFFICIENT UNDER DIRECT IRRADIATIONVISIBLE
INTERNAL CSMPVARIABLE .1 IF INTEGRATION ISPERFORMED
SEEKDN
SEEKDV

L
LRI
LRIC
LAID
LAIR
LAITB

RUNNER IN DO LOOP
LEAF AREA INDEX
LEAF AREA INDEX* RECKONED FROM ABOVE
TOA MAXIMUM
THE UPPER PART OFLAI. UPDECIMAL PART OFLRI
VERSUS TIME
LEAF AREA INDEX TABLE

OF 3

l'LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI
I-LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI
l'LAI

M£<LEAF>/M£«GROUN
M£'M£
M£'M£
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NAME

DESCRIPTION

LAT
LRTITUDEOFEXPERIMENTRL PLOT
LR
RMOUNT DFLIGNIM
INROOTS
LFCL COMPLEMENT DFLFOV
LFDV FDV.RESTRRINED BETMEEN 0RNI»1
LS
RMOUNT DFLIGNIN
INSHOOT
LSNHS SINE HEIGHT DFYESTERDRY'SSUN
LTRIR FLOWDFFRESH RIP. INJECTED INTOTHESYSTEM
LTRITB TRBLEDFFLOW DFFRESH RIR, INJECTED INTOTHESYSTEM
LWC
LONG MRVE RRDIRTIONPEPLERF RPER UNDER CLERRSKY
LI.IO
LONG URVE RRDIRTION PEPLERF dPEfiUNDER OVERCRSTSKY
LWR
NETRBSDREED LONG WAVE RRDIRTION PEPLERF RPER
LURCI NETTHERMRL RRDIRTION CLERRSKY
LWRI RCTURL NETINCOMING THERMRL RRDIRTION
LWROI NETTHERMRL RRDIRTION OVERCRSTSKY
MAXT
MDPTTB
MINT
MNTT
MXTT

MP
MPP
MPS
MS

MAXIMUM VRLUE OF VRPIRBLE INMRCPO MRVE
MINIMUM DRILY DEM POINT TEMPERATURE MEASURED VERSUS TIME
MINIMUM VRLUE DF VRPIRBLE INMRCPO MRVE
MINIMUM DRILY TEMPERRTURE MEASURED VERSUS TIME
MAXIMUM DRILY TEMPERATURE MEASURED VERSUS TIME
IN ROOTS
RMOUNT OFMINERALS
ROOT
FROM MAINTENANCE DFTHE
COS EVOLUTION RESULTING
COS EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM MAINTENANCE OFTHE
SHOOT
AMOUNT OFMINERRLS
INSHOOT

UNIT
DEGREE
KG'HA
KG'HA
LITER'S
J'MS<LEAF:
J'M2<LERF:

J'MS<LERF)
J'MS'S
J'MS'S
J'MS'S

KG'HA
KG'HA'S
KG'HA'S
KG'HA

RUNNER INDOLODP
NET COS-ASSIMILATION SHOOT
KG (COS)'HF
NET COS-ASSIMILATION SHOOT CALCULATED
KG(CDS)'HF
NET COS-ASSIMILATIDN SHOOT MEASURED
KG<COS)/HF
NET COS-ASSIMILATION.INDIVIDUAL LEAVES
KG<COS>/HA<LEAF)
NET COS-ASSIMILATION.ALL LEAVES INCANOPY
KG<COS)'HF
NET COS-ASSIMILRTIDNOFALLLEAVES INCANOPY
UNDER
CLEAR LIGHT CONDITIONS
KG<COS)'HF
COS-ASSIMILATION
OF
ALL
LERVES
IN
CANOPY
NCRLO NET
OVERCAST LIGHT UNDER
KG<COS)'HF
CONDITIONS
NET
RADIATION.
ABSORBED
BY
CANOPY
.
PER
GROUND
J/MS/S
NETR
NET
RADIATION
AT
SOIL
SURFACE
AREA
J'MS'S
NETRS
ABSORBED
NEAP-INFRARED
RADIATION
PEP
LEAF
AREA
J'M3<LERF)
NIP
AUXILIARY VARIABLE
J'M3<LERF)
NIRD
ABSORBED
DIFFUSE
NEAP-INFRARED
RADIATION
PER
LEAF
AREA
UNDER
NIRDFC ACLEAR SKY. EITHER INTHETOPLAYER DFLRI=3 DP*INTHE
PEST BELOWIT
J'M3<LERF)
NIPDFO SAME ASNIRDFC BUTUNDER ANOVERCASTSKY
J'MS<LERF)
AUXILIARY VARIABLE
NIPT
J'M3<LERF)
N
NCAS
NCASC
NCASM
NCRIL
NCPL
NCPLC

OAV
AVERAGE PROJECTION OFTHELEAVES INTHEDIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
OUTDEL TIME INTERVAL FDRDUTPUTTING PLOT RESULTS

PAR
PAPL

INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE
CONSTANT INFORMULA FOPCALCULATION OFBOUNDEPY LAYER
RESISTANCE AROUND THELEAF
PI
CIRCUMFERENCE OFACIRCLE .DIVIDED-BY ITSDIAMETER
PR
AMOUNT OFPROTEIN
INPDOTS
PPDEL TIME INTERVAL FDR DUTPUTTING PRINT RESULTS
PS
AMOUNT OFPROTEIN
INSHOOT
PSCH PSYCHPOMETRIC CONSTANT
PROJ RATIO OFTHEAREA SHADED BYENCLOSURE ANDITS
ACTUAL GROUND AREA
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S

J'M3<LERF)

S**<0.5)'
KG'HA
-S
KG'HR
MBAR/DEGREE<

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Q10

INCREASE INPATEDFMAINTENANCE PROCESSES PEP10DEGREEC

Uf«IT

RESISTANCE DFBOUNDARY LRYEP POUND LERF FDPHERT
:/M
PRD
1 DEGREE INRADIANS <180/PI>
PRDCV PRDIRTIDH CONVERSION FACTOR FDPDTPT INTO J'M2
PRF
PRTEDFFDPMRTIDH DFORGANIC ANIONS CDHCUPPEMT WITH THEPRTE
KG'HA'S
DF NITRATE REDUCTION
PRTE
VARIABLE INMACRO
PC02I INPUT
VPPM
INTEPNRL
CONCENTRRTION.MRINTRINED
BY
STOMRTRL
REGULATION
PC02IM MAXIMUM INTEPNRL C02-C0NCENTPATI0N
VPPM
PCPS
1/S
PELRTIVE PRTE DFCONSUMPTION DF RESERVES
PDPF
PELRTIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CARBON PRESENT INPLRNT
RND CARBDN If4NETFLUX INTO PLRNT
PEDFPL PEIHJCTIDN FRCTDP RCCDUNTING FDPFEEDBRCK DFRESERVE
LEVEL
PEDFPT PEDFPL VERSUS RESERVE LEVEL<RS R FPRCTIDN>
PEFN
REFLECTIDN COEFFICIENT CRNDPY WITH HDPIZDNTRL
LERVES NERPINFRRRED PEFV REFLECTION COEFFICIENT CRNDPY WITH HDPIZDNTRL
LERVESIN
VISIBLE PEGIDN —
PELPPD SHRDE DFENCLOSURE »RVERRGE OVER HEMISPHERE
*ES
RESERVE CRRBOHYDRRTES <STRRCH> INPLRNTS
KG'HA
PESCI.I CUTICULRP PESISTRNCE FORTRRNSPIRRTION
S'M
PESL RESERVE LEVEL INPLRNTS
PESPI INITIRL FDPRESERVES PERCENTRGE
PFN
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT CRNDPY FDPDIRECT PRDIRTIDN
NERR-INFPRPED
PFOVN REFLECTION COEFFICIENT CRNDPY UNDER DVEPCRST SKYFOR
NERR-INFPRPED
PFOVV REFLECTION COEFFICIENT CRNDPY UNDER DVEPCRST SKYFDP
VISIBLE PRDIRTIDN
PFV
REFLECTRNCE CRNDPY FDPDIRECT PRDIRTIDN VISIBLE
PIEC03 RRTIO INTERNRL/-EXTEPNRL C 0 2 - C Q N I : E N T P R T I 0 N
*H
PELRTIVE HUMIDITY
J-M3/DEGREE
PHOCP VDLUMETPIC HERT CRPRCITY OFTHERIP
J
H
*ISE TIME OFSUNRISE
H
P'ISEI INITIRL VRLUE OFPISE
S/M
PMES MESDPHYLL PESISTRNCE FOPC02DIFFUSION
M2/M2
*LRI EXCESS LERF RRER INDEX RBOVE3
*N
SEEPFN
KG<ND3>'>
PNOH RRTE OFNITRRTE PEDUCTIDN
*OTC TIME CDNSTRNT OFPRTE OFPOTTING OLDROOTS
DEGREE<C>*S*M2 'LERF
**
HERT EXCHRNGE PESISTRNCE
p
KG<C02>'>
MINEPRLS
UPT C02 EVOLUTION RESULTING FROM THEUPTAKEDF
p
V
SEE PFV
P'CLT AUXILIARY VAPIRBLE TOCRLCULRTE RELATIVE WATER CONTENT PLRNT PWCP PELRTIVE WRTEP CONTENT PLRNTS
PWCPL AUXILIARY VARIABLE TOCALCULATE RELATIVE WRTEP CONTENT PLRNT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OFLERVES IN9DIFFERENT INCLINRTIDN
CLASSES OVER SINESDF INCIDENCEFDR9 INCLINATIONS OFTHESUNSCN
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT DFLEAVES FDPNEAR-INFRARED
SCV
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT OFLEAVES FDRVISIBLE PADIATION
SELECT DUMMY VARIABLE
SHL
SENSIBLE
HEAT LDSS DFLEAVES PEPLEAF AREA
J-M2<LERF
SHADED
LERF
RRER
IN
THE
TOP
PORTION
DF
LAI=3.
SHLR
INTEPMEDIRTE VRPIRBLE
SI
SUNLIT LERF RRER
M2<LEAF)^M2«GR0l
SLLR
SLOPE OFSATURATED VAPOUR PRESSURE CURVE ATAIRTEMP.
MBHR/DEGPEE
SLOPE STARCH REQUIRED FDPUPTAKE DFMINERALS ANDNITRATE
KG'HA'S
SINE DECLINATION OF SUN
SMU
SNDC
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NAME

DESCRIPTION

SM
SNHS
SNHSS
SNLT
SQ
SOMI
SQVI

NUMBER DFCLASSDFSINEOF INCIDENCE
SIMEDFHEIGHTDFSUNBUTZEPDWHENSUNBELOWHDPIZDN
SINEDFHEIGHTDF SUN.ALSOWHENNEGATIVE
SINEDFLATITUDEDFEXPERIMENTAL PLDT
INTERMEDIATE VAPIRBLESTDOBTR1NAPCSINE
FRCTDPDFDECPERSEDFEXTINCTION COEFFICIENTFOP
NERR-INFPRPEDRADIATION
FRCTDPDF DECPER'EDFEXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FDPVISIBLE
PRDIRTION
TOTRLSTRPCHREQUIREMENT OFTHEPDOT
STRFCHLOST BYC02EVOLUTION DUPING DECRPBOXYLRTIDN
OFORGANICRNIONS
LERF PESISTRNCE FOPTPRrr;PIRRTION
LERF PESISTRNCE FOPTRRNSPIPRTION.RSDETERMINED BYCD2
PEGULRTION
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FDRCONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNDF
CRPBDHYDPRTES INTHEROOT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOPCONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNOF
CRPBDHYDPRTES 114THESHOOT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOPCONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDN OF
FRTS INTHEPODT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FDPCONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNOF
FRTS INTHESHOOT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FOPCONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNDF
LIGNIN INTHEROOT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FDPCONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNDF
LIGNIN INTHESHODT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FOP CONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNDF
MINEPRLS INTHEROOT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FOP
CONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNDF
MINEPRLS INTHESHDDT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOP
CONVERSION RNDTRRNSLDCRTIONOF
PROTEINS INTHEROOT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOP
CONVERSION RNDTPRNSLOCRTIDNOF
PROTEINS INTHESHDDT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FDP
GPOMTHDFTHE
PODT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FDR
GRDMTHOF THE
SHDDT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FDP
THEFOPMRTION DF SKELETONS OF
RMINORCIDSFDPRDDTPPDTEINS
STRPCHREQUIREMENTFOPFDPMRTIDNOFSKELETONS OFRMINORCItt
FOR SHOOT PROTEINS
MRINTENRNCEOFTHEROOT
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOP
MRINTENRNCEOFTHESHOOT'
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FOR
FDPMRTIDN DF SKELETONS
STRPCHREQUIREMENT FDP
DFOPGRNICRNIONS
SHOOT-PDDTRRTIO
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FDP TRRNSPORT OF OPGRNIC RNIONS IN PDOT
STRPCH REQUIREMENT FOP TRRNSPDPT OF DPGRNICRNIDNS IN SHOOT
LERFPESISTRNCE FDPTRRNSPIRRTION.R*
:DETERMINED BY
MATE*
POTENTIRL
STOMRTRLCONDUCTRNCE TRBLEVERSUSRWCP
TOTRLSTRPCHREQUIREMENT INSHOOT
DRY INTHEYERPWHENSIMULRTIONSTRPTS
TIMECDNSTRNTOFSUBEPIZRTIONDFYOUNGROOTS
SUMOFLERFRNGLEDISTRIBUTION.SHOULDEQURL1
DIRECT VISIBLE PRDIRTION STRNDRPDSKYCLERP
DIRECTPRDIRTION FDPSTRNDRPD SKIESTABLE
DIRECT SUN IPPADIATIDN.PERPENDICULAR ONTHEBEAMEITHER
FDPVISIBLEDPFOPNEAP-INFRARED<FIFTY/FIFTYDISTRIBUTION) _
SATURATED VAPOUR PRESSURE
RATEDFSUBEPIZATIDNOFYOUNGRDOTS

SR
SPDOA
SPES
SPESL
SPGCP
SPGCS
SPGFR
SPGFS
SPGLR
SRGLS
SPGMP
SPGMS
SRGPR
SPGPS
SPGR
SPGS
SPGSAP
SPGSAS
SRMP
SRMS
SRSOA
SPR
SRTPAP
SRTPAS
SPM
SRCTB

ss
STDAY
SUBC
SUMF
SUMDCL
SUNDTB
SUNPEP
SVP
SYP
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UNIT

KG'HA/S
KG'HR/S
S/M
S'M
KG/HR/S
K6/HR/S
K.G'HR'S
KG/HR/S
KG/HR/-S
KG'HA/S
K.G/HA/S
K6/HA/S
KG/HA/S
KG/HA/-S
KG/HA'S
KG/HA'S
KG/HA/S
KG/HA^S
KG/HA^S
KG/HA'S
KG'HA'S
KG'HA'S
KG'HA'S
S'M
KG/HA'S
DAY
S
J/M2/S
>M£'S
MBAP
KG'HA/S

NRME

DESCRIPTION

UMIT

RIP TEMPEPRTUPE
DEGPEE<0
J'M.=vS
RUXILIRPY VRPIRBLE FDP CRLCULRTING DF RNIPC
RUXILIRPY VRPIRILE FDP CRLCULRTING DF RMIPD
TRBLE DF TEMPEPRTUPE RS FUNCTION DF HDUP DF THE DRY
RUXILIRPY VRPIRBLE FDP CRLCULRTING DF RVISC
-I'M^S
RUXILIRPY VRPIRBLE FDP CRLCULRTING DF RVISO
J'M,=vS
TPRNSPIPRTIDN CDEFFIENT<H2D TRRNSPIRED/SHODT FOPMED<DPY>>
G/i^
EFFECT DF TEMPEPRTUPE
DN PRTE DF PDDT MRINTENRNCE
EFFECT DF TEMPEPRTUPE
DN PRTE DF SHDDT MRINTENRNCE
EVRPDPRTIVE HERT LOSS
DF LERVES PEP GROUND RPER
J-M.EXS
EVRPDPRTIVE HERT LOSS
PEP GPDUND RPER.SKY CLERP
J'MivS
EVRPDPRTIVE HERT LDSS
PEP GPDUND RPER.SKY DVEPCRST
J-'M^/S
TELLER COUNTS HDM MRNY
TIMES PPDGPRM IS UPDRTED
<MULTIPLICRTIDN FRCTDP> TRBLE DF TEMPEPRTUPE EFFECT DN GROWTH
H
USED INMRCPD TD CRLCULRTE WRVE
SIMULRTED TIME ELRPSED SINCE STRPT DF SIMULRTIDN
DEGREE<C:
LERF TEMPEPRTUPE
KG'HR
TDTRLLED NET C02-RSSIMILRT10N PLRNTS
TDTRL NET PRDIRTIDN
J'MS'S
TDTRL NET PRDIRTIDN UNDER CLERP SKY
J'M£/S
TDTRL NET PRDIRTIDN UNDER DVEPCRST SKY
J'M2'S
RCCUMULRTED DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TPRNSPIPRTIDN PRTE RND
G'M2
PRTE DF WRTEP UPTRKE IN ITERRTIDN PROCEDURE
TP
KG<CO£v>/
RCCUMULRTED WHOLE PLRNT DISSIMILRTION
TPC
TPRNSPIPRTIDN PRTE OF CRNDPY
TPCCH TPRNSPIPRTIDN PRTE DF CRNDPY CRLCULRTED
G<HcDWM
TPCMH TPRNSPIPRTIDN PRTE DF CRNDPY MERSUPED
G<HcO>'M
TPCMTB TRBLE DF MERSUPED PRTE DF TPRNSPIPRTIDN DF
FIELD CRDP IN TIME TPPH
NRME DF MRCRO.DESCRIBING ENERGY BRLRNCE DF
INDIVIDURL LERVES TPPT
PRTE DF TRRNSPDPT OF OPGRNIC ANIONS TD THE
RDOT FDP
DECRRBDXYLRTIDN
KG'HR'S
TS
SDIL TEMPEPRTUPE IN ROOT ZONE
DEGPEE<C
TSHL
J'Mc^S
SENSIBLE
HERT LOSS OF LERVES PEP GROUND RPER
J'McvS
TSHLC SENSIBLE HERT LDSS PEP GPDUND RPER.SKY CLERP
J'McVS
TSHLO SENSIBLE HERT LDSS PEP GROUND RPER.SKY DVEPCRST
G'H,= 0 > ' M
TTPCC TDTRLLED TPRNSPIPRTIDN DF CRNDPY CRLCULRTED
G'HcO^M
TTPCM TDTRLLED TPRNSPIPRTIDN DF CRNDPY MERSUPED
KG'HR
TWS
TDTRL HEIGHT DF SHODT RND RESERVES
KG'HA
TMT
TOTRL WEIGHT CRDP
GtHc'O'^Mc^GRDU
TDTRLLED
WRTEP UPTRKE BY PDDT SYSTEM
TUllJP

TR
TRNIPC
TRNIPQ
TRTB
TRV1SC
TRVISD
TC
TEFP
TEFS
TEHL
TEHLC
TEHLD
TELLER
TGTB
TIM
TIME
TL
TNCRP
TMETP
TNETPC
THETPD
TDTDIF

UPES

CONSUMPTION PRTE DF

U T I L I Z R T I D N OF RESERVES

VKL
VRLUE
U S E D IN MRCRO TO C R L C U L R T E WRVE
U S E D IN MRCPD TO C R L C U L R T E I.IRVE
VRLRMP RMPLITUDE
U S E D IN MRCRO TD C R L C U L R T E WRVE
VRLRV RVEPRGE VRLUE
U S E D IN MRCRO TD C R L C U L R T E WRVE
VRLSS VRLUE RT SUNSET
U S E D IN MRCRO TD C R L C U L R T E WRVE
VRLSP VRLUE RT SUNRISE
VRPHT HERT DF VRPDPIZRTION DF WRTEP
V
IS
RBSDPBED VISIBLE PRDIRTIDN PER LERF RPER
V
ISD RUXILIRPY VRPIRBLE
VI
ST RUXILIRPY VRPIRBLE
VISBFC SRME RS NIPDFC BUT FDP VISIBLE PRDIRTIDN UNDER R CLERP SKY
VISDFO SRME ftt NIRDFD BUT FDR VISIBLE PRDIRTIDN
YPMI
cm CDNCENTPRTION OF RIP FLOWING INTO THE ENCLOSURE
VPMITB TRBLE OF VPMI VERSUS TIME
VPMOC CRLCULRTED CD2-C0NCENTPRTIDN OF RIP FLOWING OUT OF ENCLOSURE
VPMOM MERSUPED CD2-C0NCENTRRTIDN OF RIP FLOWING OUT DF ENCLOSURE
VPMOTB TRBLE DF VPMDM VERSUS TIME

K.G<STRRCH>/H

J^'G
J'M2<LEfiF
J-Mi*LEAF
J'M£<LEAF
J'Mc'iLEAF
JMi'LEAF
VPPM
VPPM
VPPM
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NAME

DESCRIPTION

WCF
WCP
I.ICPL
WCRR
MDL
WGPTB
WGSTB
WOP
WPTC
WPTSL
WPTTB
WRC
WS
WSC
WSM
WSN
WSO
WSMTB
WSTB
WUP
WYR

KG<C)/HA
WEIGHT OF A C C U M U L A T E D CARBON OFTHENETFLUX INTO PLANTS
KG<C>'HA
WEIGHT OF CARBON IN PLANTS
KG<.H20>'
WATER CONTENT PLRNTS
WEIGHT C O N D U C T A N C E PATIO OF ROOT SYSTEM
<>G'HA)•<.G<H20)/BAR'S
AVERAGE WIDTH OFT H E LEAVES
M
RELATION BETWEEN RELATIVE WATER CONTENT A N DG R O W T H OF ROOT
RELATION BETWEEN R E L A T I V E WATER C O N T E N T A N DG R O W T H OF SHOOT
WEIGHT DFO L D R D O T S
KG/HA
WATER POTENTIAL OF PLANTS
BAP
WATER POTENTIAL DF SOIL
BAR
TABLE PLANT WATER POTENTIAL VS PLANT R E L A T I V E WATER CONTENT
WEIGHT ROOT SYSTEM C A L C U L A T E D
KG/HA
W I N D SPEED INTHE E N C L O S U R E
M'S
WEIGHT SHOOT C A L C U L A T E D
KG/HA
WEIGHT SHOOT M E A S U R E D
KG/HA
WEIGHT SHOOT M E A S U R E D ATDAYN •1
KG^HA
WEIGHT SHOOT M E A S U R E D ATDAYN
KG/HA
TABLE OF M E A S U R E D SHOOT WEIGHT IN TIME
TABLE OF WIND SPEED INTHEE N C L O S U R E AS FUNCTION OF HOUR
RATE OF WATER UPTAKE BY ROOT SYSTEM
G'MS'S
WEIGHT OF YOUNG R O O T S
KG'HA

ZH
ZISSN
2H0LD
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DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OFALLLEAVES TOGETHER OVER CLASSESOF
SINESOF INCIDENCE
CUMULATIVE FUNCTION OFZ
SAME ASZ
CSMP FUNCTION

UNIT

Index

adaptation 37, 39, 40, 56, 59, 63,
69,78
ageing 45
amino acids 47, 49, 63
amino-acid synthesis 41
Angstrom's formula 16
assimilation 8, 35, 56, 62
assimilation rate 69
ATP 47, 49, 51
auxiliary variable 3
BACROS 60
balance
carbon 53, 64
energy 61
functional 57,59
water 33, 62, 65
bean 43
biochemical reactions 46
boundary layer resistance 19, 23,
62
Brunt's formula 16
C3-C4plants 9, 38, 44, 45
calibrating 68
canopy architecture 20
carbohydrates 47, 49
carbon balance 53, 64
cell walls 51
chemical composition 8, 48, 50,
53, 61, 64, 79
C0 2 assimilation 8, 35,42,59,63,
69,72
C0 2 assimilation curve 62
C0 2 compensation point 44
C0 2 concentration 23, 72
C0 2 dissimilation 52
C0 2 regulation 69

coefficient
extinction 25, 26, 61
reflection 25, 26
scattering 25, 26
transpiration 45, 89
combination method 23, 27
compensation point
C0 2 44
light 36
composition 50, 51
conversion 49
crop growth rate 79
crop enclosure 10, 18, 69
crop temperature 28
crop water status 27
cucumber 53
daily temperature 65
dark respiration 35, 40, 74
decarboxylation 49, 53, 64
declination 15
DELT 4
dew formation 23
dew point 17
dew point temperature 61
diffusion porometer 89
dissimilation rate 63
driving function 4
dry matter weights 6, 79
efficiency 36
efficiency
initial 37,78
growth 63
photosynthesis 36
energy balance 61
enclosure 10, 69, 72, 91
Euler 4
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evaluation 6, 9,67, 68,78,79
evaporative heat loss 62
evapo-transpiration 90
externalC02-concentration 42,45,
69
extinction 20, 24
extinction coefficient 25, 26, 61
fieldexperiments 9, 78
forcing function 4, 35
fraction overcast 14
functional balance 57, 59
global radiation 13, 65
glucose 48, 51
grand period of growth 79
growth 48, 56, 63, 64
growth
leaf 49
potential 1
protein 51
root 46
shoot 46
growth rate 8, 53, 90
growth rate
crop 79
root 53, 64
shoot 53, 64
growth respiration 8, 46, 52
humidity 13, 18, 20, 23, 61, 88
initial efficiency 37, 41, 44, 78
initialization 61, 70
input weather 13
integration 4, 65
intercellularC02-concentration 42,
44
internal C02-concentration 33,42,
45, 63,69,88
internal C02-regulation 90
ion gradients 51, 64
latent heat loss 27, 60
latitude 15
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laminar layer resistance 28, 62
leaf area 69, 79
leaf area index 20, 25, 61, 72, 79
leaf distribution 25, 26
leaf growth 49
leaf temperature 28, 42, 60, 62
leaf width 20
light compensation point 36
lignin 49
lipids 47,49
long-wave radiation 13, 16, 61
MACRO 60
macro-weather 20
maintenance 49, 51, 63
maintenance respiration 8, 46, 51,
52
maintenance requirement 41
maize 21, 43, 49, 53, 56, 69, 74,
78
maximum temperature 61
membranes 51
mesophyll resistance 44, 63, 72,
74
metabolic activity 52, 64
micrometeorological 12
micro-weather 6, 18, 23
minerals 51, 52
mineral uptake 48, 50, 52
minimum temperature 61
mobile installation 10
models 3, 67
models
simulation 60
state determined 3
morphogenesis 86
nitrate reduction 40, 41, 48, 49,
64
nitrate uptake 64
natural grassland 69
near-infrared radiation 61
net assimilation 62, 69,72"
organic anions- 47, 49, 63, 65
output variable 3

parameter estimation 68
Penman 23, 27, 62
perennial ryegrass 53, 69
phloem
loading of 48
unloading of 48
PHOTON 65
photosynthesis 14, 40, 60
plant components 51, 63, 64
plant synthesis 46
potential growth 1
proteins 8, 47, 49, 51,52, 64
Q 10 3 0 , 5 2 , 7 4

turbulent 23
respiration 8, 35, 46, 51
respiration rate 53
Rhodes grass 69
rice 69
root conductance 30
root growth 46, 53, 57, 64, 86
root resistance 29, 31
root respiration 53
root-shoot ratio 58, 59, 86
root weight 30, 64, 70
roughness length 18
Runge Kutta-Simpson 65
ryegrass 53, 69

radiation 18, 61, 86
radiation
global 13, 65
long-wave 13, 16, 61
near-infrared 61
short-wave 13, 14
total daily 14
visible 15,61
radiation flux 14
rate variable 4
rate
assimilation 69
crop growth 79
dissimilation 63
growth 8, 53, 90
respiration 53
transpiration 10, 31, 34, 44, 45
reflection coefficient 25, 26
relational diagram 6, 7
relative consumption rate 54, 59,
74
relative water content 29, 31, 56,
58, 62, 66, 69, 70
reserves 8, 46, 53, 56, 63, 70
reserve level 59, 63, 64
resistance
boundary layer 19, 23, 62
laminar layer 28, 62
mesophyll 44, 63, 72, 74
root 29, 31
stomatal 9, 19, 23, 33, 62

scattering coefficient 25, 26
sensible heat loss 28, 60, 62
sensitivity analysis 68
shoot growth 46, 53, 57, 64
shoot-root ratio 58, 59, 86
shoot weight 64, 69
short-wave radiation 13, 14
simulation models 60
simulation technique 3
sky temperature 13, 17
soil characteristics 20
soil heat flux 24
soybean 69
specific leaf weight 52, 69
standard deviation 79
state determined models 3
state determined systems 4
state variable 3, 33
stomata 8
stomatal closure 70, 74
stomatal conductance 20, 69, 70,
86, 88
stomatal control 35, 42
stomatal regulation 59, 72
stomatal resistance 9, 19, 23, 33,
62
suberization 30, 65
sugarbeet 38
sunflower 43, 49, 91
synthesis
aminoacids 40, 41
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plant 46
protein 40, 65
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temperature 8, 17, 18, 20, 23, 52,
56, 64, 88
temperature
crop 28
dew point 61, 65
leaf 28, 60
minimum 61
maximum 61
sky 13, 17
temperature effect 37
time constant 20, 33, 58, 59, 65
time interval 4, 65
total daily radiation 14
total water potential 29
translocation 8, 41, 49
transpiration 9, 14,27, 33,42, 59,
62, 69, 72, 87
transpiration coefficient 45, 89
transpiration rate 10, 31, 34, 44,
45
turbulent diffusion resistance 17,
23
turnover rate
cell wall 51
membrane 51
protein 8

water balance 33, 62, 65
water potential 33
water status 8, 27, 62, 63, 64
water uptake 9, 29, 34, 63
weather 7, 12, 61, 79
weather factors 12
weight
dry matter 6, 79
root 30, 64, 70
shoot 64, 69
wheat 53, 69, 91
wind 18
wind profile 18
windspeed 13, 17,20,28,61,65

unit system (SI) 6

zero plane displacement 18
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uptake of
minerals 48, 50, 52
nitrate 64
water 9, 29, 34, 63
validation 67, 68
variable
auxiliary 3
output 3
rate 3, 4
state 3, 33
verification 67
visible radiation 15, 61
Von Karman constant 18
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